One Newport Needs Assessment 2014
Survey Results

There were a total of 991 surveys completed by children and young people during the One Newport
Needs Assessment 2014. A summary of the results is shown below:

Basic Information
Question 1: How old are you?

Age

Number of
children &
young people

Percentage of
children &
young people

Age

Number of
children &
young people

Percentage of
children &
young people

4 yrs old
5 yrs old
6 yrs old
7 yrs old
8 yrs old
9 yrs old
10 yrs old
11 yrs old
12 yrs old

1
1
7
6
22
45
51
51
162

0.11%
0.11%
0.78%
0.67%
2.44%
4.99%
5.65%
5.65%
17.96%

13 yrs old
14 yrs old
15 yrs old
16 yrs old
17 yrs old
18 yrs old
19 yrs old
20 yrs old
21 yrs old

176
164
153
39
8
9
3
3
1

19.51%
18.18%
16.96%
4.32%
0.89%
1.00%
0.33%
0.33%
0.11%

NB: There were 89 no responses to question 1.
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Question 2: What area of the city are you from?

Afon Village

Number of
children &
young people
15

Percentage of
children &
young people
2.72%

Maesglas

Number of
children &
young people
2

Percentage of
children &
young people
0.36%

Allt-yr-yn

6

1.09%

Maindee

1

0.18%

Alway

1

0.18%

3

0.54%

Baneswell

2

0.36%

24

4.36%

Bassaleg

100

18.15%

Malpas
Malpas Church (School
Council)
Marshfield

39

7.08%

Beaufort

8

1.45%

Michaelstone

1

0.18%

Beechwood

4

0.73%

Moorland

9

1.63%

Bettws

7

1.27%

Mount Pleasant

7

1.27%

Broadmead

4

0.73%

Newport

51

9.26%

Brynglas

1

0.18%

Pill

17

3.09%

Caerleon

2

0.36%

Rhiwderin

17

3.09%

Cefn Wood

1

0.18%

Ridgeway

1

0.18%

Coedkernew

2

0.36%

Ringland

36

6.53%

Duffryn

6

1.09%

Risca

1

0.18%

Eveswell

26

4.72%

Rogerstone

89

16.15%

Gaer

3

0.54%

Shaftesbury

1

0.18%

Glas Usk

19

3.45%

Somerton

7

1.27%

Glasllwch

1

0.18%

St Brides

1

0.18%

Graig

6

1.09%

St Julians

3

0.54%

Great Oak Park

1

0.18%

St Melons

1

0.18%

Handpost

1

0.18%

St Woolos

2

0.36%

Highcross

5

0.91%

Stow Hill

2

0.36%

Little Mill

1

0.18%

Trowbridge

1

0.18%

Llanrumney

1

0.18%

Victoria

1

0.18%

Wales

7

1.27%

Area

Lliswerry
4
0.73%
NB: There were 440 no responses to question 2.

Area
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One Newport Needs Assessment 2014
Question 3: I feel safe?

Yes
No
Sometimes

Number of people
554
86
350

Percentage of people
55.96%
8.69%
35.35%

NB: There was 1 no responses to question 3.

Why do you think this (627 comments received)?






Because my mum and dad protect me.
People could come into the school gates.
I live in a nice environment.
Because I am careful.
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In my area (home/school).
Because I know lots of safe places.
It’s my home.
I don’t feel not safe.
Because I know people I can trust.
Because I feel safe.
Dodgy places and people.
I don’t like being home alone.
Because I feel safe.
Cause I do.
Because everywhere you go are gangs.
Because you can never be sure.
Dodgy men wandering around city centre.
Because my parents look after me.
Because Newport is dodgy.
Because I’m in a safe environment.
I feel safe in Bassaleg but not in Newport town.
Too much crime not enough police.
I see drugs used a lot in Newport.
Newport is full of drugies.
There are a lot of gangsters.
I feel unsafe and prefer to go to Cardiff.
The type of people who are in Newport.
Because there are idiots around that cause trouble.
Because people cause trouble.
Because sometimes I don’t feel safe in Newport.
Because there is a lot of staff.
Because there are some people that make me uncomfortable.
Because I am used to living here.
Because sometimes I feel unsafe walking.
Sometimes I don’t because the teachers don’t see everything.
Because I am in an area I know.
But I don’t feel safe alone.
Lots of dangers on the street.
Because I trust the teacher.
There always people about.
Because I am around a lot of people.
I feel safe because I am around people.
Because I am not alone.
My Area is fine.
I always feel safe.
Nothing can happen.
I've got family, friends and a home.
No bad things happening.
Not many teachers on the yard at break time and lunch.
There are not many teachers on the yard.
Because I am.
Because nothing bad happens where I live.
Not if I am out and it’s dark.
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Because school area is safe.
Because everyone is friendly.
Sometimes because bad things happen.
Because I can go to someone.
I feel safe in school and my area.
Because it’s nice and no fighting.
Because everyone is nice.
Because I know I won’t do anything silly.
Lots of staff around.
There are not always nice people around.
My friends around me.
I only feel safe sometimes because there can be things going on in my area and school.
I feel safe both in school and in my area.
Because there’s lots of adults on sight.
Because people aren’t nice.
I live in a house.
Because there’s scruffs.
There’s police around.
We never seen a fight in Rhiwderin.
Because there is lots of people around.
I feel safe around my area because I know people in my area.
It’s because I see police and there are no fights.
Because there are a lot of people around.
It’s my house.
I live in a safe place.
Because it’s like that and that the way it is.
In school I feel safe, across the bridge out of school I feel in secure.
I feel safe.
Because most of the time it’s very safe.
Because I am near my family.
Because I am close to my family and friends.
I am close to my family.
Because I am close to my family and friends.
Because of the police officers.
Because of teachers.
School.
Because no one hurts me.
Because I do.
Because there are a lot of people around.
There are some strangers around.
Because there are gangs.
There is little crime around.
Because there are no big gangs.
There might be bullies around.
Because of gangs.
Because of gangs.
Yes, because it’s protected.
There are gangs of people.
My area is really not safe.
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Because I don’t see any violence.
Because I see police men and things and it makes me think there is going to be trouble.
Not always.
I just don’t.
Because I am with my family.
I stay out of town.
Depends.
Newport town.
Haven’t heard of anything bad.
Because if I feel safe I am safe.
I know I can protect myself and others.
Because I have people to talk to.
Newport is not Alway safe.
Because I have no worries.
Because I have an alarm.
No one dangerous here.
Newport is not always safe.
Some crime I village.
Fights break out in town almost every day.
I have no worried.
Because my friends, brothers and parents take care of me.
There are pupils that are not.
Cause school is mostly safe.
I know the people in the area.
Because there are bad people around.
Newport is quite scary.
Because nothing bad has happened.
There are teachers everywhere.
Because it’s a quiet village.
Because I grew up in Newport and I know the area.
I have never been attacked.
I have always been in the right.
Druggies in town.
Not in City Centre.
Because I bullied.
I have no reason to feel unsafe.
Newport Town.
Teachers around.
Some intimidating people.
Some people look quite threatening and hang around.
Too much drugs.
I feel safe in my home.
Chavs/gangs.
No killers.
It’s dangerous in the street.
I thought it was good coming to play scheme.
Carers look after me.
Because I see the council checking if people are ok.
I feel safe because we are around teachers and friends.
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Not much awareness of fights.
Yes because my parents look after me.
It’s a safe area not rough.
I feel safe in my area because it’s a safe area.
Because there are dodgy people.
There are dodgy people.
It’s a safe place.
Because of teachers.
Because there’s police.
Because I know my way around.
I do at home but not all the time when I am out.
Safe community.
Because of bullying.
Need more lampposts.
Because it is a safe area with nice people.
Because there are loads of police and nothing has ever happened.
Because of crimes and stuff.
Because there are some bad people.
I live in a safe area.
Because of the area I live in.
Newport is a rough low class area (in town).
Because I do.
Because I follow Ashley.
There are too many gangs.
Because I got supervision.
Because I got to play with my friends.
Because they sort out bullies.
Because I have friends.
I feel safe when with family.
I feel safe everywhere.
Because there are some nice people but also not.
I am around people.
Newport is not always safe.
Because I might get stabbed.
Because there are lots of crimes.
Because I know everyone.
It's Newport.
Live in a good area.
Big family.
I know all the staff.
I have caring people around me.
Yes because my home is nice.
Because of the police and the safety services.
Because I live in a warm house
Because my guardian always keeps an eye on me.
Because my family care for me.
Because my friends and family care for me.
Because I am with my family.
Sometimes because there are some not good people.
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Because it’s a supporting place.
Because everyone is nice.
Because I have been robbers.
I think it’s because we live next to a park and loud people come and it always gets set on
fire.
Because I am with my family.
Because I have a safe place to be in.
Because I have a lot of friends.
Because of criminals.
I am always with an adult.
Because the area I live in.
A boy in the woods hanged himself.
Because I have friends.
At times.
Because people are mean.
Because people act really silly.
Because I know my street.
Because Newport in some areas is rough.
Because Newport is rough.
Because Newport is rough at times.
I have family.
Because it’s a nice looked after environment.
Because of the area I live in.
I live in a safe area.
Because there is lots of staff.
Because there is lots of staff.
Because there is lots of staff.
Because there is lots of staff.
Because there is lots of staff.
Because there is lots of staff.
Because there is lots of staff.
Because there is lots of staff.
Because there is lots of staff.
Because there is lots of staff.
Because there is lots of staff.
Because there is lots of staff.
Because there is lots of staff.
Because there is lots of staff.
Because there is lots of staff.
Because there is lots of staff.
Because there is lots of staff.
Because there is lots of staff.
Because there is lots of staff.
Because there is lots of staff.
Because there is lots of staff.
Because there is lots of staff.
Because there is lots of staff.
Because there is lots of staff.
More public transport info needed.
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Emergency service strike.
Because sometimes I am silly.
Because my community is a safe environment.
My friend’s family and community are there.
Because I am always with someone.
Because there are some silly people who drink and smoke.
Because there’s nothing bad.
Because of bad people.
Sometimes there are bad people.
Because of bullies.
I don’t know who is out there.
Because there is not bad people.
Because my house was burgled and my dad’s friend sad he saw someone following me and
my friend home.
Because I know the place.
It’s quiet.
Because I know the area.
Gangsters.
Because there are police on hand.
Because I do where I am.
I live in a good area.
Because it’s Newport.
Because there is not much crime.
I live in a peaceful village.
Yes.
Because some people are really rough.
Because I like my village.
Because I do where I am.
Because there are police.
I feel safe in my area.
Because there is a lot of crime.
Lots of safe places.
There is a dark street by me.
Lots of safe areas.
Because I know I am.
Because there are some bad people.
Because you don’t know who is out there.
Our road is safe and friendly.
Because you don’t know everyone.
There are a few in the area.
There are a lot of rough boys in the area.
I stay inside most of the time.
Because of safe people around.
Teachers, family to keep me safe.
Newport town is frightening and unsafe.
Newport Town is unsafe.
My house is safe.
Calm/quiet area.
Crime is rare in my area.
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Quiet neighbourhood.
People around me are nice.
Various areas are safe.
No one lives by me.
Doesn’t make sense.
Rough neighbourhood.
Rough street.
Because of different areas.
Because there are a lot of nice people.
Because the police is ok.
Some parts are rough.
Because there police.
Some parts are very rough and unsafe.
I live in a nice area.
Because there’s crime.
There are lots dodgy people in Newport.
Arguments, fights.
Fights.
Because there are no police.
Because it’s a small area.
Nothing really happens.
I usually feel safe but I feel scared sometimes.
I live in a safe area.
Because it’s a small area.
Sometimes I see police.
Because it’s a quiet place.
I live very close to the youth clubs and there are gangs outside.
It’s quiet.
I am safe with friends and family.
It’s not a rough place.
Because sometimes there are people drinking.
Because everyone is friendly.
There is nothing happening.
I trust people in my area.
I feel safe only in my home.
Sometimes there are some mean and weird people in school.
No one will harm me.
It’s a safe place.
I have people to protect me.
I have a house.
No one will harm me.
I am watched.
I have to be home.
Every year I get bullied.
There are parents to look after me.
I am with friends and family.
Adults look after me.
In school I get hurt.
Lots of people are mean to me.
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I don’t be scared at times.
People don’t pick on me.
People do not bully me.
I feel safe walking.
I think it’s because we got robbed.
I have people to keep me safe.
I am with my friends.
My mum or dad are by me.
If I was worried I could tell someone.
I am not being bullied.
I am quite brave and have and a good family to care for me.
People are sensible.
Someone to take care of me.
Public places have bad people that can harm you.
I think this because I know.
I don’t get bulled.
Because of drug dealers.
Newport town is frightening.
Newport is sometimes dangerous.
I have a safe area where I live.
Everywhere.
Because people are scared there.
People look dangerous.
Mam and dad look after me.
Everyone is kind.
Sometimes I get lost.
There are nasty people.
Because the school has lots security and it’s very secure.
Because I know a lot of people in Newport and I have got my family with me.
I feel protected here.
I feel safe because there are teachers to help us and keep us safe.
I feel kind of safe because the ITC teachers know how to secure my email.
Because there are a lot of teachers around to keep you safe and there's leader ship team.
There are a few bullies about.
I feel safe because all the people around me who help me.
Because I know who to talk to and who not to.
Because the school has fences around the school.
I feel safe because I feel like there are people around me to help me.
I feel safe because there are a lot of people around to support me if I have anything to worry
about.
Because the school has lots of security and it'd be quite hard for anyone to break into the
school during school hours.
I feel safe because I think that Newport is a safe place to live.
Because the teachers are here to help.
Because I don’t know you!
Yes I feel safe.
I feel safe because I know that there are teachers and people that would help me if
something was wrong.
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I feel safe because I have different friends in Newport who some of them go to a different
like Duffryn, Newport High and Lliswerry.
Sometimes I feel safe when there are teachers around.
Sometimes I feel safe in school because when there are teachers around so if I have a
problem I nowhere they are.
Because we have lock gates in the day but anyone could come in the morning. In the news
some people went into Lliswerry and tried to stab people with knifes.
There have been so many situations going on that has alarmed the community that I feel like
I'm not that safe. You never know what could strike any time. If there was any kind of notice
or support maybe the citizens would be safer. The police should take more action and try to
keep calm the people and try to keep the pupils in schools more safe and not ignore the
violence going on. In my opinion.
Because there is best to help anyone with any problems.
Yes I think. It’s just scary living In Newport.
Druggys and stuff.
Because the number of people saying there coming after you.
I think this because there are a lot of gangs and burglaries because of drug use.
Posters up saying Newport rapist.
I only feel safe sometimes because in the past I have been jumped on the street for no good
reason. Also, there are always news reports about stabbings and violence and drug crimes
going on in Newport. I am also a very anxious person in general so I do not like going outside
alone anyway but this adds to my discomfort when walking around Newport.
There are so many killing and rapes happening all over the news.
Because there are a lot of druggies and a lot of big boys that are out at the night and the
area I live in is a really dangerous place there are a lot of thief's, because my bike got
robbed, not only once more than five times.
Because there are a lot of druggies and a lot of big boys that are out at the night and the
area I live in is a really dangerous place there are a lot of thief's, because my bike got
robbed, not only once more than five times.
Because friends and family are around.
Most people I meet are nice, but some aren’t.
I feel safe because I have got all my friends and family around me.
I feel safe because the teacher help us.
Because sometimes there's a few strange people around, and it really depends where I am.
Because in Newport I know that it can be dangerous.
If I am walking home by myself then sometimes I don't feel safe but when I am walking with
someone then I feel a bit safer.
If I am home with people I felt safe but when I am on my own walking home I don't feel safe.
If I am on my own I am worried about the people and my surroundings or even if I am just
with my friends and there are a lot of doggy people around.
Coz I do.
I feel safe because there is the best and lots of supportive teachers.
Because most the time people in Newport are doing bad things and that's why I it’s not
always a safe place.
Because there is lots of teachers around keeping us safe.
Because I can walk home with friends.
Yes, because people I know that people I know that around me that will be there if I am lost.
Because in Newport around in the evening it can be very dangerous and you don't know
what's round the corner.
I feel safe because I’m comfortable here.
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I feel safe because I’m around my friends pretty much all the time but when I’m not with
them and I accidently do something I shouldn’t I’m scared of someone doing something to
me.
No I don't always feel safe because everything that has happened in Newport like I get
worried when it gets dark because I don't know who's about and what could happen.
Only when you’re not with an adult in some parts of Newport where you haven't been.
Because I walk home with some of my friends.
Because I don't live in a violent neighbourhood.
I go to school in Newport but I live in Pontypool and whenever I’m in Newport a sometimes
feel safe.
Because I’m have the comfort of all my friends.
Because there could be robbers around.
Because they are many people are kind.
Because we live in a friendly community.
Because I’m with my family and friends.
I feel safe because I with my friends and family and I have people around me who will take
care of me when I am alone.
Because I’m cool, and the police are good.
Because I read namaz.
Not many of Newport's facilities are safe due to some of the behaviour of the citizens.
Because it’s just the amount of crime around.
Yes because I am with all of my family and friends.
Yes because I have my family and friends around me to keep my safe and I know the dangers
of life.
I dunno.
Because I have heard how much the world is changing and how different people are now.
Because it’s the amount of crime around.
Because there is police around and adults plus we can call our parents if we don't feel safe
I got family with me & looking after me.
Because everyone seems friendly to me. Ish.
I don’t know I just always feel safe.
Cause my family look after me.
Because I’m a different religion and sometimes I feel safe.
Because I am always with people I can trust
I know that there is a suitable community around me.
Do self-defence.
Because my family is there for me if I need help they will be there for me.
Because everyone seems nice and friendly.
Because your family, friends, and relatives are there for you.
Because sometimes I worry because citron things go on in other schools and nobody expects
it and it just makes me a bit concerned at times.
I feel safe because I have nothing to worry about.
There's some weird people out there, who are Slovakian, Czech people they can't speak a
word in English this is in the Pillgwenly area.
Most of the time I feel safe but sometimes when I walked past gangs I don’t!
I feel safe where ever I am.
I feel safe at home and in school but I sometimes feel frightened when I walk to school on
my own and when I walk home I see gangs of boys by the spar smoking, swearing and
looking at me.
I feel safe at all times.
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I feel safe when I’m at home but when I go out with my mates I do not feel safe.
Yes I feel safe at home and well I am walking to school.
I feel safe most places because my mum wouldn’t let me go somewhere that is not safe
especially on my own.
This town can be quite rough at night times.
Because If Anything Happens To Me I Have Got Friends.
I feel safe at home and in school but I don't always feel safe outside.
I sometimes feel safe in Newport, because so many things have happened in Newport and I
fear that it might happen to me or a family member or even a friend.
I feel safe sometimes because at home and in school I feel safe but outside of school I don't
feel as safe.
I have friends to hang around with and my family support me.
I feel safe in school and at home but sometimes I do not feel safe on my way to school
because there are lots of dangerous people around.
The town and lanes can be a bit unsafe at nights and sometimes during the day.
I don’t feel safe walking around Newport it just looks like everything’s abandoned and there
are all kinds of people round the city like drug dealers.
Because my friends make me laugh.
I feel safe but in lanes I don’t because you don’t know who could be behind you or going to
come out at you.
There are many dangerous people out there and you don’t know when they are going to
show up.
I feel safe because my family won’t let me come out of their sight unless they come with me.
When I walk to school and back I always feel safe when I go somewhere I am never scared
but sometimes I do get a little scared when I am in school there are sometimes people
bigger and older than me that push me around I am only a year 7 and just now when I was
coming to ICT these boys in about year 9 were messing around and I got pushed and almost
fell out of door and sometimes I get scared when I’m on my Xbox, because people say on a
game give me all stuff and I play a lot to get it good stuff and they said if I don’t they will file
complain me so I gave them my stuff then I was sad and that’s what I feel safe.
Because crime happens every day in Newport.
Because there are cars going up and down.
Because it’s a rough place.
Because the schools surrounded by fences.
There's crime everywhere you go. There’s no reason to feel safe. So many people are being
murdered. Every corner you turn there is a chance of something happening to you, we
should not have to live like this in our own town, we should not have to live in fear.
Newport is an awful place to be as teenagers.
Because certain places scare me.
Some places and people are scary and rough.
Because some places are rough.
Too many gangs etc. that make you feel intimidated.
It's a safe school, but it can get out of control.
There have been shootings in the past and in the newspapers there have been rapists
spotted.
Because it has a pretty poor reputation as a "safe" place, and has been in the news for rape,
murder and arson in the past few months.
A lot of violent things happen in Newport and there are a lot of rough areas.
Because there are lots of drugs and fights around Newport.
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Because there is a lot of crime and dangerous people just roaming the streets but other
times you are surrounded by lovely people.
Because there is a lot of violence.
Because there are dangerous people in Newport but also some kind people.
When I’m with an adult I know I feel safe.
Gangs (D BLOCK) as they call themselves make people feel really irritated.
I feel safer when I'm outside with someone me.
It’s sometimes rough.
I feel safe in most but not all areas of Newport.
Rarely any dangers or threats.
Nothing really threatens me around Newport.
Anyone could climb the fence.
I know my surroundings.
Sometimes I have to walk past large groups of boys and feel threatened.
Sometimes something’s happening that don’t make me feel safe.
Because I feel safe.
Newport just isn't safe.
Because there is a lot of crimes going on in Newport.
Because there's a lot of crimes happening in Newport.
Because I know that I can rely on adults in the area.
Due to crime that occurs in Newport.
Because of the amount of crimes in Newport.
Because people in Newport are rough.
Because I'm from East London.
I feel safe sometimes because there are lots of crimes going on in Newport. A reason why
lots of times I do feel safe is because we have the police and they are able to sort the
majority of incidents out.
Why wouldn't I?
I feel safe in most areas but not some.
Depends where you’re walking.
There are lots of people in Newport that do drugs.
Because anything can happen in Newport.
Anything could happen and any time when you’re on your own.
Because you don't know who is always around.
It depends if I'm on my own or with a group of people.
Because it’s only safe sometimes.
There are some areas in Newport, where I'm sometimes scared to go due to the people, like
alcoholics, drug addicts etc.
Because it just doesn't feel safe sometimes.
Lots of different types of people I walk past on Saturdays like people who do drugs or drink
etc.
You see drug packets all around, Newport has also been known as the worst city in Britain.
Because we have a good police force and where I live there isn't a lot of crime.
Because there are police men around if you need help.
I feel safe because we have good law enforcement.
Because there are adults around that are there to help.
I've seen allot of drug packets around, Never quite felt safe.
Because I’m with others.
In some areas of Newport I feel safe, however in other parts I don't.
Because I’m with others.
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Depends on where I am in Newport, if I’m in the bad parts then I don’t feel safe. I also don’t
feel safe at night in Newport.
Because I’m with others.
Because I never don't feel safe.
There are lots of drug dealers and murderers and frankly it’s a disgusting place to live.
The police do not help people.
I did get bullied in the past.
Newport is a scary place.
Because we live in Newport.
Because bad people are out there.
Because I do!
Because I see lots of people smoking.
Sometimes I feel safe in Newport because you meet some friendly people and become
friends and you get people who are weird.
I don't feel safe all the time because there are gangs everywhere you go like outside the
doors and you never know what they’re going to do because you don't what there up to and
you don't know if there good people or bad people.
Lots of gangs.
No, because there are some people in Newport where bad stuff are happening and I’m
petrified of that!
Because I have a lot of friends that I know so if I’m so sad I talk to my brother josh and he
will make me happy.
Someone hacked my account on PS3.
Because there are lots of gangs and drugies in Newport and there’s not enough police.
I don’t think there is enough police/P.C.S.OS around.
Because there are lots of drunks and drugies.
There are a lot of weird people around town.
Because I have been in Newport all my life I have been safe.
Sometimes when I’m out walking etc. I feel unsafe because of all the people around who are
addicted to alcohol and deal with drugs and also I feel unsafe because of all the racial
incidents I hear about.
No, because of the high rate of crime and drugs in Newport.
Because there are some crimes and bad things happening in Newport.
Newport is full of weirdoes and druggies. Sometimes I won’t go out because I don’t feel safe
by myself; I usually go out with my friends though.
Because of the high rate of crime like not too long ago when there was a lot gun crime and
knife crime going on and here there seems to be a lot of people addicted to Drugs and
Alcohol which may make them violent.
Because there are lots of crimes and people be racist to you-sometimes, and also bad things
are happening in Newport.
Because lots of obnoxious chavs, violent drunks (because of too many pubs). So yeah, it is
the most unhappy city in wales, and I am starting to see why!
Although we don't have any really bad incidences in our school, the schools around us have
had criminal attacks quite recently.
Because there people out there with weapons and are kidnappers.
Enclosed in the school, lots of teachers everywhere, there’s nothing not safe about St Julians
except what happens around it.
Mostly I feel safe in Newport but some of the citizens are people within "gangs" who turn
into "chavs".
Our school has not had any crime problems while I have been there so far.
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Sometimes because there are men that keep staring at me and I feel uncomfortable and I
think there paedophiles.
Because sometimes I am left alone.
I feel safe because I know the area and I’ve lived here all my life.
Because if you do something out of the norm people might bully you.
Because I know that I'm safe in school with the staff, pupils and excellent friends and at my
home, with my mum or dad, I have a cosy house with my brother who is there for me.
Yes I feel safe I ant worried about nothing.
Cause like any other place it’s still dangerous.
Because there was allot of robberies where I live.
Because there’s lots of scary people around.
Because there's lots of messed up people around.
Because I always feel really happy and I have really good friends!!
Because in the newspaper there are sometimes crimes in Newport and children getting
kidnapped.
Because In Newport there are some crimes going on and burglaries and robbing which is not
good for the city.
I think this, because I know a lot of people around so if something happened I could go to
them.
There are lots of burglars, paedophiles, smokers / alcohol addicts and all in all a bad
community for children.
I know the area.
Because some people in this city a crazy and messed up.
Because Newport's a bit rough.
Where I live in Maindee people drink, deal drugs and fight.
Because there are gangs around in streets and a lot of crimes are committed.
Because there are loads of crimes like kids getting kidnapped on my street.
I sometimes feel safe in Newport because there is good protection but sometimes there are
bad people in the streets.
I feel because I know I am safe.
There are some places with bad repetition.
Because I think that the school and at home is in a safe place.
The majority of the time I feel safe in Newport. However, I have heard of too many
dangerous incidents to feel completely at home in my city of Newport. The Newport
community is quite intimidating, as there are many people who behave inappropriately.
I think this because there are quite a lot of dodgy people within Newport.
I have very loving family however stepping outside of my house and going to certain parts of
Newport is a different story.
Because there is sometimes trouble.
I mostly feel safe in some areas of Newport but there are some places I would not walk
through at night or on my own.
I feel safe in most areas, but there are places I'd never walk through by myself; even during
the day.
Because sometimes I see police men.
There are lots of bad people around the streets.
Because we are locked in.
Too much crime.
I have lived in Newport my whole life therefore I am feel safe 99% of the time however there
are certain areas in Newport I wouldn't go to after a certain time.
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Mainly when I'm on the main street I feel alright but if I'm walking through a lane,
sometimes I’ll think someone is there to rob me or something.
Certain people in Newport appear intimidating and stories have been told of people being
mugged and attacked which makes me scared to go out sometimes.
I never really feel in danger.
Sometimes as I am easily intimidated.
There are incidents where there are gang involvements in the community, which lead from
drug dealings. However there are times I feel somewhat safe.
People have been attacked recently and I don’t feel happy going out in the dark.
There are a lot of intimidating people.
Lots of crime! Poorly controlled nothing for teenagers to do so it results in teenagers
hanging around on the streets causing trouble. But I am not intimidated.
Newport is full of dodgy people.
When I walk through certain areas in Newport I feel like I might get stabbed at any time but
in most areas I feel like I can walk around without the fear of being killed.
There are hardly any police around the streets but when I do see them they don’t really pay
attention.
I ride my bike often with friends and have to try to stay away from certain areas so that
people don't try to rob our bikes. People have attempted a couple times so we ride away
from them.
I feel safe because I don't feel threatened and am not easily intimidated.
Because there are so many gangs in Newport and within schools and the amount of violence
is escalating to the point where it’s beyond control, I have been there when my mates have
been jumped and beat up for only standing up for themselves.
It depends on where I am in Newport, in certain places there are lots of gangs and scary
people.
People in Newport can be intimidating and seem like they are going to cause harm to you
but most of the time they don't.
Mainly because of the reasons that there are a lot of rough people living in Newport such as
homeless people and there are a lot of psychopaths that live in the Newport area that carry
weapons such as knives or guns. However there are a lot of people of who are willing to help
the community become a better place.
Because Newport’s full of violence.
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Question 4: I get all the information I need?

Yes
No
Sometimes

Number of people
456
138
383

Percentage of people
46.67%
14.12%
39.20%

NB: There were 14 no responses to question 4.

Why do you think this (519 comments received)?








Because you don’t always
We get told quite a bit of information
From anyone who knows
Because I could ask my parents
Usually unless it’s something obscure
Because I understand things then
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Some things I need to know about
Sometimes not everyone explains important things
Certain things are left out
Because I get all the information
From family and school
Because teaches tell us
I know what’s happening in my area
Because sometimes I get all the info I need
Cause I do
More info about ways o for young people on net
Because my parents inform me
Because I go to school
Teachers tell me
I have access to information sources
Not enough facilities
I get it from school
I don’t
The council website is not clear
There are not many facilities
Depends on the person
Because I can talk to teachers
Because of the teachers
Because I ask questions and find out most of the questions
Sometimes I’d like to learn more in class
When I answer a question or ask one I get the answer
I feel that all the info needed is at hand
Because I am in top set and I don’t learn much
Sometimes I have too much info
It’s always there
I think this as I listen to all instructions
From my teachers and the internet
From going to school
Sometimes I get all the information I need, sometimes I don’t
Sometimes I don’t listen
News parents
Sometimes we have assessments and we haven’t learnt the answers.
I get told everything
In post / news
Teaching is good
The teachers are good at teaching
Yes I do
From school education
Because people always tell me what’s what
Internet
Buy news paper
Sometimes people tell me things
People don’t always tell me stuff
Yes teaching top standard
Buy newspaper
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Sometimes teachers don’t explain everything
Ask a teacher
I don’t always get the right info
I feel I need to know more
I sometimes get information from my form tutor or parents
I get all the information I need in school for work or other things
Teachers tell me everything I need to know
That’s why I go to school
In my school and my home I get all the info I need
I know what I need to know
I have internet
Yes I am aware of who and what information I can get
Sometimes when I have homework, I don’t know what I am doing
For homework not very clear
Leaflets through my door
I get a leaflet through the door
I get leaflets about my area
Because I get leaflets through my door
There are notice boards around
Because I’m in classes
School
Because I have school
Because people tell me
I get told the answers to questions
If I ask a teacher
It depends
Teachers
I don’t receive any leaflets
I don’t always get the information I need
Computer or internet at home
Website is good
School, home
I don’t get any information
Because all the information on line
Information not fully understood
I ask teacher
School and various websites
Because I ask when unsure
I do not receive information
I have a laptop
Some things unclear
I don’t know how to catch a train
From the internet and school
Teachers do not provide enough info
Computers give me lots
No place to get it from
People don’t know what I need
I'm never stuck
Sometimes I get the information I need
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Ask people
About what?
I have never had to find info
I get all the info you need
Not enough activities that apply to me
Not enough information booths
I go to school
I find information I need
I miss things
I go to teachers
From my teachers
From the people
School and family
School gives information
Carer is a police woman
Because I get notices from the council
I get all the information I need
I find the work to easy
I get letters from school
My family and school tell me
My parents give me information
From my school
From school
Yes because of the mail
Because my mum tells me
Because I get told it
Use internet
From school, news etc.
N school
I have lots of info from school and parents
Because sometimes I can’t get it
If I need to I got people to go to
From Bassaleg school
If my cousin falls over
People help me when I am stuck
Because I am normally playing
I have listening skills
From adults and resource
Because if I get stuck I can ask an adult or a friend
I ask adults
School
I don’t know
In course work it could be explained a bit more
All the staff tell me
I don’t know much about charities
I feel taught well by my teachers
School and home
Once I looked for a fiction book and didn’t find
Because I always want to know more
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Teachers give all the info I need
Because my teacher helps me
Because I work hard
I get all the information I need
Not all the time
Because people don’t tell me that much that I need to know
There are no sign
There’s not a lot of libraries
From people talking to us in school
Not the info I need
Because there are websites
Because sometimes people don’t tell me everything
Because people tell us
Sometimes people don’t tell me everything
We work together
Sometimes
From teachers
I always get informed
Because the teacher always explains
Because the teacher always explains
Because the teacher always explains
Because the teacher always explains
Because the teacher always explains
Because the teacher always explains
Because the teacher always explains
Because the teacher always explains
Because the teacher always explains
Because the teacher always explains
Because the teacher always explains
Because the teacher always explains
Because the teacher always explains
Because the teacher always explains
Because the teacher always explains
Because the teacher always explains
Because the teacher always explains
Because the teacher always explains
Because the teacher always explains
Because the teacher always explains
Because the teacher always explains
Because the teacher always explains
Because the teacher always explains
Because the teacher always explains
Young people should be more informed on decisions
Timetables internet
Because I get info off my parents
They tell me in school
In the Marshfield leaflet
They tell me
In school
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In community centre and school
Sign up on streets
Don’t get any?
To keep us safe
To keep us safe and sound
I don’t ask for it really
Because
Parents tell you
Because there is news
I don’t read local news papers
Not sure Newport doesn’t give good advice
Because the school doesn’t supply it
I have lots of access
From school
Don’t know
Yes because of the news
I don’t read local newspapers
Because there is news
I don’t watch the news sometimes
Because I go to school
From the community
Sometime I don’t get info like phone numbers
From community centre
People tell me
Because I have the news
I don’t get any
I usually get all the information
There are still some things I want to know
I’ve
From school and parents
Because it’s always on newsletter
Get it from my family, teachers , library books and dictionary
Don’t know where to get it
I don’t need it
Don’t know
I don’t understand the question really
I don’t get it always when I need it
No information given at all
No information given
Doesn’t make sense
Don’t need much info
About what
My parents don’t inform me
I use a computer most of the time
Because I haven’t learnt everything yet
I don’t most times
Because there’s school
No I don’t know about activities and news in Newport
My parents and school tell me
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From internet and family
Because adults only care for themselves
Teachers don’t help
Teachers don’t explain
They don’t tell us much
Usually I do
They don’t give info
We don’t get much
I don’t know
No I never get info about my area
I never get information about my area
I don’t hear anything
I have Google
They don’t give info about the area to kids
Sometimes there are posters in the village
My parents tell me
I don’t need much information
We get a local news magazine
What
I always get told everything
People tell me
School and home
I have parents teachers internet
I have a computer and books
School teaches me
I get informed
Sometimes I don’t get it
Not everyday
It’s in the news letters
We know what’s happening all the time
I know what to do
We don’t get loads of it
They teach me well
Yes I have information
That’s what school is for
We won’t wear the same stuff
I don’t get it all time
It’s on news letters
It doesn’t tell me everything
I woke up and I knew
They give us good idea
My teacher to tell us information
As they give me news letters
School gives newsletters and puts on the website
From newsletters
We have news letters
I think this because I know it happen
They have a website and news letters
School helps us
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I don’t know where to get it
Don’t know where to get it
School and at home
Home and school
Yes I do because people come and talk to us
There are something’s at the doctors that I can’t recognise
People come to school to talk to us
Any question I can ask can be solved either from a teacher / lrc
The teachers tell us in detail
If I or one of my class mates talk it’s hard to hear what the teacher said.
Because sometimes the lrc isn't open to use.
Lots of teachers to help.
I don’t get all the information I need
Because sometimes information can get a bit complicated
When I ask a teacher a question they listen and answer
I get all the information I get because I get it all from my family and teachers
Because everything is well explained by teachers at school and also parents.
I learn quite a lot in this school, a lot more than I did in my primary school, and I think that
I’m getting all the information that I need in every subject that I do.
I get the information I need from classes or my family.
Because we are constantly learning new things
No not really because when I type in a questions and I look at more than one website it
comes up with different answers.
Because there never leave a question that is not answered like if I said what is the question
again they will say the question is. And you have to do this
Sometimes I have all the information I need because sometimes people know an answer but
sometimes they don't
Yes the teachers give me all the information I need.
Yes because the teachers tell me the information I need
Because we get emailed or tolled.
With school, I get all the information I need: which is terrific. I think I’m noticed all the time.
Because the teachers explain everything in great detail
Cuz I’m black
I don't always get all the information I need.
Sometimes I do sometimes I don't.
I think we need more police talks
I feel that there are a lot of things that I am not informed about and when I find out about
them it is usually via social networking sites and the stories have been twisted, leading to
misunderstandings. I think that the young people of Newport should be informed about
what is going on more regularly.
Because I don't know nothing about Newport history
Sometimes when they are a lot of people around my house there are police around as well
but they don't tell us what's happening but sometimes I find out from my friends rather than
having the information from the teacher (e.g.)
Sometimes when they are a lot of people around my house there are police around as well
but they don't tell us what's happening but sometimes I find out from my friends rather than
having the information from the teacher (e.g.)
Because I have a lot of support
Yes, my form teacher tells me all the info I need
Because sometimes I don't need to know certain pieces of information
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It really depends on what information it is
I do because my family, teachers and peers give me information.
When I have a football game or a rugby game I always know a few days before the game.
But sometimes I find from friends rather than authority and I sometimes don’t know about
local clubs that I might like to go to
Coz I do
I get all the information I need because there is a lrc and there also is teachers and they can
give me information if I need it
I get all the information I need from my teacher and if I need any more information I can visit
the library
Yes I do
I think this because my mum and dad tell me what's going on in Newport.
Basically I do because my teachers, parents and friends a lot of the time tell me about things
that's going on
The teachers are giving me all the information I need
I don't get what you mean by this it's depending what information
Depends on what information
Sometimes I get it and sometimes I do
Because I don't asked questions.
I go to St Julians Comp and I think this is a really good school.
Because my teachers spilt the lesson into different sections.
Nobody tells me anything
From family, teachers and the local community
Because my mum and dad tell me about what’s going to happen when u leave school or
maybe when I with someone in town or around the streets
Because I confidently ask questions
Because the format of the school is pitiful as for tests there is little revision but a lot to be
tested
Most of them are very secretive
Because people tell me the reasons and then tell me it all and my family will as well
Because you don't always get the information you’re looking for
People don't help others
Because sometimes things are kept secret from me.
Because some of them are secret.
Because if something happens to a family member then sometimes they will give us the
information if it’s absolutely necessary.
Because I don’t have all the information I need.
Sometimes teachers and people do not explain everything.
Because sometime you don’t get told everything.
Cause I don't need to know every thing
If there’s something I don’t know, I always ask, but if it’s too late I just leave it.
Because people might forget to tell you things sometimes
I don't need much information but if I do, I ask and I get the answer I was thinking.
People don’t tell us the important stuff
Because I only get some information
Because I don't get told a lot things
Sometimes teachers or pupils doesn’t explain the tasks enough
Because I gets these information from school, news and also friends to tell me
Because sometimes I ask teachers because I’m stuck and then they say they will explain now
but then they just move on to the next task
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Because I don't listen sometimes
Because my teachers and my family
I think some things that are kept from me I need to know
Yes I get the information I need.
I get all the information I need because they email me.
I get enough information that I need for life
This city shows that you cannot trust everybody you meet, which are good life lessons.
Because our form tutor tells me and my form.
I get the information sometimes but not if they are secret or I’m not allowed to.
My mum and dad tell me all that I need to know and all the dangers I need to be aware of.
If I am curious about something or worried I get all the info I need.
Yes because I listened in school.
I get all the information I need because I listen in lessons in school.
I would get information of my friends, family and teachers
Only sometimes I think I get the information I need but most of the time I feel like I’m
learning the same things everyday
Because I always get my work done
I think it important to get all the information I need because if something does happen then I
know how to get away from it.
My family friends and the news always tell me what I need to know.
My mum and dad tell me to stay alert when I am with my sisters and brother because there
can be dangerous things happening
Sometimes people don’t give me all the information I need sometimes my parents talk
behind my back about things and then say none of your business
You have local newspapers and TV news covering this area
I don’t get all the information that I need.
Not all the time
Some of the teachers could explain things a bit better.
Us 'children' do not get told the things the adults get told so we are not aware of what goes
around.
I do not understand. Information for what?
Information for what?
The internet
Yes in school
We could have more to benefit us.
I find it through the internet and newspapers, but never really get involved.
I don't tend to get involved in the community so do not get a lot of information about it.
The community doesn’t share info with me about the area.
I do not get involved in community activities so I do not need the information but I never get
pushed towards going.
Just do
They try and keep information from us when we need to know things.
I get information from TV, from friends, from teachers, schools and more.
Because they get away with things and say stuff aren’t them
I use the internet.
I think this because there is some information I don't get told.
Because I get all of the information I need.
Not about trips or training days
I have lived here for a long time.
I don't receive any information
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The letters about info usually come to my form late
Because people tell me the information I need to know
They don't explain things fully (council)
Because I don't know where to get information from
Because I don't know where to get information from.
Because I always know about things happening in the area
Difficult to get hold of facilities.
Because sometimes it is difficult to access information in Newport.
I'm not in school sometimes and I don't get the sheets with info on them
I don't understand the question.
I do get all the information I need by asking in school, asking family or even maybe phoning
the council or looking through books in the local library.
Because St Julians is a good school
Depends where you go
Depends what it is
Because teachers don't tell you all the time e.g. they don't say when we have a school photo.
But if they do tell us they don't say much about it.
There isn't a lot of information that I want in the first place, but sometimes it is difficult to
find the information if I do want any.
I only sometimes get all the info I need for example when you have a teacher training or
school photos
Because teachers don't tell you much. E.g. when you have school pictures etc. But, when
they do they don't say much about it.
I can get information for things I’d like to do in Newport e.g. try a different sport; I just don’t
always get time, homework, going out etc.
I just do get the information I need, school, etc.
I have access to a computer
Because it is all scattered around Newport in general
Because sometimes I don't get the information I need
Not quite sure how to answer this.
Because of the community but sometimes I don’t know about other stuff.
I sometimes get leaflets through the post about places to go during school holidays etc., but
I don’t know all information about Newport.
Sometimes I read the information boards and sometimes I don’t, and the Newport council
shows all the information on Facebook
Because I do
School
There is nothing here apart from an std clinic
Because there are not enough library
Because I don’t get all info
Because I do!
Yes because if you’re getting bullied or cyber bullied you can go to people to help you.
No because when you tell an adult all they say is don't be silly
Because they help me understand
Because I have my mean sis Annailes
Because I go on Facebook
Because I can go on Google
Not always I get the right answer or from many people
Yes because then we can have get a better job
Because I’m a genius
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Sometimes when I need help teachers don`t help me
I usually only find out things from the internet, not anywhere else.
No, because there are not enough information centres and it seems that if you ask someone
they will ignore you
I don't hear much or know many things about it. Only sometimes if anyone tells me or if I go
past a shop and see a sign saying something that had happened in Newport.
We should get told things earlier or have letters sent home about things going on in school
such as school trips.
Because there are
Most of the time I do, sometimes they don’t explain as much as you need, and don’t tell you
information you need.
I get the information I know from my parents, teachers at school, video games and TV. No
one else really. I couldn't ask anyone else around Newport for information.
We sometimes have late notices if we had a teacher’s trainer’s day or a bank holiday.
Sometimes they don’t tell me
Depends what info
Because it is a welcoming school with lots of education and activities and my family teach
me something new every day.
Yes I speak to my parents
It depends what info I need
Because there is the internet or library
There's lots of internet use like library
Because there's lots of library
I think I’m at a very good school and my sister goes to this school as well so when I was in
year 6 I knew what I was in for !!
Sometimes but sometimes they don’t want children to no everything if there is a murderer
on the loose
Because I go to library and read books and help from my parents.
I go to school
I get information from everyone to help me through life
I do not understand this answer...
Because if you need to learn about history we have museums and other stuff but if there is
robbery's you don’t know anything about it.
I can because I can go to the library unless that’s not open
I'm not really sure but I don't know of any places to get information from you don't usually
see posters to help you with your problems.
Because some people don't like children worrying about criminals
Because they don't want to tell kids a lot.
I think this because my school gives me all the information I need
Do you ever tell us the truth???
Because there is not to many people are in the class
There's not any information.
I find that it’s pretty straight forward
Sometimes everything isn’t very clear.
I don’t understand what this means what information are you on about.
I get most of the information I need most of the time however sometimes not
I don't really ask for much but when I need to go to the doctors or dentists or get some
information about something, people are usually very helpful and provide it.
I believe I get all the information I need as there are people who always give me important
information and there are people I can ask for it.
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I think I do but I might not because how do I know what I don't know?
I don't know what information I’m missing out on, so if I’m totally I honest I don't have a clue
why I think this.
I get information from the school, or the local community e.g. Newspapers and word of
mouth.
I get informed of what’s going on in school and in the city e.g. The redevelopment
I get confused with the information I receive. Sometimes it is unclear.
I don't know where to go for this information.
If I ever need any information I can either ask my parents, a teacher in school or like usual I
use Google.
When I need information there are a lot of people I can go to speak to e.g. teachers
I get all the information I need from the internet.
Some teachers can be helpful
I don't know where to go for the information
When it comes to looking for a job the teachers don't really help but that is mainly because I
don't ask them.
It depends on what the information is really, for example if its homework, there are two
library near my house so I could go there to get some resources however they may not be as
reliable as they would be in school.
I don't know what information I need to know
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Question 5: I get all the support I need?

Yes
No
Sometimes

Number of people
607
117
255

Percentage of people
62.00%
11.95%
26.05%

NB: There were 12 no responses to question 5.

Why do you think this (506 comments received)?








From my family
Most times but sometimes I don't
By my parents and school
From my family
Because my family support and encourage me
Not always
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I get all the support I need
People help me
My family and teachers are very supportive
People are there to talk to
Because sometimes I get all the support I need
From my family
Because my family listen
Sometimes teachers don’t explain well
Because I get all the support I need
Cause I do
Info shop
Because my parents support me
Because the teachers are good
I ask my teachers
I have supportive parents
Family and school
My family give me support
I don’t need support
Support is not always there
Depends what person
From teachers
From teachers
Because I need help to deal with things, some people won’t help me
My parents are very supportive
My family supports me through out
Because the teachers are helpful
Because I have friends, family and teachers
From my friends
Not much
Because I know I can talk to a teacher
Not always from some teachers
I have people there for me
I get all the support I need because I have teachers and parents
From my teachers
I don’t always speak to teachers
Because everyone helps if I need it
Because people help me
Parents
The teachers are always there when we need them
The teachers help us if we need anything
When I need it
Because I know people are there for me
By friends and family
Because my friends family and teachers support me
Family/friends
Friends and family
Because I have someone to go to
Because I have kind friends
Support is amazing
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Asked friends and family
I used to see a teacher to support me but I don’t see her now
At home and at school
My family and friends support me
Everyone around me helps
Teachers help me when I need the help
If you put your hand up
I know who to go to when I need help
I don’t need much but when I do it’s there
I have a family and friends who are there
Talk to teacher or parent
Yes I am constantly told that I can tell a teacher, peer or adults in school about my problems
It depends on the situation
Depends on the situation
From family friends and school
From my family and friends
From family friends and school
From family friends and school
I don’t know why I think this
Yes and no in classes
Other people support me
Because people are willing to help
Teachers
Depends
Parents
From my family
I am not aware of any support
From family
From my parents
I don’t need any
Family
Yes
My parents
I do not get support
Parents
I can ask people for help
From school and parents
Teachers provide support
No all teachers are present
People around
Only some people give it
I don’t feel I do
Sometimes I get support
By peers teachers and parents
Yes from my parents and some form my school
I get support from community
I get all the support from my form teacher and my community
Its offered but I take it when I need it
Because my school don’t help anyone
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I can get all the support I need
I ask
Some teachers don’t help
No support if I don’t understand work
From family
Home and school
My mum supports me
Mum
Loads of people help if you need it
I always get help from my teachers
Good support groups
Yes from home and school
My family and friends
My area gives me the support I need
From my mum
From my mum
From school
Yes from everyone
My family and friends
Because when I do stuff I get support
Just ask
Because some teachers ignore my questions
I get it from my family and friends
Teachers parents and police
From parents and teachers
Because there is always someone there for me
Family and friends support me
From teachers
I am always with my play worker
Because adults around me
I have adults around me
Because people here to help
From my mum with homework and teachers for work
I get support from my mum and dad
My parents
Because I have a family
I’ve been told
Counsellor
If I am bullies the staff will sort it out
My family and friends give me it
Parents and teachers
Because I am not that close to a support place
From my parents
Because I need help and I will wait 10 mins
Because at home my mum gives me a lot of support
From my family
I get all the support I need
There are some strangers
From my family
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Not really not always
From my parents and teachers
Everything is there
We learn a lot
Because teachers family and friends help me
Gwent music fund cancelled
From parents and teachers
Stopped gmss funding
Yes when we are stuck
Yes when we are stuck
Yes when we are stuck
Yes when we are stuck
Yes when we are stuck
Yes when we are stuck
Yes when we are stuck
Yes when we are stuck
Yes when we are stuck
Yes when we are stuck
Yes when we are stuck
Yes when we are stuck
Yes when we are stuck
Yes when we are stuck
Yes when we are stuck
Yes when we are stuck
Yes when we are stuck
Yes when we are stuck
Yes when we are stuck
Yes when we are stuck
Yes when we are stuck
Yes when we are stuck
Yes when we are stuck
Yes when we are stuck
I get support needed
Gwent music funding cancelled
Because I get lots of support
Yes by my parents
There are youth workers
They support me
Off my parents
Off my parents and teachers
From peers or teachers
Don’t need it
I know who to talk to
Because my friends family teachers support me when I need it
I know who to talk to
I don’t really need any
Because my family are supportive
My mother
There places to help
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Because I have people around me
Because Newport is rubbish
Because I as for help when ever
Yes
From whoever is close to me
I have people around me
People give me the support I need
Because my family are nice
From my mum
Not close to family
From my friends family
From teachers parents etc.
I don’t get any/need any
Yes from teachers and parents
Not everyone want to help
About what
I am pushed too hard
Because walk around and help
Because I have everything around for support
Don’t know where to get it
I don’t need it
Lots of people around me
I get support from my family and school
Never needed any
Family
Doesn’t make sense
Don’t need support
Help services outside school take ages and are crap
Because I am nervous for exams
My family and school is supportive
Because I have good parents
I don’t normally
Because my parents help me
Yes from friends and family
I never feel lost
From my family
No because they only bother with people with learning disabilities or clever people
Teachers don’t help
Don’t feel like people
We don’t get much
If I need any support I usually get it
Yes I do in school
I don’t need much support
By my family
I get support from my family
Someone is always there for me
My family
I am not sure but I think I do
I don’t really speak to people other than my neighbours
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Parents
I don’t need support
From what
We don’t get support when we need help with our work
I get all the support if I need it
Everyone is willing got help
From family
Family
I have support whenever
I can trust people
There is lots of people
I get it
I get supported
People look after me
Care for them
Teachers help me
People tell my secrets to people
Sometimes I do
Teachers stick up for you and help
Sometimes I do
Because I like
I think this because if I am stuck someone will go over it
Because I like it
My teachers are always around
Me teachers
My friends help me
When my friend support me
Teachers all always telling us things to help us
Gives me support at my level and extra work
My family tell me
There are always people to help near
People are nice to me
The teachers help me when I need it
I don’t know where to get it
There is no support organisations
In school and at home
Home and school
There is a lot
There’s no English
Teachers help a lot
Because there is lots of places to go if I feel I need support
The teachers in St Julians help me
Sometimes the teachers ignore me
If I’m stuck I can get help of friends or teachers
Because I have a lot of teachers there to help me if I don’t get it.
Because I have a lot of teachers that look out for me in case I do something wrong.
Best team ( behaviour, emotional, social team)
Yes I get support from my teachers friends and family
Because I don’t need that much
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Sometimes teachers support me and sometimes they ignore me and other people
Yes because I get all the support I need from my family, friends and teachers
Because my teachers and parents are supportive.
It depends on what sort of support I need. If it's support, as in "I’m stuck on something and I
need help from a teacher", then it's fine. I feel uncomfortable talking to teachers about any
other support I need though
I get the support I need from my teachers or my family & friends if I’ve got something to ask.
Because sometimes the teachers seam to help the people who are behind and the people
who are getting stuck further in not as much
Yes because the teachers help and explain if I’m stuck.
Some teachers don't know I am there sometimes say if I had my hand up first the person in
charge won’t let me speak she would ask someone else so I think I am not good enough for
the school but that is only sometimes
I have all the support I need because I have my mum and all my family who are there for me
and also my teachers are because they give me a lot of support in school
Yes most of the teachers give me all the support I need the always tell me what I need to do
Yes because I know my friends are there for me and the teachers are to
The teachers help us when were stuck.
With school I get all the support I need and the teachers help me out a lot. When it comes to
out of school, you can't really get that much support.
Yes because the staff in the school are very supportive
Cuz I’m black
Yes. But not always.
Teachers help us to understand things if we are confused
I feel that there are not enough services available to aid teenagers like myself. I have no idea
where to go if I need support of any kind. The only place I would go for support is school and
schools don't sort out things very well. Also, I feel that there is not enough support for
people with mental illnesses and such because there isn't enough education and awareness
in Newport about these things.
Because when I got bullied no one was there for me
Because I have my friends and family
Yes, my friends give me all the support
Because there are lots of people and organisations to talk to including friends or family.
Because all of the people around me are very supportive
I get lots of support from families and friends
Coz I do
I have all the support I need if I need any support I would go to the best or ask my teacher
and sometimes I ask my friends if they could help me
Because everyone helps me out
I get all the help I need from teachers and friends
Yes I do
All the people in school and out of school are really supportive, with my learning and my
health out of school
I get support from the teachers and my parents
Yes I have many people there for me now
Because there might be other people confused like you and so your time does get wasted
but there are loads of ways to get help
Because I’ve got a loving family.
I have dyslexia and I feel like I need a bit more support.
Because I go to literacy and I get help from my teachers in lesson
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I'm not a mixing person
From family close friends and teachers
Family and friends
Because my family is there and my friends from school are there for me.........;
Because my family support me
Because teacher(majority) don’t consider or take action to what the pupil says who wants to
do good in life but a rare minority do, on which I am pleased with
I feel that children to not get enough support from teachers.
They are sometimes a bit unhelpful
Yes because of my family and friends
Because my friends and family are really supportive and are always supporting me in every
decision I make
Sometimes I feel like I may have anxiety because I get anxious over small things and panic
Because there are many people who support my views.
I have people who support me
Because there are lots of that support me.
Because I have got my parents and off teachers
I think sometimes because I go learning support and numeracy.
Maths the teacher only goes at the pace of a few students so when you ask for help you
don't get it as the teacher thinks that you all get the task.
Some teachers don't seem to interact with me and people don’t speak to me
My family support me
Cause I go learning support
My nan and my mum support me
Some teachers don’t care
Because if I lose my anger people are there for me and they help me
Yes because if I’m stuck in class the teacher will help me and all of my friends are supportive
Because I have got my family, friends to support me if I am in any problem
Because not all teachers are very helpful
Teachers help me
Because my mum
Because everybody is supportive and helpful
Yes I feel if I have a problem I get support
Teachers help me with arguments I have in school and the best team help me a lot if I have
problems they come and help me.
My form tutor gives me all the support I need
I get all the support I need of my family.
Yes I get all the support I need in school at home and every where
I don't usually need support but if I do then I would most likely get it off parents or friends.
My form tutor supports her form.
When I feel upset or feel left out my friends & family are always there to support me.
I have a few disabilities and my parents, school and friends have helped me lots.
Because my family are always there for me.
I get all the support I need from my family and friends.
I get support from my friends, family and my teachers
Not really because I get the same support from everyone and no different
Yes because my mum supports me
If anything does happen then I will speak to mum or dad and they will sit down and listen.
My teacher’s friends and family give me loads of support.
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My family supports me and even my teacher and my best friends
Everyone helps me the best they can in my life to stay educated and stay fit and my parents
spend so much money on me and my sister sometimes I really want to give something back
Close to all amenities
Because all of the teachers help you
No one in Newport gives teenagers the time of day and don’t listen to them.
Family
My family
My family
In school and at home
Students that need extra support that known to the school do, but pupils that haven't got
behaviour issues don’t in my opinion.
I do personally, but I know many others do not.
My family and friends offer me support when I need it.
Because I don’t know who I can talk to.
Because I have lots of family and friends in Newport and there are plenty of guidance people
I can talk to.
I don't need support
Most people in Newport don't care about anyone other them themselves.
I get support from family and friends.
Teachers are good
I get support from friends and sometimes family.
I know who I can go to if I have any problems.
When something happens between me or someone else I’m always to blame not happy
about it
If I need to talk to someone or something sorted out I can ask the teachers without being
scared
My family support me
In school and council ran buildings I do but on the street there’s no support
Because if I need support I get support
Depends what kind of people you go to really,
(In Newport council not school) they don't care about people who do something for their
country (Welsh team participates)
Because all the teachers are willing to help me when needed
I have someone to talk to
I don't like talking to the teachers in school because I am shy
I am supported at school and at home too
From family/friends/teachers
From family/friends/teachers.
I don't need support
Police are rubbish.
By my family and talking to my friends,
I think I need more help
From teachers
I get all the support I need because I have my family to support me
I don't need support all the time.
In school I get a lot of support
I sometimes get all the support I need
I have a lot of people who I can turn to if I need support, like family members and friends.
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Some teachers don't explain anything and expect you to do the work, and when you do raise
your hand they just say 'be there now' or 'we'll go over it in a bit'
My parents and teachers are really supportive.
Because friends and family support me.
My school and family give me all the support I need. I go to St Julian’s comprehensive
Because the council slash police slash other people are there if you need them
Sometimes I don't get the information I need
Friends and family give nice support
Because of my family
I am not aware of where to get support from if I need it.
Because I don’t need support, but if I did, I know where to go.
Because I feel like I do
School and family
No support is given apart from the occasional counsellor
Because I have a family
Teenagers minds are underestimated
There’s people to talk to
Not always because some people don’t help
Because I do not get the support some times
Yes because if I’m getting bullied I got my friends family and teachers to help me.
Only sometime depends who you peek to some people will support you and some wont
Because I got all I need
Yes from my friends or family or teachers
I don’t know don’t judge me
Because I have lots of friends who support me and family
Because I could ask a friend
Because my family
I got my friends and family to support if I ever need help
Yes because then we can get a better job
I usually do but sometimes you feel although someone won't understand
I don`t feel like I can talk to a teacher.
I could get support but it's hard to find.
I don’t really need support anyway.
Whenever I feel like I need support sometimes no one is there to help me but other times
there are people to help me
My parents support me when I need help and my friends and also the teachers / family
members.
Off my parents really
I haven't personally needed support however, if I did need help I wouldn't go to anyone in
the school as I don't feel like I could trust them.
I get support of my friends teachers and everyone else, also best is good support
I get all of my support from my parents when something is wrong with me, and teachers in
school continuously how we should talk about our problems in school like bullying, cyber
bullying etc.
I haven't been told if the subjects I chose for gcse's are good for me or if I will struggle.
Because some teachers don’t really listen to me when I need help
Because people help me
A lot of people can be supporting
The teachers and assistants can help you with stuff you struggle with and they are kind
people and my family are such kind people to help me.
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Yes because people like me
Sometimes you do like if you can’t get a job for some reason
Because of my family and friends
Because of my family and people around me
Because I have family and friends around me
I get a lot of support and I feel that I support others as other people are supporting me but
my mum and dad are always there for me
People help me
People help me like my parents, family, and friends.
I get support from friends and family if I don’t understand some thing or if someone died in
my family my friends are always there for me
From my parents yes, community wise no!
My family and friends help me out if I get worried or I’m upset.
Because my family and friends aren't always there because they actually have lives!!!!
If anyone tried to hurt me I could ring the police
Because if anything happens people want to help.
I think this because my school is really supportive and helpful
Depends, St Julians is a very good school who always support me if I need any help.
Because if I need help I get it
Sometimes I don't
We do not get the attention and the security that we deserve and need in Newport.
Don't get enough support in school; the work is really stressful and nothing is done to
support us.
Sometimes I just get confused because stuff is not explained that well
I get English support from each department which is the support I need
Don't need any
I get the support I need for future careers etc. however some of my ideas can sometimes be
a bit far-fetched so people tell me doing them would be difficult and I might not be able to
If I need support in school or anything outside of school I can definitely get it.
I sometimes get all the support I need but I sometimes don't because the person I am
explaining my problem to does not see it from my point of view.
More often than not teachers do what they can to support me in any way I need. This is
mainly to do with things like revision though.
Yes, I know where to get the necessary support I need from school or around the community
If I need extra help in school I can go to places like learning support or ask the teacher to
help me and they treat me well.
There are not many services that support us with specific reasons.
Some teachers are more helpful than others
I get support from friends and family.
My friends, my parents and my school provide any support I need.
From my parents.
I don't need much support but it’s there if I need it.
My form tutor and parents help me a lot
I mainly get support off my family.
I mainly get support at home from parents, but I mainly get support that I need from the
best team in school or my head of house Mrs Easter-Thomas as they listen to my problems
and help me calm down when I’m upset or agitated.
Because no one tells you where to get help or support, it’s not easy to find
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Question 6: I know who to talk to if I am worried or upset?

Yes
No
Sometimes

Number of people
741
98
145

Percentage of people
75.30%
9.96%
14.74%

NB: There were 7 no responses to question 6.

Why do you think this (526 comments received)?








My family
Yes I know who to talk to
I always speak to my parents
At home or school
Because I know my family are there
Parents / teachers
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I know who to talk to
Family or teachers
Teacher and parents are always willing for me to talk to them
Family
Because I know who to talk to
My mum and dad
I speak to someone responsible
Because I know who to talk to if I am worried or upset
Cause I do
Staff at info shop
I have been informed
Because the system need work
It’s rubbish
I would talk to my parents
Not enough help if needed
Family and friends
My parents
I know that there are some people but I don’t know where to find it
There is not much help available
Depends on the topic
I have some teachers I can go and talk to
Because there are lots of people I can speak to
I get support from teachers
Because I get concerned about what they will say
Anyone I trust usually an adult
In school teacher, at home my mum
Because I wouldn’t know to go to or when
My family
I can’t always talk to anyone
I don’t know
I know who to talk to as I am reminded
So it will stop
My family and friends support me
I know who to talk to when I am upset
Parents teachers
I speak to friends and family
To my mum because I talk to her
There is always someone I can talk to
Parents
Teachers are there
We always get told to talk to your parents / teachers
Family and teachers
Because you go to different people for different things
Teachers friends and family
Because my parents and teachers have been there to help
Siblings friends and family
I talk to close friends
I have friends and family
Because I know they will listen
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To my teachers
Family friends
I go to the teacher I used to see
Yes with teachers and parents
I talk to my family
I would talk to my form teacher
I talk to a friend or a teacher
I talk to my form tutor if anything worries me
Mrs Davies (form tutor)
I know who to go to if I’m upset
My nan
My parent or friends
Because people are there for me
Talk to teacher or parent
Parents
I can talk to my parents
Some problems I would like to keep to myself, but I can tell adults my problems
I'm too shy to speak about my problems
Teachers don’t feel that welcoming and sympathetic
Yes I do
My family and friends
Yes, my family and friends
There are lots of adults I trust e.g. police and parents
No because I don’t need to
Parents
I can talk to people I know
Because people tell me
Yes I guess so
Peer mentors
Teacher / adult
Family
Parents
My parents
I have a friend in youth club that are really close
I am not always upset
When I am upset I talk to a friend or a teacher
Family
My parents always listen
My parents
Friends
I have friends etc.
My parents and people in school
Teacher provide support
Depends on the situation
My parents
I have no way of knowing really
I am not close to any teachers
I go to head of year
Because I have people there for me
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I talk to my mum or my dad
I have parents
I talk to my parents
I know who to talk to
There are lse teachers
I go to teacher
We have talks
Family/friends/teachers
Family friends and teachers
I probably do but don’t get upset
Mum
Carers, playworkers, teachers, dinner ladies
I talk to my parents
Because I have lots of friends
I can talk to teachers and head and parents
I am not aware of facilities
My parents
My family
I have neighbours
Yeah my friends
Because there are people in school
My mum / dad
Yea family, teachers and friends
Yes my parents
Yes my family and friends
Because I know
Teachers / friends / parents
I can speak to my head of year
Mum and dad I have people who I can talk to
The police parents and teachers
Depends who I am friendly with at the time
I have someone to speak to
Family/teachers
Parents, they would encourage me to talk to someone
I will talk to Ashley
Because they're good at listening
I talk to my family
I talk to my cousin
Sometimes people don’t listen and you don’t want to speak up
Because we have the school put posters up for it if we are worried or upset who to talk to
I can talk to my teachers
My parents
Not told
I have my mum/school
My parents
I can tell someone I trust
It’s not often I need to talk to someone
I can either talk to mum or dad or teachers
No because my friends are always on lunch
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I will talk to my mum or dad
I have a supervisor I talk to
My mum mostly
I will talk to a teacher
I pick the people I trust
My parents and friends are always there for me and they understand
My family and friends
Because I know I can talk to my mum
Mum, dad, teachers
My relatives
My mum or my brother
My parents not strangers
Teachers and family
Because my parents have encouraged me to talk to people
Can’t speak out I bottle it
Does not apply to me
Doesn’t apply to me
There are a lot of youth workers
But nobody listens
I talk to teacher
Because I trust a lot of people
I do
Parents of form tutors
My parents
Yes the staff
Yes the staff
Yes the staff
Yes the staff
Yes the staff
Yes the staff
Yes the staff
Yes the staff
Yes the staff
Yes the staff
Yes the staff
Yes the staff
Yes the staff
Yes the staff
Yes the staff
Yes the staff
Yes the staff
Yes the staff
Yes the staff
Yes the staff
Yes the staff
Yes the staff
Yes the staff
Yes the staff
Lots of opportunities
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Teachers parents
I talk to my parents
My parents are always there
Youth workers
They are there
I have friends
Yes I have friends I can talk to
My peers
I know who I can trust sometimes
Because I live with my family
I know I can talk to my teachers friends and parents if I need to
Because my family are there
I don’t really know
My mum because she’s supportive
Parents or teachers
When it’s relevant
I don’t trust people
My mum
Yes
Yes I talk to my mum
A teacher is very supportive
When it’s relevant
I have friends and family to talk to
Because I am smart
My parents
No one wants to listen most of the time
Because there is lots of people
Teacher’s parents etc.
I talk to friends family
I know who I can trust but not everyone
Yes my parents
It is sometimes hard to talk
I think that it might make things worse
My mum
It’s difficult to talk about it
I tell a teacher or police
Family, teachers, support workers police
Family and friends
I have family
Parents friends or teachers
I know people who are kind and supportive
Parents friends family teachers
Parents but not social worker
Because I have a family
Family
I have friends
Yes family
My parents care
I would talk to my friends family and teachers
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Because I have good parents
I don’t get worried
I have my mum
Apart from my family I don’t
Parents
Family and friends
No because no one asks if I am ok
No one listens anyway
Are interested
My mum or dad
Talk to friends and family
Yes teachers help
Everyone because they are all friendly
My family
My family
I will talk to my family but no one else
I got close friends
Sometimes I can’t talk about things
I talk to my parents
I usually talk to my neighbours or my mum and dad
My mum talks to me
I am constantly being hounded by childline
Family
Family or friends
I always know what to do when something is wrong
People have told me
From my family
Family
My family
Are willing to talk to me
They help when I need it
My teachers my mum and dad
I can talk to a responsible person
Teachers adults
There are teachers everywhere
I speak to teachers and other adults
My best friend or family/teachers
Teacher and everyone
Teachers and parents are always there for you
I would talk to police man
Teachers
They tell me
I can’t make my mind up
To the adult
I can talk to teachers
I can talk to teacher, parents
I know who to talk to inside and outside
Play pals, teachers parents and the police can help
I talk to my teacher
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There are loads of people to help
When I am upset I speak to my mum or teachers
You can talk to a lot of people
I talk to my family
No I don’t know
I am never upset but I know who to talk to
Home and at school
Teacher mam or dad
I don’t nowhere to go
I tell my form teacher or my parents
I wouldn't want to go to best if I had any problems
Best team
The teachers?
I have teachers to talk to like best because they are there to listen to your problems and to
give you help to sort it out
Best team
If I’m worried or upset I will tell my family or my teachers
I think this because I know I can talk to an adult that I know
I know I can tell a teacher if something is bothering me
Yes there’s the best team at school and I could talk to any teacher and my family
Because the teachers at school explained this.
I don't feel comfortable talking to teachers about things like this.
I know that if I have something to ask I know who to tell
I’ve been to best about things before and it really helps
My fish
Yes because we have a best team.
I could go and talk to the best team or my form teacher or maybe some of my friends or I
could even go home and talk about it with my family
I normally talk to my friends that I know I can trust I tell them when I’m upset and when
something is bothering me
Yes I do know who to talk to if I am worried or upset.....there is lots of teachers I can talk to
such as the best team
Yes because the teachers are there the best team are there
We have best and we have school council and the teachers.
I only talk to one of my teachers if I’m upset, and she cares to take action if it's something
important. I talk to my friends (the ones I trust the most) if I need any advice or help.
I have the staff, best ,parents, older siblings and my friends to talk to if I am worried about
anything
They might slap me
I talk to the school or parents
I don't know who to talk to if I am worried or upset. There's always school but I don't even
know which teachers to go to. I don't know of any services or groups in Newport that would
help with that either. If it were a very serious problem I would definitely not know who to go
to because problems outside of school aren't really for the school to sort out.
My mum
Because I can talk to friends, family and teachers
I would talk to my parents or if I was upset or worried in school then I would talk to a
teacher
I can talk to teacher out at lunch breaks
I find it harder to open up to certain people
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In certain situations I have family and the school has people come in to talk to us if we want
Coz I do
I think this because not all the time I know who to go to and if they can help me with my
problems
Because my friends and family will always be there for me
I know who to talk to when I worried if I am ever worried I can go to the best team
Because there is always a member of staff around
I know who to talk to, like my cousins in Newport and my mum and dad.
Sometimes I do, but it depends how confident I feel about telling someone.
Because whenever I am upset I can talk to the teachers and my parents about it
Best team
Yes, I have a variety of people there for me
My parents and the school team so they can help me
My friends mostly, they've never been the ones to judge.
In school my aunty Clare how works in St Julians comp or my learning support teacher Mrs
Taylor
I can talk to friends, family, learning support, head of house or my form tutor.
Yes I can talk to my mum
I could talk to many people outside and inside of the community
Teachers, friends and family
Yes my family and friends
When I do they "push me to the side if I were to say" and don’t consider my view on my
education
There are people whom you can talk available in school if you are feeling troubled.
Because there are tons of helpful people around that I can talk to
My friends and my mum and teachers
Because I know I can always go to my loved ones if I am worried or upset and also my friends
will always be there for me
I don’t need to anymore
Because I have spoken to people who have helped me before.
Yes because I can tell my parents or my friends.
My family or friends or teachers in the school
My family & dad
Teachers ,friends and family
Any of the best team
My mummy or my golf coach and my friends.
It depends what situation I’m in
My family and friends
I know who to talk to depending on the matter.
Yeah because I got told who to go to and to talk to
I just ask the teacher questions
Yes my family and the teachers
My mum, dad, sister and friends
Friend, family and relatives
Either my friend or best team
In school I can tell the teachers at home, family
My family and the teachers x
Best team parents
I come and talk to the best team or teachers.
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Yes I understand I have a person I can talk to if I’m upset
I can talk to my family when I get bothered about something.
I am not usually upset, if I was then I would not to talk to my parents, I would talk to my
friends. If I was worried about something then I would talk to my parents and not my
friends. There's not really anyone else to talk to
I can talk to someone who I trust and who I know will understand.
I would ask my friends.
I will talk to my mum, dad or family members
I sometimes know who to talk to when I’m worried or upset, because I never know if I
should trust them or make fun of me if it’s serious.
I can talk to teacher or parents.
Because I have my family and friends to talk to.
I have family, friends and teachers to talk to if I need to.
I would talk to my friends, family if I am worried or upset
I know who to talk to but I can’t always go to the same person because I’ll feel exactly the
same because I’ll be getting the same advice
Yes because there is the best team in school and my family
If I feel worried or upset then I will speak to my mum or dad and if it is really bad then they
would sort it out.
I can talk to people sometimes but other times I’m too scared or worried to say my problem.
When I’m upset or worried I always share it with my mum and she supports by telling good
advice.
My mum always talks about how if I am ever upset to tell her, because she is my mum and if
I am ever in danger my parents protect me they are the best
Parents, teachers, friends
Yes you go to the best
I know to talk to my parents and my friends because they are the only people I trust.
Family
My family
I don’t talk to any one when I’m upset
My friends / my mum
I know who they are but I wouldn't know who to go too
Because there are a lot of figures of authority, but it can still be confusing.
I can talk to my family and friends because I am not comfortable talking to people I don't
know like counsellors.
Because I don't know where to go.
Yes, we are frequently told who to go to in school.
I don't get worried or upset often
It's hard to trust people in Newport, they will tell everything to anyone.
Some people aren't very approachable.
I have family and friends who I can trust.
Depends what the problem is
Because there are people at home and school and other places who I feel comfortable
discussing things with.
Rarely upset or worried
B.e.s.t
I can talk to parents or a teacher
My school has a behavioural, emotional support team
Friends
Not sure
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I don't know
Because I don’t know all the teachers names
My dad
I don’t know all the teachers names and what ones I’m meant to talk to
There are teachers I can talk to in school
I can talk to family / friends.
Friends / family / teachers
My parents
Depends where I am
Family
Mum or head
I know who to talk to because I have my family to support me if I am in trouble
Because I don’t tell none what happened
Because the teachers have told me.
A teacher or someone who’s part of the school
I have a lot of people who I can turn to if I need support, like family members and friends.
Not really, no one really talks about who to go to when something happens.
I have my parents at home, friends in and out of school, teachers if I’m worried about
schoolwork etc.
I've been counselling and my family and friends support me too.
My parents and child line services are available if I ever need them
The info shop other people like your parents and so on
I don't know anyone
Not sure if I can’t trust anyone.
I know a good amount of people.
My family
I have family and friends to speak to when I feel that I am worried about something.
Because I do
Because I talk to people
School / family
Best are the only option I can think of
Best are a good way of helping
Because there’s loads of people
Yes because there’s your prance and teachers
Yes
If I’m worried or upset I talk to my mum
Yes because if I’m worried I can go to the best team or to a teacher or a family member.
Yes I always speak to my auntie because she sports me
Become they always understand me
Because there are some people who help you by saying be safe and do what your parents
tell you to do, but some people say that just ignore them when you can’t!
My bro Josh
My mum dad or best team
Because I can talk to a friend or my mum or dad
Because then they can sort it out
Because that’s stupid
Because I know I got people to talk to and my family are always there.
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Thankfully there are a lot of people in school I can talk to if I’m upset or worried about
something and also I know I have family & friends who are willing to help me and hear me
out
I don`t feel like I can talk to a teacher.
I have parents or friends, nothing else.
There are lots of people to talk to in school if I need help.
My mum and my friends or a teacher if it has to do something with my work.
My parents are always their
The school does offer support and it should be used and encouraged more widely around
the school.
I can speak to my friends, family, teachers, or best, they can sort out problems or cheer you
up
I usually talk to my parents if something is wrong but the school has a psychiatrist (or
something like that) to talk about your problems.
The school offers support but I wouldn't go to them if it wasn't extreme.
I mostly speak to my sister because she understands everything and if I did something wrong
my sister would help me.
Because I know
A lot of the time yes
There are always staff there that you can tell what's bothering you and they'll sort it out and
my parents can help me out of when I want to burst something out.
Yes my mum or dad
Yeah I talk to who I feel like talking to
Because I know my mum and dad will help me
Because I know my mum and dad will help me
Because I have trustworthy friends and a mum and a dad
If I am worried I will always have my friends by my side and I can talk to teachers as well. I
will always talk to my family and we all work it out together.
My mum, my nan and my dad
My mum, my dad, my sister
My mum, family and friends
My mum, my brother, my friends and anyone else I can trust
My parents / family or helpers at school.
My mum or dad
My family and friends help me.
I have a tonne of friends and a supportive family
I know I can talk to my parents and family but I can also talk to the police or I can tell my
mum and then she can tell the police for me but if it’s not really serious I don't know of
anyone to tell me what to do and who else to go to.
My mum dad or my brother
My mum.
In think this because I know where to go if I am upset or need help
I know there is someone in school to support me if I need any help.
Because the teachers are nice
Because I know who to talk to, for example my family and friends.
I have understanding friends.
I speak to teachers and my parents
As I said on the other box... Everything isn’t very clear.
Haven't been told
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When I am upset I mostly just talk to my friends as they most of the time understand what
I’m going through
I know who I could trust and who would help me if something was wrong.
I know who to talk to. I just don't like telling my problems to teachers. It's weird.
If I am worried or upset then I should talk to my parents.
I can talk to my parents or close family members if I have an issue I need to talk about, or I
can also talk to my teachers I feel comfortable with as they have said numerous times.
The school has a counsellor which they promoted heavily and assured everyone that it’s
okay to talk about what worries us to them.
There are not many services that support us with specific reasons.
There are lots of counselling opportunities
I have friends which provide this for me.
The only people I can talk to are my family members because I’m not very confident talking
to others
I have my parents.
I speak to friends and family.
The anger management team help you through your problems
It depends on what I am upset about. I feel there are certain things I can only discuss with
certain people.
My family
I know I can speak to the best team, and if my issue is really bad I can refer myself to go and
see the school counsellor again, there is also my head of house that does support me when I
need it the most. However I’m not very open about myself, I would have to trust the person
to tell them my problems and there’s not many teachers I can trust.
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Question 7: I have opportunities in Welsh and English?

Yes
No
Sometimes

Number of people
650
110
221

Percentage of people
66.26%
11.21%
22.53%

NB: There were 10 no responses to question 7.

Why do you think this (457 comments received)?








Depends
I learn languages in school
School / home
Because I feel that I am doing well
Mainly English
I do Welsh and English
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A lot in Welsh
I have opportunities in Welsh but I don’t get much chance to speak Welsh
Too many in Welsh
Because I have Welsh and English lessons
At school
Because I live in wales and speak English
I can go places with Welsh like llangranog
Because we learn English and Welsh
Cause I do
Our school teaches me Welsh
No one likes Welsh
I took Welsh
I don’t want these opportunities
In school
In school
Yes because we are forced to
Because my school offers both
In school
Given them in school
In school we speak both
In school we do English and Welsh
I like having my language supported
My first two languages are English and Welsh so I know them well
I learn both of them in school
I have talked right in English and Welsh
Because the teacher in English isn’t approachable
I learn them in school
Like trips and competitions
I am not that good in Welsh
I think I have opportunities as I am in top set
We can discuss
When I go to north wales
I am good in both subjects
In school and English at home
Because everyone get the same opportunities
School
I answer at least 2 questions each lesson
We sometimes get to choose what we want to do with whoever
Yes I do
Confident
Because my family speak Welsh and English
School teaches us
School
In school
In school
You always get asked questions
School teaches us
I don’t think there are enough
English and Welsh lessons
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In school
I am confident in Welsh/English
Speak it on a daily basis
I am learning Welsh
I have classes in English and Welsh
Yes I am always taken part in English and Welsh
Yes I do
Because I don’t feel I have in Welsh
No one in my family speaks Welsh
No one in my family speaks Welsh
Because my family do not speak Welsh
My mum speaks Welsh with me
I don’t know why I think this
I don’t know
School
I have opportunities
I do it in school
I have lessons
In school
School lessons
Didn’t have the opportunity for Spanish
Learn Welsh in school
School
School
I have English and Welsh
With teachers
In language lessons
I don’t know any other languages
I have Welsh lessons once a week
Welsh is compulsory in my school
Sometimes I have opportunities
As there is Welsh lessons in my school
In school only
School
I took Welsh
I have opportunities in English and Welsh
In school, Welsh lessons
I have opportunities in school
I go to school
I have lessons
Teachers help
Not so much Welsh more French
We learn it
No one speaks Welsh
School
Learn in school
In school
I just don’t
School
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School
School
School
I have opportunities
I enjoy English (not so much for Welsh)
Because none of my clubs speak Welsh
Not really because no one speaks Welsh where I live
I do
Because we are taught it in school
We have Welsh lessons
School
Because of school
Yes in school
Yes
In lessons we are encouraged to speak Welsh
I answer questions in Welsh and English
Because we learn it in school
I am very good at both and enjoy speaking them
Because there is loads to get involved in
All people do
I can talk in English and Welsh whenever I wanted
Unsure
Because I go to school
I do Welsh at school
Only in school
Because we learn English and Welsh
I talk Welsh in school
School
Only certain Welsh used
I learn both in school
We get to do different things
English everyday
English but not much Welsh
No because I only talk English
In English
We have lots of opportunity in Welsh and English
The school supports me
In English
Yep
I could speak Welsh when I need to
But I tend not to use them
In school
In school
In school
Not all the time
I only talk / learn Welsh in school
In school
I speak English or Welsh when I want
Learn Welsh in school
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Because of the lessons
Because of the lessons
Because of the lessons
Because of the lessons
Because of the lessons
Because of the lessons
Because of the lessons
Because of the lessons
Because of the lessons
Because of the lessons
Because of the lessons
Because of the lessons
Because of the lessons
Because of the lessons
Because of the lessons
Because of the lessons
Because of the lessons
Because of the lessons
Because of the lessons
Because of the lessons
Because of the lessons
Because of the lessons
Because of the lessons
Because of the lessons
Train announcements in Welsh and English
Welsh back in school
Because I don’t do Welsh
Because not many people speak Welsh
To have more opportunities to try different things
Yes I have many lessons
In school lessons
They teach me
In school
Yes I do
No because no one speaks Welsh
Because of school
Because they teach us
Because we have to
In school
Because they teach both
I do English but not Welsh
Because teachers help me
I do both subjects in school
I don’t know
Most people speak English not Welsh
I do both subject in school
Because the teachers help
There are lots of Welsh and English lessons in school
Because they make us
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Get a job in England and wales
Only 1 country partially speaks Welsh and it’s not likely you will get a job in north Wales
Sometimes but not many people speak Welsh
Because of subject in school
Yes in school
Some signs and papers are in Welsh and English but not lots
I don’t know what you mean
I can speak Welsh and I am good at English
Because I always get opportunities
Home and in school
Lessons in school
In school I get encouraged in school
In school
I know enough Welsh but I only speak it in school
In school not at home
Only English
Makes no sense
In school
Because I go to school
I did two GCSE's with them
I have opportunities in English
I go to a good school
In school I do
I am aware of the jobs you can get
I am aware of the opportunities
School lessons
We learn English and Welsh
Not everyone speaks Welsh and if they do its west walein Welsh not south wales Welsh
Welsh and English departments
To do what? Don’t know of good opportunities
We learn it in school
In school we learn Welsh
I am not that good at languages
Nobody speaks Welsh
I think there is
Cos I don’t know any
To extend my knowledge
No one speaks Welsh apart from school
I don’t go to a youth club
School provides for me
I have lessons in school
In school
No one speaks Welsh voluntarily
I have opportunities to learn these subjects
I do it in school
In school
School
I speak them both
I am in school
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We don’t do Welsh lots
I can speak both
I know Welsh some times
I can ask to go to toilet in Welsh
I can ask for simple things
I can ask for things
Teachers teach it to the school
When I put my hand up I dint get picked
Yes they let us
I know how to speak both
We are allowed to
Yes because my school is a good one
I am good at Welsh
They understand what I say
I put my hand up most of the time
They tell us in school
Asking things in Welsh when we go to the toilet in school
They encourage me
Teachers encourage us to speak
I can ask for things in Welsh
There are Welsh and English lessons
I mainly have English ones
No places speak Welsh
In school we do both
School
We have lessons with both of these subjects
I had a good level in English and Welsh
The teachers don't listen to me or they ignore me
I do get opportunities
I have many opportunity in English and Welsh because there are teachers giving you options
and help all the time but not in tests
Yes I do when the teachers explain more I understand
My teachers are really nice and helpful.
Yes because I teach my mum Welsh and I speak English everywhere
I think this because there are many opportunities
I have opportunities to speak and to answer questions
Yes because the teachers let u speak
Because I can speak English and Welsh.
I'm not really sure what this question means.
I have opportunities in Welsh and English because I learn in my classes and do well in tests.
We have lots of different opportunities in both including clubs
Sometimes because there is loads of people in my class.
Only sometimes because they don't pick you most of the time
I don't like Welsh but I do enjoy the lessons. Also English is fine I don't mind it half of the
time!
I do have allot of opportunities in English and in Welsh
Yes because there are lots of opportunities in English and Welsh
Half, we just answer questions or play games to help us.
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I have great opportunities in English but when it comes to Welsh, I don't enjoy it what so
ever and don't think there would be opportunities unless you live in wales.
Because the teachers are very fair and let people have as many chances as possible
Cuz I’m African
In exams they don't have Welsh. Only on a Welsh exam.
Sometimes my school offers trips to do with Welsh but usually I don't see any Welsh
opportunities around Newport. Pretty much everything is English.
English yes but Welsh no one speaks the language
Because the teacher give everyone a chance to learn and explain
Not many people speak to much Welsh
Coz I do
I do because we have English and Welsh teachers and lessons every week
I am good at Welsh but I don’t think I have any opportunities in Welsh but more English
I only learn to speak Welsh in school, and not a lot of people speak Welsh in school or out of
school
Yes because I can learn English and Welsh in school
Sometimes u feel left out compared to others
Some staff say it some staff do
Because I find Welsh hard.
I can speak a bit of Welsh but my English is better.
Because they are my one of
Because I get taught well
Because I’m am from England so I speak English and sometimes Welsh because we learn it
Why thought Welsh is a dying language in my opinion
I do not feel as if I am in a Welsh city due to hardly any people speaking Welsh outside of
school. Many of us only speak Welsh in Welsh lessons because we are told to.
Yes because they teach you but sometimes let us make our own choices
Yes because people speak in Welsh and on signs there is Welsh and English on there
Because in both subjects I get pushed to reach my ultimate results and achieve my goals
It depends on the work given because I’m not too good at either
Because I sometimes struggle with the work I’m given especially within Welsh.
Yes because people speak in Welsh and English
In Welsh I struggle with work I am given and in Newport no one speaks Welsh
I don’t like English because it bores but I like Welsh because of my teacher and she interacts
and helps me.
Because the teachers help me to learn them.
Cause the teacher lets us do stuff in the classes
When I’m in Newport, it doesn’t feel like a Welsh country, so I don’t think I know much
Welsh or understand it as we never speak Welsh, we only have around 4 hours a fortnight.
Because the teachers help me to lean them
Lessons
Sometimes because I struggle at it sometimes
I don’t mind English because I find it quite easy and Welsh I really like my teacher because
she explains the question enough so I understand
Because the Welsh teacher are helpful but I don't work well in English
I go to Welsh lessons and English, I see sing everywhere in Welsh and English.
Because I learn it in school
I feel sometimes teachers don’t always give me opportunities in subjects
I only speak English
Because I don’t have all the opportunities
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Because I can speak both languages.
Most places don't understand Welsh so I have very few opportunities.
They are taught in school.
I do have opportunities to speak Welsh and English.
I have the opportunities to speak English or Welsh because if I wanted to speak English or
Welsh I could
I never hear one Welsh word when I’m walking around a Welsh city all we speak is English
I have an opinion but I would rather speak English.
I don't speak fluent Welsh so I usually use English.
I like speaking English and I don’t like speaking Welsh, because I am not good at it and
English is easier for me
We learn Welsh and English with our teachers
Depends if the teachers can be bothered to try helping you with it. They usually pick and
choose who they help
School
My school
Yes in school
Not enough Welsh spoken in school as most teachers aren’t Welsh themselves.
We get taught both and are taking both languages as GCSE subjects.
We do English and Welsh in school
Only in school.
As I study both of them in school, I have lots of opportunities to further my education during
extra activities in school and out of school.
I can chose what language I want
The school give us English and Welsh lessons.
My school does both languages.
School
School
Not sure
Just English, Welsh is a dying language
But only care about those in English
Because of Welsh lessens in school
School always encourages Welsh and English use in school and outside of school
Our school is bi-lingual
Our school is a Welsh school
I don't like Welsh
I get opportunities in English.
Because of school
Yes we do but I don’t understand it
Because I do.
In school I do, but outside of school I never use Welsh
Because we don’t have an option to do Welsh but we have to
The education system
Because I just do?
The education system?
Always bad at Welsh, I’m okay in English. So I may have opportunities
My school makes it compulsory to take both full course but I would prefer to take only short
course Welsh
Because the teachers are always there to encourage you and there are classed and tutors
that you can have
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Some English maybe some in Welsh because I work hard in both
I don't like English or Welsh.
Not great at Welsh, pretty good at English
School
I don’t speak Welsh
Because I’m not really sure
School
Welsh is forced upon us but I don't care about it
I had the highest marks in Welsh exam in my Welsh class
Welsh is forced upon us
We have English and Welsh lessons
No one is perfect
I do not know
Yes because there are signs all over Newport in English and Welsh.
I don’t know how to answer this question
Because in know them all
Because I’m really good at English and Welsh and I think I would be fine if there was a Welsh
poster up and I could be able to understand it or maybe guess what it sounds like.
I don’t know
Because they ask you questions about the topic
Because they ask you if you are doing ok
Not Welsh
I personally think I got opportunities in English but definitely not Welsh
Because then we can talk to Welsh and English speakers
What
We have to take full course English and Welsh GCSE so we do.
When I ask my Welsh teacher for help they are too busy helping other people.
We study different languages in school like English and Welsh.
We have to take full course English and Welsh GCSE’s. I’m not staying in wales though and
especially not Newport. I'm gonna move to London or something.
We are forced to do Welsh (personally I don't think Welsh should be compulsory)
We have the opportunity to learn both languages but I believe that they should be optional
subjects because not everyone actually wants to learn the languages.
They encourage us to speak more Welsh, but I don’t speak Welsh unless I’m in a Welsh
lesson.
In school we are enforced to do Welsh and English. So yes we do receive many opportunities
in both subjects.
We learn English and Welsh in our school.
In school we do both.
I hate them
I get a lot of chances to do these
Because the school has fun activities in both language lessons.
Sometimes because we only have it once a week
Cause there’s not a lot of Welsh things but there’s a lot of English I think
Because there are a lot of signs around in some places
Because some places don't have English or Welsh signs
Because sometimes places just have Welsh or English
I find it very fun and my teachers for those lessons are very supporting. Also I do work at my
Welsh and home and for homework I usually do it with my mum.
No teachers expect us to learn Welsh
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I might get the opportune to Welsh because I’ve been really good in primary and in high
school and maybe English as well.
We do languages in school
There is a lot of signs around in English and Welsh but they could do it to a lot more
In English yes but I don't really care for Welsh so I don't really know.
In school we learn Welsh and English and outside of school there is signs so yes there is
Because it's part of the school and what people in school have to do
I get many opportunities in English but I don't see or hear about any activities in Welsh when
I’m not in school. I really enjoy Welsh but I don't get to see any opportunities.in school I see
stuff in Welsh but when I’m out I see a couple of posters in Welsh but nothing to do in
Welsh.
Because the school teaches Welsh and English
Because they want people to learn our language.
I think this because there are opportunities to do both but I don't really care about Welsh
I find it easy
I cannot speak Welsh in or out of school as we do not get the correct opportunities to do so.
I cannot speak Welsh.
I dint think I have enough of English support as my English wasn’t improved
Because they are compulsory subjects
We learn them in school although the Welsh lessons are quite difficult for me but the English
lessons are good.
Yes because both of them are compulsory subjects.
I only speak English and Welsh isn't my best subject. Also around school and the city I barely
ever hear the Welsh language being spoken.
As we learn Welsh in school I feel that I can delve into different opportunities because of the
education I have.
I do believe I have opportunities in English as I get all the help I can but Welsh doesn’t offer
me any opportunities as the teachers don’t help us enough and it makes me feel like the
subject isn’t important.
In Newport barely anyone speaks Welsh. What is the point of learning a language if you can't
be able to speak it?
Yes because I study it in school
Welsh isn't the first language of most of the population in Newport.
I have opportunities in English but when it comes to Welsh, to be honest I don't care about
Welsh and don't plan on using any opportunities I am given in Welsh.
We have to learn English and Welsh in school.
I have a lot of opportunities in English, but I think I have a lot less opportunities in Welsh.
Teachers are annoying.
I get the support as a class but not as an individual.
My English teacher is quite confident about my work, as am I. I am hoping to do well on my
English exam and it is most probably the most important exam(s) I have to do. In Welsh I
struggle a little bit but it's only because I am not very good at learning new languages,
however I am getting the grip of it.
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Question 8: I have opportunities to use different languages?

Yes
No
Sometimes

Number of people
557
221
201

Percentage of people
56.89%
22.57%
20.53%

NB: There were 12 no responses to question 8.

Why do you think this (474 comments received)?








I don’t
When I go on holiday or meet friends
School / home
Because I am only doing well in Welsh
I only speak English
I do different languages
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I could learn more unusual languages
I hardly ever get to speak French
I wish I could learn more i.e. German
Because I have Welsh and French lessons
People from different countries
When I am older if I am a teacher I can teach others
Because sometimes I use different languages
Cause I do
Our school teaches me
I took French
I took French
Look at the above question
In school
In school
No we only have 3
My school offers them but I have nowhere to practice them out of school
There aren’t a lot of opportunities
In school
In school
Yes, in school.
I like these opportunities
Because people at school and home question me on them
I learn French and Spanish in school
I can learn French and Welsh
Because in when walking past a teacher you can say hello
Because I don’t do Spanish
Talking to teachers
Don’t get to choose any other languages
I think I have different opportunities in languages as I take Spanish
During lessons
When I go abroad
I have opportunities and use a different language at home
Spanish French Welsh
When I am at home if I want I can speak any language
I get taught 3 different languages
School
Lots of languages subjects
We were allowed to choose Spanish if we wanted to
Yes I do
Because we do French and Spanish in school
In school
School teach us
In school
Because I can speak French or Welsh
We French a lot even outside
Welsh English French Spanish lessons
I would love to learn a language
Different languages to learn
In school
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We don’t have a variety of languages
Yes I have opportunities in languages and I like languages
Spanish
I am learning Spanish and Welsh
Only English and Welsh
Because I don’t go to youth club
In school English Welsh Spanish and French
I think we could have more lessons
Don’t leave Wales
I am taking Spanish Welsh and French (always English)
We use some in different lessons
No one speaks other languages in my family
No because hardly anyone speaks Welsh
Because my family doesn’t speak another language
Only in Welsh
There aren’t many jobs around that need different languages
I don’t know
School
I sometimes speak different languages
I do it in school
I have lessons
But I don’t really want to
I take 3 languages
In school
In school
Language lessons
We don’t get any opportunities
We have French Spanish and Welsh lessons in our school
There’s not many cultures
School
School
I haven’t been given opportunities
I have Welsh
In language lessons
In Welsh and some teats
French and Spanish is available
Yes as teachers can teach it in school
There is only Welsh and English in my area
At home sometimes
School
We have a choice
Yes I get opportunities in different languages
Different languages in school
In school
I study French
I hate Welsh and French
Only in language lessons
There is not many cultures
Options
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Sometimes
In French
I don’t know
Only in lessons
School
Speak at home
In school
I guess maybe French
Unsure
In school
Only in school
I can with my family and friends
Language classes
Only in school not outside
No one foreign lives by us
I speak to my family in Turkish
Because we are taught it in school
Yeah school trips
School
Yes because of trips
Yes in school
Because in school we learn then
Yes
I do Spanish and French which are good for me
Because we learn it at school
Everyone in my area speaks English
Because there is loads to get involved in
All people do
I learn French
I know how to speak Welsh
I go to school
No one encourages us
Yes we learn French
I talk French
School
Not enough culture
Options
Yes in school
We don’t learn sign language
Yes because teachers are there
On the playground in school
We sometimes have opportunities in different languages
Now and then
My nan is teaching me Spanish
Sometimes in the playground
French
From my school we learn French and I can use it when I can
Learn Welsh in school
They are available
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In School
In school
In School
I learn three languages in school
English only
I also learn French
Learn different languages in school
Because we have French
Because we have French
Because we have French
Because we have French
Because we have French
Because we have French
Because we have French
Because we have French
Because we have French
Because we have French
Because we have French
Because we have French
Because we have French
Because we have French
Because we have French
Because we have French
Because we have French
Because we have French
Because we have French
Because we have French
Because we have French
Because we have French
Because we have French
Because we have French
In school learn two
Welsh signs
Because I don’t have that ability
Because everybody only speaks English
Yes in school
Yes in school
They tell me
In school
I can learn any language
People only speak English
Because of school
Because we take them lessons
It depends if I need to use different languages or not and if I know how to reply
Because we have to take them lessons
In school and more
Because they teach languages
Yes but it’s not fun
I do different languages
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From school. French, Welsh and English
Don’t know
I do different
Because they make us
From school
I learn French and Spanish
Because I have subjects like it in form
Yes in school and holidays
Talking to some people
People want to teach me them
I speak / read / write French and Welsh
I could be Welsh, French and Irish
Only English
Not outside of school
There’s no restriction
In school
I speak it in school
In school not at home
Only English
English speaking country
I speak two languages already
Public places speak English
I didn’t take languages
French and Welsh
I go to a good school
In school
In different places in school
I am aware of the opportunities
School lessons and computers
We can’t do Spanish not in set 1
No because they didn’t let me do Spanish in Y8 Y9 and I really wanted to
Wasn’t around to do Spanish
Just don’t
There is a lot of Welsh
Not every language
Learn in school
I am not that good at languages
No only speak English
I don’t think there is apart from Welsh
Cos I don’t know any
I learn them in school
Only in school
I don’t go to a youth club
School provides for me
Also have lessons in school
In school
No one speaks Welsh
Sometimes we do in class but not much
I do it in school
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In school
School
We learn them in school
I have education
English Welsh and French
English Welsh and French
Not all
Welsh
English, Welsh and a little Turkish
I speak English and Welsh Spanish
Welsh English French
If I do I speak a little French
Punjabi
Welsh and English I can speak
Punjabi and Welsh
Because I know more than 1
We speak Welsh
I am not used to speaking
Welsh
We do but I don’t know how to talk
I learnt a bit of French from my brother
In school they teach Welsh
Welsh at home telegi at home
From my family
I can speak Welsh as well as English
I learn other languages
In high school they let you pick a language
In school
Everywhere speaks English
Be a translator
School
I only know 2
No we are forced to do French
I know 4 languages but some of them I am just learning
Yes
French
Because in year 8 / 9 I don't know which one we have a choice out of Welsh / French and
Spanish
Because year 7 takes French and we also do Welsh.
We have French as part of the curricular.
Yes I use French and English and Welsh
Because I don't get opportunities in that many languages
Sometimes I put my hand up and teacher will not let me answer through the whole lesson
Yes because in school we do French, English, Welsh and in later years Spanish
Because I speak another language with my family.
I learn Welsh, French and English in school (even though my first language is English, I still
learn new words and how to use them in sentences in most lessons)
I have opportunities in other languages like French or when I’m older Spanish.
There are classes on different languages
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Sometimes because we only get to do French and Welsh.
Because we do Welsh and French so they are different languages so we always have the
opportunities
I enjoy the lessons that I have in English , French and Welsh and I have an opportunity to
learn a different language
Yes there are allot of opportunities where I can learn and use different languages
Yes because there are lots of opportunities in other languages
We only had the choice of French when I wanted to do Spanish because I go to Spain every
year.
Because there are so many places you could go to and there is a good chance they will speak
that specific language and you will know. Plus you will get a better job and talk with clients if
they speak the language you know.
Because my friend is not all ways in school for a Welsh meeting so I sometimes go for him.
No Reason.
I have opportunities to use different languages in school and that is it.
But only English, Welsh, French and Spanish
I mostly use Spanish in school because my teacher is teaching me to speak it
We have the languages Spanish and French to learn
Most people cannot speak many other languages
Coz I don't want to
I have an opportunity to be a dual linguist so I do French and Spanish
Yes Spanish because I’m learning to speak fluent
Because not many other people speak a lot of languages, even though we learn languages in
school.
Yes because I learn Spanish in school
In class mostly but not outside class
Yes
In school we have Spanish and French but we should have another opportunity
Because when I go to languages lessons we speak that language
Such as Spanish, which I enjoy.
When I text my Friend or speak to my friends I don’t talk slang and not when I text.
Because languages are my strongest subjects
In school and also the community is full of different races and religions
Better education
In lessons and at home
Because I go on lots of holidays
Spanish and French
I have opportunities to speak Welsh, Spanish and French.
Some of the teacher give us extra points for using a different language to speak to them
Yes because we get to pick what we want to like Spanish and French
Because my friends speak languages like French and Spanish and also Welsh even if we are
just having a laugh we use languages
No because I’m not good at languages
Because I'm in MFL and understand languages easily.
Yes Spanish, Welsh, French
Because I go to Spanish and Welsh
When I go on holiday
My teachers are really supportive and explain things clearly
In school we had a choice weather to do French and Spanish
Because I go to Spanish and Welsh
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I do have opportunities to use different languages as I do Spanish and French.
Because I am not allowed into French
French
Yes because if you go to a different country you could know there language
I only know the languages English, Welsh, Spanish and French I will communicate with the
teacher in a different language if they are my teacher for that subject
Because I can choose what language I would like to learn
In school I go to Welsh, Spanish and English lessons and I speak Bengali home.
Yes we learn French or Spanish in school.
Because of school
Yes I have opportunities in French and Welsh
Because We Have French, Welsh And English Lessons
They Are Taught In School.
I do have opportunities to use different languages and they are taught in school.
I could I ii wanted to
If I spoke to someone in a different language they would just look at me like an idiot and
ignore what I said
No because I don't know any different languages
I do have an opinion but I would rather speak English.
I can speak a little French quite a bit of Welsh but I use English as I am fluent with it
Well in school you have to learn Welsh and I don’t like it where is Welsh going to help me in
my life because in Newport every one speaks English so I understand
I don't speak other languages
With languages teachers
Not really other than school
In school
Yes in school
I did, but as I didn’t take any languages at GCSE I only have Welsh which is 3 lessons a
fortnight.
The Dual Linguists program in school means you can learn two at the same time.
I also take French and Spanish in school and am taking both of them as two of my GCSE’s.
Only in school.
I had the opportunity to study both French and Spanish for GCSE and have the option to take
other languages too.
Because there is a lot of foreigners to help me speak there luggage’s
Our school do MFL languages but not most languages.
I speak a different at home and we do French, Welsh and Spanish at school.
Sometimes I speak a different language at home to my family and I learn Spanish, French
and Welsh at school.
I think this because my school does Welsh, English, French and Spanish and we can use them
around the school.
Basic phrases "how are you "etc.
No French or Spanish
But I only use Welsh
School
I did but dropped languages for GCSE.
Not sure
Don't know
I’m taking French and Spanish
But don't learn any languages other than Welsh
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I don’t go to French or Spanish lessens
School teaches French Welsh and Spanish
We have modern foreign languages classes in school.
We only get the chance to speak Welsh and English in school.
Because we have French and Spanish
Because I don't know other languages.
Because we learn them in lesson
I have opportunities to use different languages because I speak a different language at home
I did but not now
I got the opportunity to do Spanish
Because you can do French or Spanish.
There is no opportunity to use my modern foreign languages within Newport.
Because you can learn French or Spanish
At home and to a few of my friends I speak polish, whereas at school I speak English.
Because I do?
At home I speak Bengali sometimes with my parents, sometimes English too, a lot of uncles
and aunties can't speak English fluently or at all so I have to talk Bengali with them. I speak
French in French lessons, English with friends, a bit of Spanish as I’ve done it in year 8 and 9.
I am terrible at other languages.
My school gives me the option to take either Spanish or French I took French, Welsh is also
compulsory
Yes in school
I don’t like to use different languages
I’d like to learn a useful language, But I’m not good at it
School
I don’t speak different languages
Because I’m rubbish at it and I think it’s a useless thing to learn
School
I don't know
Because not a lot of people know Welsh
French and Spanish GCSE's
You can take Spanish and French
Not always because some people don’t want to no
Because I do!
Yes because the teachers teach us about Spanish and French and all different languages.
Yes because we have h
Because they don’t speak different languages any way only at home
Because I also speak Arabic and Bangladeshi too!
Same as the answer I just gave you
Yes because they listen to you when you do a test when you have to read it out
We can do French and Welsh
Mfl and languages spoken at home and taking a language or two for GCSE.
There are three language departments
We use different languages like Welsh but English is used the most.
I’m doing Spanish GCSE next year.
We study different languages in school like; French, Spanish and Welsh etc.
The school offers Welsh, French and Spanish as subjects however they could offer more
languages like Italian which is a subject I would consider learning.
A bit, we learnt different languages, but we don’t actually learn about the country itself, I
could use opportunities if I was fluent in the language
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We are given a choice at the start of Comprehensive school to do French, Spanish or both.
Then in later years we can choose either Russian or German.
We learn Spanish and French.
We do French to in school
Because I was born in china
I learn French in school
I get a lot of chances
In my school, there was a choice between French or Spanish, but now we have to do French,
but it's not that bad.
Yes because of French
In school we have lots of subjects like English, Welsh, French and Spanish. But in job wise
and stuff I don’t think there’s a lot of opportunities
Only in school
Because you only have different languages in school
Because you only get to use French in school
I love learning different languages and in my school, home. In school I do learn French and
next year I hope to study Spanish
Yes because I get to do French in school and I think in yr8 or 9 I get to do Spanish
I know quite a lot of languages like Punjabi, English, and a bit of Arabic but I’m still learning
French in high school.
We do languages in school
I have the opportunity but I only learn in school
I learn French in school but I am also learning Japanese as a hobby (if that counts).
French
Only in school as the only languages I could learn outside are English and Welsh
Because there are some opportunities out there somewhere
In school I get to speak English, French and Welsh but not in the community.
Because the school teaches different language
School teaches it.
Sometimes in school I get chance to speak Welsh and French but at home I don't because I
speak normal English
But I find it hard
Some of my family also speak Spanish, so I get the opportunity to talk to them in that
language.
Only during school lessons.
I can speak Turkish and Bulgarian at home. However in school I get the chances of speaking
English and Welsh
I took Spanish as an option and would like the continue taking it for sixth form
I have Spanish lessons in school and they are very good.
Yes because I chose Spanish as a GCSE.
I speak English and the only other languages I speak are basic Spanish and very basic Welsh,
in Newport there are not many opportunities to speak to anyone in Spanish or in Welsh.
The school has a range of subjects to choose from if I want to take up a foreign language
I was given opportunities to do French and Spanish and I was glad I was given it as it
broadened my choices as my future career involves using languages.
I obviously have an opportunity to speak English however not Welsh and Spanish
Dependant on if you study another language
Only in school.
I have the opportunity to learn French and Spanish, which I am studying.
I do because we have Welsh lessons but also my auntie is Italian
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There are lots of people that are not British and most of them can’t speak English in
Newport.
I have opportunities in Spanish as I can speak quite a bit of Spanish and therefor I could get a
job which involves Spanish.
Have a choice of 3 languages
I cannot embrace new languages easily.
I believe this as I took GCSE Spanish and I am currently doing BTEC Welsh.
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Question 9: I feel listened to by adults?

Yes
No
Sometimes

Number of people
462
134
379

Percentage of people
47.38%
13.74%
38.87%

NB: There were 16 no responses to question 9.

Why do you think this (464 comments received)?








Sometimes but not all the time
Because I do sometimes it’s a stupid question.
Sometimes but not all the time
My parents listen to me
They listen to me
Because adults listen to me
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Depends on my mood
I feel listened to by adults
Family / sometimes teacher listen
Sometimes teachers listen others don’t
My mum and dad listen to me
Because they listen to me
Sometimes they don’t believe me
Because sometimes I feel listened to by adults
Cause I do
Sometimes adults choose not to listen or understand
I have been heard
I don't believe in adults
They respect me
Adults listen to me
They don’t respect my advice because of my age
Most adults don’t listen
I tried to phone the council but I was hung up on
A lot of adults do not respect children
Not if they have other problems
Teachers listen to me sometimes
Sometimes they are a bit busy
Because some adults are not always interested
Most but some are rude
My parents and teachers listen to me
Not all the time
Because I always get answers
I feel invisible
No one really likes what I think
Yes, as they always give me solutions
Sometimes but not all the time
They listen to what I have to say
I get my point across
I don’t think they always understand
Not all people listen to me
Parents
They always listen to what you have to say
Some children are loud when we are talking to them
Yes I do
Because they do a lot of work
Take my ideas
Because my parents and teachers listen to me
Sometimes
Teachers and family
Sometimes adults listen
Sometimes they don’t understand
The teachers listen to us
Mum and dad listen
I think they understand me
Sometimes ignored
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Not always listened to
Because I contribute to lesson
Sometimes I feel ignored, not in school though
They help you if you have a problem
They annoy me
I tell adults if I have something to say
The teachers will listen to my opinion all the time
Not always
Because they ignore what I say
They understand what I am saying
My family listen to me but sometimes don’t
Sometimes but sometimes not
I don’t know why I think this
Because in class I am not
Yes
Adults listen to me
They don’t
I guess so
Depends who it is
They don’t listen
Family
They don’t show resect
My parents listen
They do not take my views seriously
No one listened
Adults do always listen
Some really stubborn and rude
My parents and teachers listen to me
Teachers sometimes don’t listen
Yes I listen to them
My parents listen
Adults dismiss us sometimes
They don’t listen
I don’t feel listened to by adults
Lots of adults around
I am listened to by my parents
No one listens to me
Because they look at me when I speak
We are younger
They listen
Some don’t listen
I don’t know
Feel my opinion doesn’t matter
To so the right stuff
They don’t listen to kids
Mum
Because they put it in
Yes I feel listened
I feel like I am
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My mum listened
Because they're police
I do
Because they have ears
Because I do
Just do
Yes in class
In class at home
Yes
Not all the time
Yes by my family like mum and dad
Because
Sometimes they ignore me
Sometimes they don’t listen
Family and teachers listen to me
Because they know what to do
Some don’t listen
Teachers help me in school and listen
Because adults are important
My parents listen
Don’t talk to them
I get time to talk
Adults are good at listening
Yes because my parents care
Because they are not understanding me
I get listen to by my mum
Because when I talk to them they talk back
I feel listened to by adults
Not everyone does listen
My nan always listens
Maybe because they are too busy
Yes
Because they are here to help
Hardly ever
A very vague question
Sometimes they take me for granted
They don’t always listen
No because I feel just because we are young they won’t listen to us
At home
They pay attention
I think this because they help
Not everyone listens
In school and out of school
My parents listen to me
Because the teachers asks us questions
Because the teachers asks us questions
Because the teachers asks us questions
Because the teachers asks us questions
Because the teachers asks us questions
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Because the teachers asks us questions
Because the teachers asks us questions
Because the teachers asks us questions
Because the teachers asks us questions
Because the teachers asks us questions
Because the teachers asks us questions
Because the teachers asks us questions
Because the teachers asks us questions
Because the teachers asks us questions
Because the teachers asks us questions
Because the teachers asks us questions
Because the teachers asks us questions
Because the teachers asks us questions
Because the teachers asks us questions
Because the teachers asks us questions
Because the teachers asks us questions
Because the teachers asks us questions
Because the teachers asks us questions
Because the teachers asks us questions
Plenty of youth
I get to make some choices
Because I look up to them
B because sometimes other people make decisions that affect you
Not always because I feel like just another student
Yes when I have problems
I talk to them
In school
Most of the time yes
Not always
Depends who it is
Because they ignore me
Because they listen to what I have to say
I don’t talk a lot
Because they want to know
Only some times
Because I am smaller than them
The teachers never listen to students
They don’t
Not many adults listen
Yes
Because hardly any listen
Some adults are busy
I am listened to
Because I am very intriguing
Yes because they support me
My parents and my guardian don’t
I can’t talk to my mum
Because people listen to me
My mum listens to me
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Depends who
Yes mostly
Sometimes times they listen to me sometimes they ignore me
Not everyone hears what I have to say
Sometimes
I try to tell people about things but nothing gets done
They always listen when we are injured
All adults I am in contact with listen to me
Opinions not taken into account
My opinion is not taken into account
Not many adults listen to my opinion
In school
Some adults listen, some don’t
I am quite chatty
Treated like a child
Only family
I am responsible
Counselling
My family
Adults listen to me
Because sometimes they don’t listen
Sometimes when I need to
By teachers and parents
Yes I do
People blank me
My family listen to them
They only care about themselves
Teachers don’t listen
Don’t always listen
I don’t get a say
Sometimes they don’t listen
Depends on what it is
Some people listen to me
All of my family listen to me
I will always listen
Sometimes people don’t listen
Some adults don’t trust teens
My neighbours and parents listen to me
I don’t k now
In what context
Family if I am upset
My opinion does not matter
Everytime I speak in class or ask a question everyone listens
Sometimes they ignore
My parents listen
Can talk to family
My parents listen
Some ignore me
I might have to repeat myself
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I want to listen. Responsible people
Adults always speak to me
I sometimes have to say things twice
They are trying to help us
They send me down on the yard
I maybe have something
Someone hits me
So I know what to do
Now we have younger people in our family
They listen to me
Yes, my teachers are nice
I feel I can talk
They take notice
If there’s a problem I am listened to
Because they look and answer me when I talk
They take more time
They are interested
Always as teachers never ignore me
They understand me
Adults always listen to me
No not at all my opinion is un noticed
Our opinions are not considered
I know what is right and wrong
All the time
Sometimes I feel listened to
My mum and dad listen to me and so do the teachers
Some teachers just don't answer me or help me with my work
I have a chance to speak to adults
Well sometimes I am listened to sometimes I am not depends on how much time is left.
Sometimes I do and sometimes I don't because when I try and get my point across they
don’t want to listen to me.
We have a chance to express our feelings.
I feel like I do, but they won’t do anything about it usually
Because not all the time they will reply to me
I do feel like adults are listening to me
Yes because they always nod their heads or talk about what I’ve just said so it show that
they are listening
Because whenever I have something to say to my parents or teachers they take it seriously.
I don't really talk to teachers about personal problems, and in lessons, I don't often need
help from teachers.
Yes I am listened to by adults but I don’t need to be listened by often.
I find that if you sit at the back of a class you don't get listened to as much
I shout!
Sometimes because everyone likes a bit of help and answers.
Yes because they always take your answer into account
When I talk to my mum she always listens and helps me if I have any problems
Yes I always feel listened to by adults know matter what it is about
Yes because if I’m stuck or don't understand something I can ask the teach and they help me
Because the teaches are on their computer and your waiting with your hand up
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Because the staff are very approachable
When they shout I do what they say.
I feel like teenagers opinions in Newport are very much ignored and then the younger
people of Newport get stereotyped and frustrated that they aren't being listened to so they
act out. A lot of the adults in Newport just assume I am some sort of weed smoking thug just
because of the fact I live in Newport and go to St Julians school
Because a few select students (me included) get to choose along with a teacher chose a new
school PE kit
Coz I do
I think this because not all the time do I ask teachers if I need anything so I ask a friend so
teachers can help others who need extra help
Because most of the time they don't take much notice of me.
Because I can talk to adults or staff and they always listen to me.
Yes because when my mum and dad talk, and I listen to them they also listen to me.
Yes because adults pay attention to me
A lot of the time adults praise kids that used to be naughty and are good one lesson but with
the kids who are normally good they don’t get praised for anything
No I don't because some teachers in my school pays no attention to me and just plain rude
such as when I thought I broke my toe and the teacher just ignored me and didn't give me
medical help but when I got in I asked my grandma and she said it was fractured
When you’re alone and when you have an idea/something to say.
Sometimes when I’m angry don’t want to listen
Because my mum always listens.
I love my mum and dad and I rarely get mad of them and my big step brother how I look up
to.
Because adults might be busy having a conversation with other adults or pupils.
Adults respect me for who I am
Because they taking my opinions
By my teachers and family`
Because if they don’t they listen I won’t carry on talking to them
Because some don’t listen
As I have said no consideration for pupils is appalling
I feel that because I am young, I do not get a say in what I and my peers think.
Most of the adult around me sometimes don't listen
Yes because they help me all the time
Because my parents listen to me and also my teachers do
Most adults never seem to care
Because people pick up my point of view and understand me.
Most of the adults that are around don't listen.
Yes because they help me all the time
My family
Family yes, teachers sometimes
Sometimes I will speak and they either ignore me or not hear me but other times I speak and
have some sort of a conversation.
Depend who they are
By my family and teachers
Adults do listen to me but when I give them ideas or suggestions, I don’t think they always
use/take it.
Depends who they are
Some don’t bother
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Sometimes because sometimes they don’t listened to me
Yes they do because I express opinions about things
I don’t think so because I feel the teacher isn’t helpful because I ask a question and the
teacher at times says that we have done it before and should know this but I feel that some
teachers don’t give me more confidence and I would like to move in half of my classes just
because some teachers are not helpful
They listen
Because adults listen 2 me
I feel if they are busy they don’t listen as well
I feel listened to by my parents and my parents friends, but say as if I got told off for
something I am 100% sure I didn't do and I tried to explain that I didn't do anything the
teacher would not take any notice.
Because they listen to whatever we have to say.
When something serious has happened and I explain that serious situation some of them
listen then ignore me and talk about something different.
Adults listen to me and I am reassured when they do.
My family and friends listen to me.
I do feel listened to by adults because both my parents and teachers listen to me.
I feel that I get listened to by my parents and my friends but sometimes in class I don’t feel
listened to by my teachers most of them I do but sometimes not 100 % of them
I feel listened to by the adults in my family but not by anyone around Newport
Yes because my mum helps me
I feel lessened but adults because I know they will listen.
My teachers and family always listen to me when I feel upset or need to be listened to.
My dad always listens to me and he gives me advices.
When an adult hears me I know something is going to be done
Some teachers don't listen
Sometimes they don’t listen
They think they’re better than us.
Some adults think just because I’m young 'you’re just going through a faze'.
Sometimes when you try and defend yourselves if you've done something wrong, they
mistake it as backchat etc. Or if we're trying to make a point about something, if they think
it's wrong, it’s wrong and they're very tunnel minded.
It depends who they are.
Because it's usually uninteresting.
I don't tend to talk to adults other than my parents and the people I go horse riding with.
Because they treat you like a baby and don't respect you. They expect us to act like adults
but the treat us like children.
I don't feel that adults will listen to my age group because they think we are all trouble
makers who are stupid and believe that the only reason we are doing well in school is
because the exams are getting easier.
Only family
Sometimes I’ll tell them something and they'll change the subject straight away.
Not all adults listen, they don't care sometimes.
Sometimes they listen and sometimes they don't.
Because I know who I can tell if I have any worries or issues.
Believe others than me
Because they listen to me
There are adults dotted around my area that I trust and can rely on for help
Not sure
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Not sure
Because I don't talk to them
Our views are taken into account at school
In school we get encouraged to voice our opinions.
In school we are encouraged to say our opinions.
The only adults I talk to are friends and family
Most of my friends are adults.
Whenever I speak to an adult about something the always try their best to see what they
can do about it
Sometimes they listen sometimes not
Because sometimes they are busy or might not understand your problem.
I usually feel listened to in school but by adults in the wider community, not so much.
Because they might be busy or not fully understand your problem
Adults respect my decisions/opinions
Not always because they're always busy with other students/ naughty students.
My opinions matter to them
I do because I have friends who are adults, and obviously family, but no because it’s not
always that you are listened to anyway.
Sometimes if they can be bothered to listen to you
Not all the time they listen to me
They don't really sort out your problem properly. They don't understand.
Not so sure on this one, don't really talk to adults apart from family
Sometimes too busy
They don’t have time for us
Because they do most times
School
No way, nobody cares about what I or other students have to say
People don't want teenagers opinions
I just do
Because not always they listen
Because I do!
Sometimes because if I’m trying to make a point of view some adults jump to conclusions.
I don’t know
Because they don’t get what I’m going through too!
Don’t now just do
Yes because the teachers always listen to what I ask them
Got a loud voice so
Sometimes I feel as though they don’t understand but most of the time they do.
They don`t have respect for the students here
Adults sometimes don't understand, but most adults do understand.
Most adults are really ignorant and won’t listen but some will.
Well I fell that I am not listened to by adults because if I ever say something they also just
seem like they are not listening
They listen to you but sometimes they don't understand or know what to do.
Yeah sometimes but other times teachers just don't listen at all.
The school should be based more around the students and their decisions because it's the
space where we are expected to learn.
Sometimes they don’t understand, and sometimes they are biased
I only feel listened too by my parents rather than other people.
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Any pupil's idea that has been listened to by an adult has not been put to action.
Sometimes the adults don’t bother to listen.
They don’t always listen to me
Yes particularly my parents
You can feel like you are being ignored
Like I said at the worried one, they can help you out of awkward situations and they are very
helpful.
My mum and dad listen to me
It depends who you’re talking to
Ye because when I talk to my family they understand me
I talk to my family about what I want
Because I talk to my mum dad my brother
Even though I chose sometimes I always feel very listened by family but in school some
teachers don’t really take notice of me and when I work hard in a certain lesson I feel that
the teacher does not care sometimes. But apart from that at home I get to be listened!!
My mum listens to me and does the best she can
My mum and dad listen to me and help me and get the support I need.
Because they listen to me
My family and friends listen to me , because I make my words clear and they are very
respectful to what people want to say
Again family yes but community no...
They listen to me
`yes and no because some adults like listening but others do not
Sometimes I do because sometimes I talk to my mum when she's driving but my family is
quiet busy with stuff
My parents, teachers and family members speak to me and listen. When I’m in the public I
get listened to most of the time.
Because adults think that children have nothing good to say
Because adults think we are annoying and don't think we have ideas.
Lots of people like to listen to my opinions and also say what they think as back to me as
well
For a start the council don't listen to young people like me and listen to our ideas on
improving Newport.
Because I know if I am bad I will get told of
Adults (excluding my family) do not have the respect or politeness to treat people of my age
with respect. They look down on us and do not treat us fairly.
Adults disregard teenagers' opinions because they're 'not old enough'. We're not perceived
as equal and adults don't treat us with the same respect they expect us to treat them with.
There is a lot of people I can speak to
Sometimes adults really don’t care about what you think.
I feel as if adults don't understand me when I try to explain things I’m going through or if I
need help so I would rather talk to my friends
I feel that they see me as knowledgeable and so most of the time they'll listen to me.
Most adults do not understand my opinion things.
As a young adult myself I think it is only respectful to listen to someone when they are
talking to you.
I don’t feel like I’m being taken seriously sometimes. However, the majority of adults do take
what I say into consideration e.g. I’m part of pupil voice and it has allowed me to understand
how important it is to adults that they take pupils' advice into account.
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Adults sometimes don't pay attention to children so sometimes we don't feel listened to by
adults.
Teenagers get judged on the majority that are causing problems
Not outside family and friends
Yes I do feel like that.
Sometimes they pay attention but other times it seems like they don’t really care
My parents.
Adults listen to me as I give good feedback and listen to them therefore it is only polite for
them to listen to me.
Some teachers blank you out.
Because they don't listen to me.
Whenever I try to get my point across not many adults listen to my views, mainly my
parents, the only main adults that actually listen to me are the teachers in the best team and
my head of house.
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Question 10: I feel part of my community?

Yes
No
Sometimes

Number of people
501
198
274

Percentage of people
51.49%
20.35%
28.16%

NB: There were 18 no responses to question 10.

Why do you think this (414 comments received)?









Just do
It’s a friendly community
Because lots of people know me
I am different so only sometimes
I feel part of my community
I do lots for the community as being part of a litter pick group
No
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Not really
Sometimes I can answer for myself
Because sometimes I feel part of my community
Cause I do
I volunteer in my community
I have no community
Don’t live here
No community activities
People don’t listen to me
I am not gangster enough
I hardly socialise with anyone from my community
There are not a lot of things to do
Depends on what I do
Don’t really do anything
Sometimes I feel lonely
Because most of my community is really helpful and nice
Everyone around here quite friendly
I feel part of my community
The whole school is a community
Because there are many I like and trust
I just moved house
No I am on my own
Sometimes, I have just moved to the area
There can be times when I don’t
My friends live nearby
Not sure
I am always out
I don’t do anything in my community
Yes because I know a lot of people who live near me
Because I play with my friends a lot
Help out/go to local parties
Because everyone is so happy
We usually play football all together
Because I do
Because
Not getting involved
Because people include me and we help out
Neighbour calls the council on us when we play
No cause I don’t really go out
I feel safe and part of it
No because there isn’t many opportunities
No one says I am not
I don’t so anything to feel a part of it
Lots of friends
I don’t want to be
Because people include me in my area and in school
Teachers are friendly
Because I have friends
There is a youth club
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We can’t really control Newport
Don’t really do anything in my community
Yes I do
I do not really go out and I am not welsh
It’s quite like a community
I sometimes do
My community doesn’t do anything
My community doesn’t do anything
I sometimes do - parties
I don’t know why I think this
Because I live there
Yes
I have with litter picking
I don’t like my community
Because I live in little mill
Don’t want to be involved loads
Adults take over
There are not community events
No activities
I have a say
Only my friends make me feel welcome
I have many friends
Yes I have got good friends
As my community doesn’t do anything
Not really
I live here
I just do
No I do not
Because everyone is friendly
I have lots of friends
I don’t like my community
Stereotyping of teens
Equality is promoted
Don’t know
The community is really several small communities
I play rugby for Newport
I don’t really
I just do
Because people talk to me
I do feel part of my community
I am still rather new
We don’t have a community centre or activities
Everyone knows each other
I do
Because I do
Because we speak a lot
Of school
Because I do activities
Yes
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Yes I do clubs
Because I live in the area
Nothing to be part of really
There is not much to do
Yes because I have friends around me
Yes I live in my community
Because they are helpful
Unsure
I have been here for a year
Because we are a bit like a family
I attend play scheme in my area
I go to my community centre
There isn’t one
Don’t talk to them
I don’t like my community
I follow different parades
School community yes, Newport community no
Sometimes because we don’t do much
Yes I feel like everyone else
When I am in Newport
I feel part of my community
I am left out sometimes
When I am in Newport
Yep
Because we are a school community
Because they are friendly
In need of more multicultural organisations
My community is really friendly
Because I live there
People are nice to me
I live there
Because I am involved in clubs and my school
I do
Because they are nice and helpful
I live in my community
Because we have lots of friends
Because we have lots of friends
Because we have lots of friends
Because we have lots of friends
Because we have lots of friends
Because we have lots of friends
Because we have lots of friends
Because we have lots of friends
Because we have lots of friends
Because we have lots of friends
Because we have lots of friends
Because we have lots of friends
Because we have lots of friends
Because we have lots of friends
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Because we have lots of friends
Because we have lots of friends
Because we have lots of friends
Because we have lots of friends
Because we have lots of friends
Because we have lots of friends
Because we have lots of friends
Because we have lots of friends
Because we have lots of friends
Because we have lots of friends
On lots of councils
Lots of services
Because I live in the community
Because my community is safe
Not always because I feel I am just another student
Because I feel welcome
I play games
In school
Yes I have a part in the community
Not really
Not old enough (age limits)
Because we are all accepted
I don’t feel like I am not
Because I am not that friendly
They don’t ask questions
Because we help them and they help us
No
I can make a small impact on my community
Get involved
Not many chances to get to know them
Get involved
Because people listen to me
I am not really old enough
There are lots of things to do
I am going to move abroad when I am older
Place where you meet your friends
Because I don’t go out
Only within my friendship group
No one is welcoming
Friends around me
Because I help out in my community
Not involved in anything
There’s nothing in my community
Not involved in community
More often I am somewhere else
Don’t really take part
I don’t really have one
I live in Newport
I am not exactly the most social person
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I do sometimes
From things that happen it brings them together
Yes
We don’t get a say in stuff
I can’t vote
What’s community?
You get bossed about 24/7
Don’t know
Because I help feed the dogs
I don’t really go out much
We don’t usually gather together but it would be nice to
I can go outside and play
I help out a lot
I really want to get letters
Some people I know are friendly
I get involved in activities
It’s a small estate
I do hobbies
Some people are mean
I always feel part of my community
I know everyone
I see people much
Because I live there
Sometimes I do
I know a lot of people
I am in school
I feel I can take it
I go to football
Brownie community
My friends and family are there
I wear a badge of my school
Not a lot of times
I have opportunities
I wear a badge of my school
I play tennis
People in cubs respect me
Yes
I am part of people around me
I feel part of my class
I always feel part of things
I am part of my class and school
Everyone respects each other really
I am part of Eveswell
I am allowed to be in event s in school
My community are kind
Sjb is my community in school
I don’t really participate
I know most people
In school
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At youth club
Because there is not much for kids to do the only thing to do is go to Beechwood Park which
is great
Yes
I feel included
Same question under this one
Because where aloud to get involved with things in and out of school.
Everything’s changed since primary school and the atmosphere has changed.
Because I feel like I have lots of friends and I just fit in
Because I can trust lots of people
Yes
Yes because I take part in clubs
Because there are more people like me.
I don't do much for the community.
I do feel part of my community because I will do things to make me think I am.
I know a lot of people around the school and clubs allow you to meet even more people
I feel connected not a part!
Yes but when I first came to high school I did not know how to fit in but now I do.
Because no one leaves me out they always in evolve me
I like to take part in small activity's that happen in Newport
I do sometimes feel a part of the community
Yes because everyone is treated the same
Because a do allot for the community.
Because I take part in clubs not just in school but outside of school
No reason.
I don't feel part of my community because there are hardly any opportunities for the
community and people of all ages to come together and bond
What is there to do for the community for teenagers
No because we don't really get to control or have any say in what happens in or around us.
In Newport there aren’t many opportunities to feel like you have a community
Coz I am
I do feel safe
Yes because I have lived there all my life
U have lots of opportunities to do things in your community like play schemes and youth
clubs and all sorts of other things
Not much things go around St Julians
I don’t know what is going on at some points
I don't really like gangs or groups.
I don’t feel part of the community as I only come to Newport for school and to see my
friends.
Because I can interact with others and do my part in the community.
I don't get out much and nobody gets involved with anything
Because its friendly
Because I like to take part
Because I live here
I hardly know anyone in my community, only people from school.
Because there are a number of things to help my community
Because some time they do or some time they don’t
My neighbours are friendly and I am close to my friends
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No I feel isolated because of my music and hobbies
Because Newport isn't a safe place.
Yes, because I am always with either my friends or family.
Because sometime they do sometime they don’t
Because I help people and I represent my area from rugby
Sometimes because it doesn’t feel like I’m in a Welsh city but I help with charity work and
other things like that with my sister.
Because I know most people in my area
When I’m out I do sometimes deal a part of my community, because there are not many
Sikhs in Newport I don’t feel in the community all the time
Because I know most people in my community
Because the community is rubbish
Yes because I get along with everyone
Because I live their
Not really because my form tutor doesn’t tend to tell us what's going on because he either
gives us the information at the last minute or tells us when it’s too late
I enjoy school
Because I go to clubs and stuff
I go to youth club on Thursdays
Because I’m from a different community
I feel part of the community because most people are friendly and kind.
I do feel part of my community!
I sometimes feel a part of my community
I don’t really do any clubs or anything like that but sometimes I do feel part of the
community.
I feel very included in my community.
I sometimes feel part of the community because when people bully me it feels like I have no
one with me
I love the community I am in, because its friendly
There should be more activities for teens (13 and up)
I all well do.
I get asked by the community to help out in festivals and concerts.
Sometimes when people aren't looking at us and thinking 'oh they're teenagers, they're
obviously not very nice and they have no manners' etc.
I don’t know any activities to take part in to be a part of the community.
I live there, but nothing is done community-wise.
I don't like to get involved in community activities.
There’s nowhere to go.
Depends on what I am doing.
Don't want to be
I don't really get involved in anything.
Because I join in in a lot of clubs
Yes because I live somewhere where most of the people living there know each other well.
Because of gangs
I don't take part in clubs.
I feel part of a community at school but not so much in the whole of Newport.
Don’t feel part of anything
I volunteer around Newport in sporting activities
Our community isn’t a very friendly one, some people on our street but otherwise no
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The Newport council don't care about the people they only warn you about flood alerts and
then they do that every 10 seconds
I don't go out much but among friends and family I do
School always includes and incorporates the community into what we do
Teenagers don't really have a say in current affairs.
Teenagers don't have a say in what happens in our community.
Because I’m not a chav.
I don't know
I do not really make an attempt to be a part of the community in the first place.
I don’t know
I don't know.
Newport is disgusting.
Yes because I help my community out sometimes
I just feel part
I don't do anything in my community
I’m a have good relations with others
I don’t leave my house on most days
Just don't
Once again, no one cares about what teenagers have to say
I’m a social out cast
Out of school activities are more accepting than in school
Because we are an good community
Because I do!
Yes because I’m a part of wales.
Because no one listens to me
Because my parents are from Bangladesh and I’m born here in Newport but people in this
school bully me by the colour I am and my parents background and what they look like so I
get bullied by people too!
Don’t now just do
Yes I feel a part of the community
Everything our "community" does is stupid, so I tend not to make myself a part of it
I’m really anti-social.
I take part in some community events, but not much.
I am really anti-social and Newport hasn’t got a very good community anyway.
Unfortunately yes I feel part of my community don't want to be part in all honesty but oh
well
Yes, if you see someone in the street, you can tell if they are from Newport, as if they were
new they would be different to us
I prefer to sit back and play video games (Pokémon) than do the more popular things like
sports, rugby, football and those kinds of things.
I haven't thought of this.
Because I do
I lived here all my life
I can join in
Newport can be a bit of a pickle, but it is very welcoming and I love to live in this place.
Yes because I live her
I don’t know
For charity
For charity
Because there lots of nice people
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I feel like everyone else likes me and makes me feel that I belong.
Yes I used to go to a youth club
Because maybe if I join more clubs and activities ill maybe be more in the community.
Because I live here
Me and my friends were cleaning cars and gave the money to our school to raise money
Well there are not many community get together sometimes at Christmas or other festivals
there might be a little fair at schools or other places.
I lived here all my life
Yes because I play for a football team and that is being part of the community
I've already answered this question
My mum works in a group called maunder action group. I get to know the community and
get to join in.
Because there are a lot of clubs around
I play football for community.
Sometimes people treat me differently because of my disability but most treat me the sameBecause I help people
If I want to be a part of the community, I will be but I don’t often want to be a part of the
community in Newport.
Because I never speak to anyone in my community or leave my house often
I'm a very unique person and a lot of people do not understand me. I also happen to hate
the community, they are very judgemental. It makes me sad.
I don't think Newport has a very community feel to it. It's really big with lots of people who
aren't very friendly.
I do two paper rounds so I feel that I am providing a service to my community in that sense.
Not everyone takes being part of a community seriously
This community is never really close and many of us don't feel a part of it.
Not very many community events are advertised.
I am not involved in any community related activities therefore do not feel like a part of the
community. Also I don't care.
I feel part of the community in the place I grew up but in other parts of Newport I don’t.
There isn't really any community as most people don't even know the person who lives next
door.
I don't really care if I am part of the community.
I feel like I’m just in the middle of gang warfare.
In our community if you are different you get bullied for it
I chose sometimes because I don’t usually find many things out about my community unless
it's in the local newspaper, there is also no notice to what's happening in the community
such as re-housing or new building sites.
I don't really think you can call Newport a community, I only really vaguely know my
neighbours.
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Question 11: I feel free from bullying?

Yes
No
Sometimes

Number of people
610
135
235

Percentage of people
62.24%
13.78%
23.98%

NB: There were 11 no responses to question 11.

Why do you think this (458 comments received)?








I am
Not free from bullying or cyber bullying
Because I am safe
No bullies in my year
Because no one has bullied me
I can stick up for myself
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I don’t get bullied
Not many bullies
There are none
There are lots of bullies around
At the moment I am fine with people I don’t like
Because sometimes I feel free from bullying
Cause I do
Bullies can be anywhere
I am safe
Bullies are cowards
Not much support
Lots of it around
People don’t respect my hobbies
Because I am French
Not enough is done
Because of the people in school
There is always that 1 person
Because people I can go to
Because there are lots of bullies in my school
There are a lot of people to help
Because some people pick on me frequently
I don’t think I have been bullied
I feel ok because they call me names
Because sometimes I get picked on but it’s just banter
Because my friends are there to back me up
Certain people pick on me
People bully me all the time
As bullying in bass leg is rare for me
There is not much bullying
I haven’t been bullied
I feel free from bullying because no one bullies me
I have never been bullied
I have never been bullied
I don’t get bullied
No one bullies me
Never been bullied
I don’t get bullied but I think sometimes others do
There are still bullies around
Because I got good friends
Because some people are getting bullied
Never been bullied and not going to
Because I have been bullied
I've never been bullied
Sometimes I get called names
I don’t see any bullying
Because no one bothers me
I have never been bullied
No one bullies me
Sometimes people say things they shouldn’t
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Bullies in school
We haven’t got bullies in our school
I personally feel free from bullying because I haven’t been bullied in school
Bullying happens now and then
Because there are bullies in my school
In school teachers are there
Because I have lots of friends
Yes I have my true friends and I ignore people who call me names
People can still be horrible and the school is completely oblivious
No one bullies me
Yes, I don’t get bullied
Because of online bullying
I don’t get bullies
I don’t know why I think this
Because people get bullied every day!
No bullies
No one bullies me
I don’t get bullied
Because I haven’t been bullied
I see it
Never been bullied
People are nice
I have never experienced bullying
No worries
Do not get bullied
Bullied in the past
Bullies at school
I do not get bullied
Because I get bullied myself by being called lesbian or an animal
My school does not accept bullying
Yes I don’t get bullied
Not being bullied
Bullying isn’t particularly associated with an area
I'm not bullied
No I do not feel free from bullying
Because everyone is friendly
Because I am not being bullied
No because I am hated
I live in a safe environment
I don’t suffer from it but I see it
I don’t allow it
No one stops it
I have not got a social life
School children bully
Don’t get picked on
Yep
Some of my friends have been mean to me
Because some people get picked on the bus
I do feel free from bullying
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Teachers aren’t aware of bullying
We don’t have bullies in school
I don’t know I am not bullied
I do
Anyone can get bullied
No one bullies me
Because of beat bullying
Yes because I have not been bullied before
Yes
No because I get bullied
No bullies in my school, they don’t bully me
Because I have never been bullied
People are quite aggressive in my area
Because there is lots of bullying
Yes
I have no bullying argument
I beat them up
Never
In some places more than others
Sometimes children are nasty to me
Sometimes I get bullied
Yes because I have lots of friends that are against bullying
People are nice
No bullies
I don’t know
I don’t get bullies
I haven’t ever been bullied
I get some bullies in my class
I don’t get bullied
My brother always hits me
No because bullying is mean
Teenagers
Sometimes I can feel bullied and alone
The teachers don’t see
Because sometimes no one cares
No because it doesn’t get stopped
I don’t get bullied
No one messes with me
My school is an anti-bullying school
I do
I have arguments but not bullying problems
I never get bullied
Because no one gets bullied
Because no one gets bullied
Because no one gets bullied
Because no one gets bullied
Because no one gets bullied
Because no one gets bullied
Because no one gets bullied
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Because no one gets bullied
Because no one gets bullied
Because no one gets bullied
Because no one gets bullied
Because no one gets bullied
Because no one gets bullied
Because no one gets bullied
Because no one gets bullied
Because no one gets bullied
Because no one gets bullied
Because no one gets bullied
Because no one gets bullied
Because no one gets bullied
Because no one gets bullied
Because no one gets bullied
Because no one gets bullied
Because no one gets bullied
I am not bullied
Lots of support
Because I don’t bully at school
Yes because of the advice
Because I used to get bullied about my hair and my weight
There are no bullies
Because I have friends
Yes I have friends
No people always bully
A lot of people judge each other
When I fall out with friends
Because I can talk to people
I was bullied a lot in primary school
Because I just don’t get bullied
Because I give people no reason to bully me
There are gangsters
No one bullies me
No one bullies me
Yes
I don’t get bullied
I’m not bullied and I don’t know anyone who is
Because no one is safe
I don’t get bullied
Sometimes my friends don’t help my or they bully me
Not a lot of bullies
Because I don’t get bullied
I don’t get bullied
I don’t get bullied
I have been bullied
I get made fun of a lot outside of school
I don’t have friends
Because I get called names
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Bullies in school and everywhere
School is relatively safe
I don’t get bullied
Because no one bullies me
I don’t but others still do
Yes
Never free
My friend sarcastically bully me
Bullies are too weak
Don’t get bullied
I see people bully
I don’t get bullied
I stay away from people like that
I don’t get bullied
I can tell people what’s happening
There are still bullies
Never been bullied
I don’t get bullied but I could
Everyone is a bully in my school
Loads of people get bullied in this school
Fights Facebook
No one was mean
Because it’s still happening
Nobody really bullied me
Yes because the area is safe
Sometimes I get bullied
Yes I feel free from bullying
I don’t usually leave my house after school but there is a chance of bullying
Cos I stick up for myself
I have lots of people to look out
I feel self-conscious
There is always someone walking their dog
I stand up for myself
I do
Kind of
Sometimes some disrespectable people call me names
I am popular
I do feel free
I don’t get bullied
No body bullies me
I don’t know what will happen
Never been bullied
Sometimes
I get bullied every year
I can tell teachers and my parents
Sometimes people pick on me
Its nasty
A lot of people call me names
I am known as van because you can
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People bully me
Sometimes people don’t know what they are doing
I don’t get bullied
I do not get bullied
I am never bullied
No one bullies me
Sometimes I get bullied
I never get bullied
As I am not white and wear a scarf people think they have the need to bully me
Teachers all ways talk about anti bullying
I am confident of telling someone
As I have never been bullied
People are kind to me
I have never been bullied before
Racial stereotyping
I have never been bullied
Bullying is a big issue
I don’t get bullied
Everywhere
Year 7 people say nasty things
No one has ever bullied me so I cannot answer this question
I have my friends there to help me if I get bullied
I have a lot of friends to help me
I don’t get bullied because I know most of the people in St Julians
Not saying...
Because if say I was getting bullied the teachers sort it straight away
Sometimes up Beechwood Park there are big gangs that go up and some of them come up
with blades and threaten to stab you.
Yes I don’t get bullied but the school doesn't stop all bullying
Because no one bully's me
Sometimes people do bully me but I ignore them and they eventually go away
Yes because there’s people around me to stop bullying happen
Because the teachers at school always talk about how bad bullying is and I haven’t been
bullied before but if I ever get bullied then I know what to do and who to go to.
It's not so much bullying as being teased, but it happens quite often and I don't feel safe
from it at all.
I do feel free of bullying but there are always people who want to annoy your and friends
from learning.
People tend to think it’s cool to start fights
Yes because I try to get along with everyone.
No I am not bulled but if someone calls me a nasty name my friend Sophie is there to stick
up for me
I do get bullied by people and I don't think it’s right for people to pick on others.
Yes I do feel free from bullying there is many people who can help stop bulling before it
happens
Yes because there are teachers who can help if you are
Because the teachers are always there.
Six formers.
Because there are people who will stop any bulling
Cuz I’m fat
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I don't get bullied.
No. I was bullied in primary school and the bullying continued into high school. People are
very judgmental and it is horrible. In Newport it seems as though if you are different
everyone hates you. Due to bullying I lost a lot of my confidence and I don't understand why
people are horrible to each other. I see a lot of bullying going on in my school and it is
horrible. There are a lot of fights in Newport between teenagers and a lot of them are
started because of bullying on social networking sites and it isn't acceptable. I feel that
schools and such do not do much to help bullying because they simply want to remove the
problem from the school but who's to say the bully won't continue outside of school? The
schools don't seem to care much then.
No I don't because I got bullied
I sometimes feel free from bullying I am not always bullied but sometimes I am
Because bullying still happens from time to time
Sometimes silly little issues can crop up...
I do not get bullied and in my school we have lots of people to talk to
We have a best team and supportive teachers
Yes because there is not much bullying around.
Because a lot of people can bully you for stupid things e.g. your eyes
Yes I do because
Yes, because no one that will not bully me.
Depends where I am, little issues can come up which make me upset or whatever.
People kind of bully u for stupid things but I have only experienced words in school not
violence
Like I told the teacher before they were being homophobic but she had a go at me, I get
called stuff all the time but no one pays attention and don't tell them it’s wrong
Bullying will come sometimes in life {to everyone} but you got to find a way to sop it such as
tell a teacher or parent.
Some people push me over the edge.
I’ve never been bullied and I’ve never been a bully as I love all my friends and all the people I
don’t get with I won’t be a bully to them.
Because nobody say anything me to me and I have the protection of others
I don't
Because I have plenty of friends
Because I have friends who will help me
Because I’m French
Never been bullied
I don’t ever get bullied but if my friends are I tell the adults around me and the sort it
Because I get bully sometimes
Because I don’t get bullied by anyone and I have friends to support me if I did
Yeah because most people’s opinions don't bother me
Yes because I’m a big kid people think not to bully me.
Because I don’t get bullied
Because I normally always get bullied by Moheb Ahmed and Jay Reed.
Cause I don’t get bullied
I have lots of friends who would help me
I have been bullied in the past not now and probably never and again.
Yes because I don’t think I will ever be billed.
Cause I don't get bullied at school
Sometimes I feel free from bullying
Yes because I don’t think I do anything wrong to get bullied
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I have never been bullied
I don’t get bullied
Sometimes because some people make me angry
No I don’t feel bullied
Because I have never have been
Because no one bullies me or I don't bully them
I do have my ups and downs and a few nick names now and then but yes
No one bullies me
No one bullies me
Sometimes older children push me in corridors
I never get bullied
Bullying could happen very easily but I stay back from arguments and fights so I would say
that I am sometimes free from bullying
Because I don’t get bullied
I’m sometimes bullied because of my height and it makes me feel like I’m a different person
to everyone else
I feel free from bulling because I don't get bullied any more.
I’m not bullied.
I have never experienced being bullied!
I feel free from bullying because I don't get bulled and I never have, if I do get bulled I will
tell my parents and they will sort it out.
Yes because I don't get bullied
I sometimes feel free from bulling because, there are a lot of nice people out there to hang
around with but sometime I don’t feel free from bulling because, it have happen to people
before.
I do feel ok sometimes but I feel like I am being bullied
I sometimes feel free from bullying but not all the time because people make fun of me by
calling me fat.
There are bullies out there and I am likely to get bullied on how small I am or my hair
There are always bullies in different places
There are silly comments that are made, however I have witnessed bullying and it’s just a
horrific sight to see what this society has become.
Bullying is awful in Newport and some people are oblivious to it because the person doesn’t
want to tell people. In Newport bullying is so high and people just don’t care.
I don't get bullied in school so I suppose I do feel free from it
I am not personally bullied, but there is a lot in St. Julians which isn't dealt with.
I have never been bullied, but I know others do not feel the same way.
I don't let people bully me and I stand up for myself.
Because you see it everywhere.
Because people are still bullying and they don't realise how they make other people feel but
they won't tell anyone.
Because I’ve never been bullied
Bullies are everywhere.
I’m always with my friends
No one bullies me.
I think this because I do not personally know anybody who is being bullied and if I was being
bullied I would know who to tell about it.
Because if I do get bullied I can tell someone
I’ve been bullied regularly
(Only in school do I feel safe) Newport is just mediocre
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No one is bullying me
There are teachers in school that can help
I have been bullied for ages.
I am not getting bullied by anyone
I don’t get bullied
Because I don't get bullied.
I am usually free from bullying, but people in the community are sometimes quite rude and
unkind to me.
Because I don’t get bullied
Because I just don't, because there will always be bullies in your life tbh.
I've never actually been bullied and I don't take people's words to heart if they're being
mean, I’m not too concerned what other people have to say about me.
Because nobody tries to bully me.
Depends if there is anyone there to help you
I don’t get bullied
I never really felt safe
Teachers are always monitoring
I do but most times I laugh in there face
Because I can handle myself so I don't worry about stuff like this
People are mean
I’m bulled every day
I used to get bullied a lot in year 7, 8, 9 but I am not getting bullied as much as I used to.
School can be intimidating
Because people bully all the time and people don’t notice
Because I do!
Because I’m never bullied
Yes because I practically I know everyone.
Because I get bulled
Because I always get bullied and when they say sorry they do it again and be racist about me
and my family.
Because I have lots of friends and now one is nasty to me
Yes I feel free from bullying
There is a lot of bullying in our school
Pretty much every kid is vulnerable to bullying at some point, so this is a stupid question
Good place
I get along with almost everyone and the people I don’t get along with we decide to keep it
real and civil and just don’t bother with each other = no bullying
There are not that many teachers on the yard. Even when they do not help.
People don't really bully me, but I’ve witnessed a few incidents where people were
judgemental and would call people names.
I do but a lot of my friends have been.
Well, in school we have this huge thing on anti-bulling but there seems to be nothing to
stop bulling outside of the school
Because anyone can pick on you for how you look or the way you are dressed or what race
you are from.
Thankfully I have never been in a situation where I have been bullied
I haven't experienced bullying and I don't think that it is happening to the people around me.
Sometimes, people can be annoying and take it too far, they may just be playing but
sometimes people take it way to far, and it starts to upset the person, like its happened to
me a few times but I feel that what people do to me is things that sometimes just go too far,
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but for the people that happen to them all the time I feel sorry for, but best is somewhere
that you can go and speak too and explain what is going on and they will listen
I have never experienced the feeling of being bullied. So I can presume I am safe from
bullying.
I haven't had any bullying issues.
No one bullies me
Because I used to get bullied
I don’t get bullied
Depends on who you are with
If someone is bullying or bothering you, you can tell the teacher, and the bullies stop!
Yes I have no problems
Sometimes cause if your different like your name or if you look different to others or even if
you got disabilities sometimes then you tend to get bullied especially in school like I got
bullied cause of my name
Because people keep on calling me a midget
Because keep calling me names
Because in Newport there are lots of bullies
I’m very free from bullying because I got a bunch full of friends, a supporting family and kind
teachers!!
Yes but sometimes if you get bullied they could threaten you to say not to tell anyone
Because there are loads of bullies on the street and you never know what they could do
which is not good for the community.
Because I’m nice to everyone
I get called fat sometimes but my friends always denies it
Three reasons older kids, paedophiles and child molesters!
Because no-one is mean to me
Because you can get bullied any time of the day
I'm not the target and most people know who I am and I stick up for them
Most of the time I do but when I hear of bullying in the community I don't feel safe or free
from bullying.in the past I was called names by a group of boys who hanged out in jubilee
park near where I live.
Because there are gangs around on my street
Because people sometimes bully me.
Because I stay away from them
I've never really been bullied as I’ve never done anything to hurt people, however I’ve seen
people been bullied and I think people should do something about it.
When I walk home I am safe but I don’t think I am
There are still people who discriminate and penalise you, no matter what.
There are still people who discriminate.
I have been told how to deal with them
Some people still bully at school
I don't think anyone can feel free from bullying because anyone can choose to pick on
someone at any time if they feel like it
People make fun of me every day because I’m different. Makes me sad.
I don't feel bullied at all in school.
I don’t think there are any bullies in my school that I know of and even if there is then they
are just cowards. Either way I do not feel threatened by someone who thinks they are better
than someone.
I have never once; felt I have suffered from bullying or any type of harassment.
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The school has CCTV cameras but it doesn’t help the issue of bullying as they aren’t
thoroughly checked.
There are a lot of intimidating people and bullies in Newport
I do not get bullied therefore I feel free from bullying.
I don’t because bullies is everywhere these days You can walk up the street and be bullied
but then go on the internet and get bullied , if they had more security things on the internet
it would decrease.
People bully people that they don't even know randomly for the fun of it.
Yes, because I do not get bullied.
People are so judgemental
Because there are so many bully's in Newport.
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Question 12: I get lots of chances to exercise?

Yes
No
Sometimes

Number of people
722
84
174

Percentage of people
73.67%
8.57%
17.76%

NB: There were 11 no responses to question 12.

Why do you think this (475 comments received)?








In the week after school
School / home and Velodrome twice a week
In school and outside of school
Clubs in school
I have a break and I do games
Only in PE. Not a lot of lessons
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I have to do it myself at home
Lots of leisure centres
Because of school and when I play football
My mum and dad make me take the dog for a walk
Because I do PE in school
Cause I do
Because I feel safe outside
I feel healthy
Games
I exercise a lot
Not enough safe places
I go to my school gym
Most fun ways to exercise cost
There are not a lot of facilities
Depends where it is
Because I can go to a gym
PE
Outside of school, games lessons are bad!
I go to the gym all the time
Lots of things to do at lunch
I do PE and live by a footie court
During school
Don’t get much as I don’t get time
Yes as I walk to schools do clubs and PE
At leisure centre but not all
I go to clubs outside of school
I go to the gym with friends
I swim every day for a Newport club
Because I play tennis ride my bike and I walk the dog a lot
Walk
I think we need more PE lessons
There is a gym and dance at break
Yes I do
Because I do everything
Games etc.
Because there are lots of places we can go
Because I go to the gym and do athletics
I go running and to the gym
I get spare time to go to sports clubs
After school
I have regular gym sessions in school
Play football
Only in PE lessons
Lots of games lessons
I don’t like to because of weather
In my spare time I exercise
I play lots of sport
In school I do some sport clubs but at home I feel left out
I have games. Lunch and break
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I walk my dog in the evening
I’m a fit person
There’s swings
There is a hill where I live
There is different activities in the village hall
In PE and games
Yes I do a lot of games
I do but I chose not to
In PE and after school clubs
Everyday opportunities
Because of my clubs
Netball PE and swimming
There’s a lot of space to run around
Because we taking games more
Clubs
I exercise some times
In school
I do boxing sit ups and other sports
After school clubs football clubs
I can exercise when I want
Break and lunch aren’t long
Games and activities
Rugby and things in school
I have a dog to walk
I am a welsh squad kayaker
Outside
PE once a week
I walk to Newport everyday
In PE lessons and with friends
Because I go swimming on a Saturday and in school
There aren’t many clubs
I want to do exercise then I can
At home
It’s our choice but we have little spare time (homework)
I have a lot around me
In games
Lots of grass facilities
There are gyms, pools lots of stuff to do
Gyms are too expensive
Exercise is expensive
But you have to pay
I'm not fat
There are many sporting activities
Lunch time clubs
In games
I take PE
No gyms for youth
Sometimes if I need to
I have chances of exercise
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PE in school
Walk dog, PE
Swimming
Because I can go out places
I have lots of exercise
Multiple PE lessons
I go to school netball, Newport netball and tennis
Because there are loads of clubs
My area is large
Because there is a local gym
Just go outside
Games in school
Yes at cadets, school, home
Sometimes but if it’s cold
In games and after school
Lots of activities
Do netball running
Because I do lots of exercise
There are a few gyms
Because I live in a community where I can do exercise
Yes
I regularly exercise
Too much school work and no time
We are always free to exercise
Because there is equipment
I swim competitively and do sponsored walks
I can with my friends
Close to a leisure centre
Only in games
I go to the gym
Used to dancing
I go to gymnastics and swimming
Because I live by a park
Yes because I go swimming every week
I do taekwando
We do lots of PE lessons
When it’s not raining
I go dancing every day and that’s a healthy living
Outside
Clubs
Yep
I do regular exercise (running)
School and swimming
Takes me to the gym
A lot
Because I have free times
There are loads of clubs and facilities
Sports clubs
In and out of school
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I go to foot ball
In games and PE
In games and PE
In games and PE
In games and PE
In games and PE
In games and PE
In games and PE
In games and PE
In games and PE
In games and PE
In games and PE
In games and PE
In games and PE
In games and PE
In games and PE
In games and PE
In games and PE
In games and PE
In games and PE
In games and PE
In games and PE
In games and PE
In games and PE
In games and PE
Local gyms and parks
Lots of services
Because of the sport facilities
I do athletics
Yes in games
I run
Yes I have lots of things
Yes I have lots of things
Yeah there’s lots of leisure
Indoor and outdoor activities
There is a big field
There is a field by where I live to walk my dog and I go swimming and we do games in school
Because we do games and PE
School and more
Because I have free time
Lots of gyms
There aren’t many local exercise places
Because I am fat
Yes
There aren’t many exercise places
Although sometimes I don’t have the chance to exercise
Because I do in school
Yes a lot of the time
Free time
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Games, sports etc.
Because I have PE in school and I play net ball
Because I go for runs , I go to netball and gymnastics
Yes clubs and at home
Riding my bike, walking dogs and swimming
There is a park
Like play time, PE, clubs
Leisure centres in Newport and the sports village
I have too much school work
In school
There’s a gym and PE lessons in school
I walk home from school
Various school activities
Because I do it myself
Lots of space around me and gym
Sports clubs and school clubs
At the gym
I go to the gym
When it’s not raining
I don’t go out much
I have clubs
There’s a lot of clubs
School and clubs
I can when I want
No gym costs money and I am lazy
Games is bad
We don’t
When I feed the dogs
I play rugby on a Sunday
Yes there is a park and a football pitch close
In my dad’s garage there is a lot of gym equipment
Cos of all my homework
From the clubs I am in
There is an age limit on gyms
There is space to run around
I go to athletics and the gym
I can’t say I always try them
I go every week
Gym and at home
Always in games and walking to classes
I do games in school
Like running and sport
Gym, outside
I can go and play football
I don’t have time
PE. Games and playground
Playtime and football club
I get play time
I go to street dance
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PE games and playtime gymnastics
I can do football and rugby
2 hour and 15 mins
Play time clubs PE
Lots of clubs
Play time tennis PE
PE, games, play time
In PE and at play time
PE rugby play time
Clubs PE games
PE play time and lunch time
We do PE games and after school clubs
I exercise in PE and play
We do PE in Eveswell
PE games and play time at school
PE games and play time
As we have playtime PE and games
I play for a football club
There are clubs play time ad PE
Doesn’t apply
I run on my estate
Except for gym nowhere else
I exercise inside and outside school
Lots of sports
Like more!
We only have three lessons of PE per two weeks so not that much but there is lunch and
break to have a run around
I go to some of the physical clubs in St Julians and I play for a football team so I get plenty of
exercise
I enjoy PE and I do judo
PE and I play for Newport County outside of school.
I have a lot of time at my house and there’s PE and my football clubs rugby
We have PE, football, rugby, loads
Loads of after school clubs.
In PE I do and outside of school
Because we do I lot of PE in school
In break and lunch I can exercise and in PE I could exercise easily
Yes because I do sport clubs and in school we do PE
Because I have PE lessons in school three times a fortnight and also I’m free to exercise at
home.
Every break, lunch and PE Lesson.
I do get the chance to exercise even if I didn't have PE I would still go up my local park every
day.
We do a lot of exercising in PE even when we don't think it
Sometimes because we only have PE twice and once a week.
Yes but I don't think it helps because I still fell fat
I do exercise but I have asthma so if I do too much I will get out of breath and start wheezing
Yes I do get lots of chances to exercise
Yes I do have lots of chance to exercise in PE
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Because we can go into the gym in the morning and we exercise in PE.
Definitely. I get all the chance I need. I also enjoy sport so it's great for me.
Because the staff and the PE department encourage us to the best of their ability to keep
healthy
At home and in school.
I feel like my school should give more opportunities for exercise. They should have more
clubs and should definitely have clubs for mixed gender activities. I hate that boys get to do
rugby in PE and girls have to do netball. It's sexist and frustrating. I am forced to do sports
that I don't like and wear kit that I feel uncomfortable in so therefore I want to exercise less.
There lots of gyms around
Lots of clubs and PE
I exercise in school and sometimes at home
Because sometimes I feel lazy so I can’t be bothered to exercise
We have break lunch and PE twice in one week and once in the other week
Because the streets aren't too pleasant for these activities
I play rugby and football for school and outside of school.
I do after school clubs and outside of school because I enjoy it, and I do PE in school
We have lots of clubs and extra activities
Because we do PE and we do sports there obviously
Yes because whenever I have the chance to exercise I will.
PE lessons and after school clubs
Because I’m doing house work more or less al day
In PE in school we have lots of chances too,
After school clubs and PE
I nearly do exercise because I don't know what exercise is to do around here
You can do this when you are bored or when you feel like you need to.
In PE and when I go gym with my dad
I just don't like doing it in public.
When I lived in Newport I went out with my friends after school all the time but when I
moved to Pontypool I got game consoles to keep in touch with my friend.
Because I have PE lesson every so often.
But I decide not to
Joins clubs, gyms
After school activities
Yes because in PE in school and at home
Because I go to the gym in school in the morning
No idea
I do a lot of PE in school and its very tiring and I’m not even fat
Yes because I like sports and I like doing it I want to be a rugby person that’s why
Because I do many activities outside school I play rugby with friends at break and lunch and
when I don’t have a club on I go bike riding
I get to go out and run about
PE, rugby, gym and many other places.
Yes, because I get to do lots of PE clubs.
Yes always I go running round pill sometimes
I am able to do PE most of the time and I do extra sport outside by playing rugby and
mountain biking
Yes, because I play golf nearly every day and go to the gym often
I play for a football team and go to the gym and always do PE.
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I feel like I don’t have much time on exercise because I don’t do any sports/exercises outside
of school and within school I only do exercise for 3 hours a fortnight which is not much.
I play for a football team and run quite a lot and also do PE
Often I find that I have too many chances.
No place to go
Don’t know
Because I play a lot of football for different clubs and I go football every weekend with my
friends also I like bike riding and when I can I will go to the gym
Because I choose what I want to do
PE, there lot of clubs
Yes in the park and school
I can exercise if I want to
I go running / athletics
I exercise all of the time
I have PE lessons.
Because I do PE in school and do lots of walking, swimming a cycling outside of school
Because in PE we exercise before doing any sequences and I do a lot of dance and we
exercise when we start a new dance, perform at the dolman theatre or when we are
competing at a competition.
I am in a few school clubs that are exercised based and I feel like I have lots of chances.
Yes I train 7 days a week for Cardiff football.
I get lots of chances to exercise at school and at home.
We exercise in PE, there are clubs, and you could go running or go swimming.
Yes in PE and at the garage at my house were my brother has his boxing kit and boxing bag,
me and him practice on the punch bag
I get a lot of chances because there are nice friendly places to go and exercise.
I can always go outside to do gymnastics and I do gymnastics in my room so I do get quite a
lot of exercise.
I sometime get chances to exercise but only when I do PE in school and after schools
In my PE and football for corries and I enjoy both of them
I go running around my area and there are many gyms to go to that have a variety of
different classes, e.g. Zumba.
In school you only get to do certain things to exercise and usually it’s not the ones that are
relevant or no one likes. Outside of school you either have to pay a lot of money to go to a
good place to exercise or you just don’t because not everyone has the money.
The gym
Yes in school and in gyms etc.
There is a lot of sporting activities in school, and Btec PE, but I choose not to go to the clubs
after schools, as I’m not athletic.
PE and opportunities to do sport outside of school
I do get chances but I don't always take them.
There are lots of clubs but they are hard to find.
With the many swimming pools, parks and cycling tracks, I can do lots of different exercises
at my own leisure.
There is a lot of sports felicity
You could jog around the park but there could be people laughing at us.
Well PE but otherwise I don't have time.
There are gyms.
PE
Sometimes I have too much homework.
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We have PE lessons at school and there are also lots of sports clubs and places to go to in
Newport.
School activities
I go for runs some mornings and gym other times
Because I do
You can't get free passes/member passes for the leisure centres
But don't care about PE I do my own exercise outside of school which has benefited me
much more than PE ever did
I do three PE lessens a fortnight, so not many
Because I do three lessons of PE a week but this is only because I didn’t take GCSE PE
There are local gyms.
The facilities in Newport are restricted to certain ages at certain times
I don't care about PE but I’m going to start doing exercise at home and outside of school.
I don't exercise.
Gym & leisure centres.
There are lots of local gyms / clubs to do exercise in
I do lots of sports
In PE
I don't really want to exercise, but I know where to go if I did.
Yeah there is PE and gyms around
Lots of gyms, and parks in which I can exercise
Because I had a back operation.
Sometime my homework’s occupy me, sometimes I like to go out, especially on weekends, I
only do exercise outside of school once maybe twice a week.
Outside of school and PE inside school is exercise and I walk to school and back?
Yes because there are lots of exercise classes around to attend
I get PE twice a week each week
Plenty of PE and after school stuff
I’d like to exercise during holidays, so school doesn't get in my way
School and I’m active with my friends
But I don’t
Because I do
PE and after school clubs
I get the chance to go to the gym but I’m lazy
I walk to school
Dance classes and gyms etc. are easily accessible
When I go out
Because I do!
Yes because I play rugby every day.
Because I do
Because I go for a run and then I go swimming
At break and lunch and at PE
Like at home and in school and outside of school
There’s no were to go
We have three PE lessons in 10 days
Yeah, but I don’t
Loads of places to go
Because there are a lot of places for me to go when I want to exercise.
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We have PE three times over a span of two weeks and when I’m at home and have nothing
to do then I usually workout or go for a jog / walk or something.
PE
We have opportunities to exercise, but we don't have enough encouragement.
We do PE three times a fortnight and I walk around a lot.
PE really helps
In school when I do PE and after school I do exercise.
I just choose not to.
We have PE however the school doesn't offer any sports clubs that I would be interested in.
We get lots of time to exercise as for PE, and they open the cage at lunch and break which is
fun if you want to play football sometimes. PE is sometimes annoying because they make us
go out in silly weather conditions and we are not allowed to bring in our own navy jackets
unless you play netball and you have a netball jumper, or pay more money for a long PE
shirt, that you have to pay more money for that sometimes people don’t have also they are
not attractive
The only time I exercise is in school when we do PE
I think we more out of the ordinary clubs to attract more pupils.
Yes because I go out a lot
Because I’m fat
I play football three times a week out of school and I do PE in school
PE is a fun lesson, it keeps me active and healthy, and I love it!
Football
Yes cause we do PE regularly and there’s lots of chances to do stuff as well
In the gym or at football or at home
I can go out and exercise
Because I play footballIn school I do PE and I work very hard and have fun with my friends. I also go horse riding
and walk home from school every day and walk my doggy!
The weather isn’t good
Because I sometimes go on long walks and exercise at home but maybe if I go clubs.
Because I go to football and do PE
I exercise at rugby and at netball
We have a park which is sometimes in good condition.
I do football and rugby outside of school and I do PE
There is lots of activities in Newport
Because I’ve got free will and I can do whatever I want
I go to my local swimming pool every Friday but for running and other activity's I can never
find a nice place which isn't to local and to busy.
Because there are lots of sporty clubs
Yeah there are lots of clubs
Because I go to lots of clubs and sometimes on the weekend I will go swimming with my
mum or friends
I go out a lot to play football or something down your local park. However I feel there
should be more things that young people can do in our city.
In PE
I have been quite busy with school work & revision
My life is all about sports so I get lots if exercise at school, gym and family sports
We have our compulsory PE lessons however apart from that I do no exercise outside of
school
I can exercise by my own means or I can come to the school gym or other clubs in Newport.
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I'm not really sure because I’m not very interested in sport. However, I know that there’s a
netball club in school and a rounder’s club in the summer so if I wanted to I could exercise
more.
I have lots of free time after school.
PE doesn’t give us allow me to feel like I’ve exercised enough and I only get a good workout
at home.
There are not a lot of sporty things that happen and when there are they are expensive so
many of us cannot afford it.
Lots of sports centres
I go to the gym.
There are a lot of places you can go and exercise
I do lots of exercise as I go to the gym and do lots of cycling and running but I don't us and of
the leisure centres or facilities made by the council.
I go to a gym.
GCSE PE
There are many sporting facilities around me however due to the amount of school work
and revision I don't have time to sign up and go regularly.
Because I go to football 4 times a week for about 5 hours
This is mainly because of the fact that I am a very active person as I like to go on jogs and/or
go to the gym and so various activities.
If I have people willing to take me to those places or if they are in school.
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Question 13: I get lots of information and support on how to be healthy?

Yes
No
Sometimes

Number of people
610
136
231

Percentage of people
62.44%
13.92%
23.64%

NB: There were 14 no responses to question 13.

Why do you think this (403 comments received)?









My mum always says
We know a lot of information about being healthy
At school I get some
From my family and friends
Lessons in lfl and cooking
I get lots of information
Sometimes in assembly
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Parents and school
At home we have a diet cook book to tell what’s good for you
Because sometimes I get information on how to be healthy
Cause I do
I have been informed
My teacher tell me
In school
Mostly in school
Not enough is done
There is not a lot of information
By my cooking teacher
From parents
Because people tell me
My parents are very nutritionally aware
I get a portion of fruit a day
I don’t feel we get enough
In games
From my teachers and parents
Yes TV adverts
Yes we cover it in lfl
Only in food technology
Learn about it in lfl and science
Lfl
From school
In school and at home
We get taught in lfl
School
Lfl lessons
In dt and games
Yes I do from family and friends
Assembly and lfl
Because my family work on their health
School teaches us
To the gym
Sometimes I do
In school
Don’t really get that out of school
School
I don’t hear things like that often
In lfl lessons
All the time
Because teacher help me a lot
Sometimes people come into school and talk about being healthy
Sometimes I have advice from my clubs
Assembly’s and discussion
In lfl lessons
I am lazy
Internet - Change 4 Life
The school helps healthy eating
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I have been told in school
Yes we are constantly reminded about being healthy
Yes lots of information
Adverts and lessons
Because of games
School talks
People come to school sometimes
In school
We occasionally do but not very often
School
School teaches health and lifestyle
The squad offer this to me
Eat healthy food
On the news promoting
I don’t like healthy foods
From school and at home
Because my mum gives us meat free Monday
There are posters everywhere
Yes all the time in the hall
From school
Healthy is a very general term
Now and then I do
By talks in the hall
Leaflets and posters around
My parents tell me lots and there’s stuff on TV
I am healthy
Not talked about enough
Never get taught it
Not very often
I take PE
From books or people
Family and school
Yeah
Mum tells
No leaflets have gone around
Yes by my family and my cousin
Not much info given
Sometimes we get leaflets
At school and at home
I do
In school
From school
Through the mail
From school, sea cadets
Yes use internet
Yes in school I have been taught
Because we get leaflets from school
Not really but I do in school
They tell me loads
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Always told
We get told about this in school
By adults
I have cooked dinners two times a week and we have lessons
My teachers tell me what is healthy
School teaches us healthy life style
Not told
I don’t know
It’s not often I hear it
I only see stuff on TV and in school
PSE lessons
We do lessons on it
In year 3 we learned about health and fitness
In school
I get lots of information on how to be healthy
Yes because everyone is equal
In school
People talk to us in school about being healthy
There are leaflets
In lessons on school (lfl)
Never
In and out of school
In school
Because of the healthy living club
Because of the healthy living club
Because of the healthy living club
Because of the healthy living club
Because of the healthy living club
Because of the healthy living club
Because of the healthy living club
Because of the healthy living club
Because of the healthy living club
Because of the healthy living club
Because of the healthy living club
Because of the healthy living club
Because of the healthy living club
Because of the healthy living club
Because of the healthy living club
Because of the healthy living club
Because of the healthy living club
Because of the healthy living club
Because of the healthy living club
Because of the healthy living club
Because of the healthy living club
Because of the healthy living club
Because of the healthy living club
Because of the healthy living club
School does programmes on healthy stuff
Not all the time
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Because of good teachers
Yes we have lessons and advice on it
Yep from lots of people
I eat healthy
In school
They have a healthy diet brochure
People talk to you about it
Because we just do
Because we do
School
Because I go to the hospital for check ups
In school
Yes
Every fortnight we have lfl that teaches us
Because people tell me
By my school
Most of the time in school
From classes and clubs
Talks in school
Sometimes we have talks in school about healthy eating
People come to school and talk to you about it
Yes at home, online, school
School
Only in primary
Because we have a salad bar which makes us healthy
Teachers, mum and dad, TV
School PE lessons
The school educate us
I had a lot in primary but not so much now
Once a year at the most
School and the gym
In lfl and biology in school
I don’t
With school
To keep us healthy
I don’t get info
We get told by the school once a year
No only from supersize super skinny
No one tells me
We don’t get taught
We don’t know everything
I don’t really understand
Only my mum and dad say about health
I never get information about how to be healthy
From my mum
From lfl in school
Only in school
I don’t go anywhere that can give that information
From my fitness trainer
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I do health and fitness in school
In Marshfield mail
All the time we learn about healthy eating and how to be healthy
People talk to me
Sometimes from people
Internet home school
Teachers tell me what to eat
Healthy school
I learn how to be healthy
We got salad bar and snacks
Salad bar snag group
We have a salad bar
We don’t have a lot of time
Fruit, salad bar, no sweets snag
Posters salad bar snag
We have salad bar
Salad bar and fruit
Book about healthy eating
We have a salad bar
Snag
I eat salad and fruit
Snag
We learn about our body
I learn about my body
Salad bar and snag, sell fruit
Snag sell fruit and only allowed fruit at break time
From snag
As we have salad bar and fruit is sold
We have a salad bar
We learn how to ne healthy and learn about the body
Get it in school
School provides this
From parents and teachers
School and home
We do not have many healthy eating assembly’s
I don’t really ask people for support on how to be healthy
We have had lessons on staying healthy
From my football coach and we learnt it in cooking.
I know how to be healthy
Science helps us and PE as well
We talk about it in our form time (tutorial)
They say what’s healthy and not healthy but they don’t explain why you shouldn’t eat lots of
it
Because we don’t talk about fattening and healthy foods
In PE we did healthy workbooks
Yes because the PE teacher is always talking about keeping healthy and how to keep healthy
Teachers at school give me a lot of information on how to live a healthy life style.
In PE lessons
I do get told at home but not much in school though.
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We sometimes have lessons on PE where we look at how to eat healthy
Only in PE.
Loads of people talk about it and I do eat healthy
I go to a group called Barnardos Young Carers and give me lots of information on how to
keep healthy
Sometime I get information about how to be healthy
Yes because the teachers tell me to be healthy
In science and PE the teachers tell us.
Recently we made a presentation on healthy eating and I think we get information a lot.
Because the PE department recognise our health is an important priority.
Online and in school (cooking)
No. My school meals aren’t very healthy at all. Also, in Newport a lot of teenagers smoke,
smoke weed and drink. I wouldn't say that is unhealthy. A lot of the newsagents nowadays
illegally sell cigarettes and alcohol to people of my age and it is disgusting. Also, in Newport,
unhealthy snacks tend to be cheaper than healthy snacks and although I try to be healthy I
end up buying the unhealthy food due to the prices.
There are sometime leaflets at the gym
I have a lot of information and support from my parents
The cafe sell range of food that are good for us
They should have more people come into schools to talk about exercise and healthy
lifestyles.
I had to find that out for myself
I play for netball outside of school and we had a nutritionist come in and talk to us but in
school I don't think we do
Yes because I do lots of sports and the coaches say you need to be healthy if you want to do
lots of sports.
We only get some information and support when we are in PE lessons
I have never had any support except for my PE teacher
The school encourage you to be healthy sometimes, and I try and be healthy out of school
Sometimes in PE that’s it
Nobody really talks about healthy eating
At least every year in school we have one or two hours on how to stay healthy and fit.
Only from my PE teacher
Of my mum and I have a book about going to the gym that I am planning to go to. The books
by 50 cent my favourite singer. Books called formula 50. I also go to rugby in Newport to
keep fit as well.
Because of assembly and my parents who always buy healthy food like fruit and veg.
Clubs and parents
Because my mum is a carer
From teachers etc.
Sometimes in PE
The PE teachers in school show us how to be healthy
Because sometimes I do not listen to them
Because lots of people every day tell me to keep healthy and give me the info I need
Yeah PE teachers tell us all the time
Because I have my own personal trainer from the Celtic Manor and I'm playing for Newport
schools u'15s and a dietician tells us what's healthy and what's not.
Because there are loads of signs in school saying eat healthy.
Yes because I eat salad and vegetables 5 a day
By the teachers &family
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From rugby and school and home
I know how to be healthy and I am healthy.
By family and teachers
I know lots of tips and support on how to be healthy, by my PE teachers and from parents.
My PE teachers tell me and my mum
No one tell us
Yes because if I am not I could be bad
Because my sister is a nutritionist so she will tell me how to keep healthy and a balanced
diet
Because some people know how to be healthy cause then they can tell other people how to
stay healthy
Because in science in PE they tell us about healthy food
I do
From d.t
My parents encourage me to be very healthy and tell me how
Because we have talks about healthy eating.
I get information in school.
In some PE lessons we learn it
I have lots of support of buying healthy because lots of people talk about it.
My teachers and parents always give me ways to keep healthy like eating the right food and
exercising and much more.
My family gives lots of advice for being healthy and I try to take the opportunity to eat
healthy.
It's more like having a lecture to become healthy and the pressure from others, they think
this helps but it doesn't it just makes you feel worse about yourself.
Yes in school lessons
In theory Btec we are taught our diet needs, and in science.
From PE and science we get a lot of information.
I get told what I need to do but I don't always get help to be healthy.
Only in school. But it feels like we are being shouted at and looked down upon.
I am taught lots about it in school.
Reading Newport matters
Some physical education lessons will tell us how to exercise but others are full of nothing.
From PE lessons at school.
I use the internet.
I see posters or leaflets on how to be healthy or I get told but sometimes I don't.
School
School
Because I do
All from my dad not from anywhere else
They don't tell us anything about health
We always get taught about wellbeing in PE lessons
We are taught about this in PE.
Yes, we do talk about it in school
I have never had info from the school about to be healthy
I'm not healthy
Because I picked PE GCSE and that tells you it
In PE
In PE lessons sometimes
From the internet
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I did in yr. 7 but we don't anymore
Especially in primary we had awareness of health problems etc., we had a health programme
we could sign up to called change 4 life and they'd give out newsletters with tips and recipes
for a healthier lifestyle.
School, family.
Yes because there are the 5 a day posters scattered everywhere
I get quite a bit
No one tells me about healthy eating.
Ads and posters everywhere
Don't get taught just learn by yourself
But I ignore it
Because I feel I do
PE dept.
There are so many fast food restaurants
No because I’m dyslexic
Not every one cares
Because I do!
Yes because the teachers in PE always talk about it
Video
I get it from my swimming coach
Of mum gives healthy dinners
Yes I do
Adverts on TV
Healthy place
When we have PE its only PE we don’t really talk about healthy eating or anything. But I try
to stick to a healthy diet anyway.
PE
We learn about it in school, but people ignore it.
There are lots of healthy eating campaigns but obviously no one really listens because the up
is still the fattest country in Europe.
There are not many information told to me about how to be healthy or any leaflets given for
me to know.
We don't get told what are the right and wrong things to eat and by having an unhealthy
diet how it will affect us in the future.
A little bit, we done slideshows in form how to be healthier, the songs were really good
I do get lots of information on how to be healthy in school and on TV adds.
PE explains how to be healthy and science teaches us about what being healthy does to the
body.
So I can be a healthy person
I am healthy
Stuff like park run
They tell you about the 5 a day and they serve some healthy food in the canteens.
Don’t now
Not really
In school and at home
Because the only time is in school and at home sometimes
Because in primary lots of people came in to tell us about being healthy
I know how to be healthy and I have a lot of chances to take information!!
The adverts on the telly
I do eat healthy food at home like fruits and veg and dairy products.
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PE
I do eat a lot of healthy things but my mum is the only person who tells me what to eat and
what not to eat
Family and school.
No because you don’t learn anything by speaking you can do it by playing
Because my school gym teacher tells me and my mum gives me some points as well
I see many posters and advertisements around the community and my school.
Because my mum always gives me healthy food when I need it
People tell us
I get lots of advice from my parents and teachers
I've never been told how to be healthy, I just learned myself.
In PE
Only at PE lessons and that’s sometimes
We have had talk about healthy lifestyles in PE but I mostly eat junk food whenever I feel
like it
They haven't told me much about being healthy.
I think I get all the information I need.
I don’t get lots of support.
Again, information is not communicated
I have a computer.
We get a lot of information on healthy eating but it’s cheaper to buy junk food because
healthy food items are really expensive
There isn't any advice on diet so I control my diet myself. There are lots of places such as
school canteens that have advertisements of healthy food but don't serve any of it.
Yes, but I don't listen.
GCSE PE
YouTube
Because it doesn't really concern me as I already have a healthy lifestyle.
As I eat quite healthily even though I don't have much of a healthy lifestyle and body.
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Question 14: I have lots of opportunities to learn?

Yes
No
Sometimes

Number of people
812
48
118

Percentage of people
83.03%
4.91%
12.07%

NB: There were 13 no responses to question 14.

Why do you think this (414 comments received)?








5 days a week.
Yes because I go to school
When I go to school
In school
School / home (private tutoring)
From school and activities outside of school
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5 times a day in school
I have lots of opportunities to learn
Lessons / adults teach me
Yes!
At school
My mum and dad sometimes find home sheets for me to do
Because I go to school
Cause I do
There needs to be more short courses
I have been informed
I go to school
I have good classes
In school
In school
School
Not enough is available
In school
In school I do
I go to school
In school there are
In different lessons
We have lots of lessons in school
I learn well in school
Every day in school
I go to school every day
Most lessons are boring
Not all times
Yes I go to lunch time clubs to help
All the time
I try not to miss school while I am ill
Everyday
I go to school every day possible
Yes I have lots
I have five lessons a day
School
Lots of subjects
Yes you can go to clubs
Yes I do
School, listening
Because I go to clubs and learn
In school
School
We learn lots in school
Always in school
Always asked questions
School
What we learn is an opportunity
In school and at home
In school
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I always feel I have
I have 5 lessons a day
I go to school
At school
There’s no learning lessons
Yes I do
Yes
In all lessons
Lots of schools around
Because of classes
School
I learn a lot
In school
At school
I go to school
Because of school
In school
In school
School
School
I go to school
Go to school everyday
There is a school
School
In school
The teachers have tests
From school only
Only in school
We have school
Few schools in my area
I go to school
My class don’t learn
School
Every lesson
After school revision sessions a lot of work done in class
I go to school
In school
School
I go to school
School
School, home
Because I go to school
I have opportunities to learn
I find the work to easy
I go to school
I go to school
I do
In school
In school
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Yes in school
Yes in school and cadets
Yes
In class
I do in every lesson
Because we learn in school
Except for school no
Yes because they give me chances
I go to school to learn
In school
Learning is fun
Everyone
In school!
I learn because its important
I go to school
In school
Schools
Behaviour
In school we do
Yes because I love learning
In school
We have lessons every day
Because of school
I go to school
In school and sometimes home
School
Yes because of teachers
In school we always learn new things
Everyday
School
In school and outside of school
In school
In and out of school
I go to school
In lessons
In lessons
In lessons
In lessons
In lessons
In lessons
In lessons
In lessons
In lessons
In lessons
In lessons
In lessons
In lessons
In lessons
In lessons
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In lessons
In lessons
In lessons
In lessons
In lessons
In lessons
In lessons
In lessons
In lessons
I go to school
Good schooling
Because there are facilities
I attend every lesson
Yes in school and I attend every lesson
They teach me
Everywhere
Yes I go to school
School education
Because we go to school
You learn something new every day and I learn at school and from books
Because we go to school
School, YouTube and more
Because I go to school
In school
Because posters help me understand
I go to school
Everybody gets opportunity to learn
School
Yes
Because I go to school
There are lots of opportunities in school
Because school
Yes a lot of the time
School
I go to school
Yes many everywhere
School/parents/adult
Because you listen and look to learn
School, home museum
School lessons extra-curricular
Sometimes they can be interrupted
I go to school everyday
In school yes
None apart from school and family
In school and lectures in Glamorgan
Only at school
I have school
With school
Because I go to a good school
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In school
School parents and computer
No teachers don’t teach us anything
Some teachers can’t teach
Just copy things out
Because they give us a chance
I watch useful things
I can go to school and there is a youth and adult centre near my house
Cos I need family time
I go to school
In school
Apart from when I am at home
I have a subject tutor
I go to school at least 40 weeks a year
School and home
School and at home
I have loads of opportunities to learn
My school is good
Yes school
School home internet
I go to school
I am in school
In class 4 classes a day
I am listening
4/5/classes a day
4/5/lessons a day
I get called thicko and in the lower math group
We have lessons
We have 5 classes a day
Get to do math
Get my writing better
Lots of lessons
My teachers are really good
4/5 classes a day
We have lots of subjects
I have lots of lessons and lots of fun
At school we learn 4 subject a day
We get lots of lessons
From school and club
Definitely as we learn a lot in school classes
I have four classes a day
There are different types of subjects
Because of my status
Opportunities to learn
In school
School provides extra curriculum
School
School
Yes all the time
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I go to school and I can use the internet and I have a laptop to research on
In almost every class I learn something new
Yes because I’m in a school.
There’s so many lessons to learn from
Because we have different lessons.
Extra-curricular and our teachers are nice.
I have 5 lessons a day and learn something new everyday
Because we learn every day
My teachers give me and everyone else opportunities to learn whilst sometimes having fun
too
Yes in school
Because my school teaches a lot.
In every single lesson I take part in, I learn something new.
I have lots of opportunities to learn in school and at home.
We do lots of different parts of learning in different classes
I go to school!
Yes in all my lessons.
I have loads and loads of times to learn but I am distracted
I listen and concentrate in school so in can learn new things
Yes I do get lots of opportunities to learn in many lessons
Yes there are lots of opportunities to learn in lesson
We’re doing lessons most of the time in school.
After school clubs and great lessons, at times. I really enjoy some of my lessons which help
me to learn in a really great way.
Because we have fife lessons a day and they are not all the same.
School.
I feel that school and libraries are enough. If people in Newport choose not to use those
facilities then they are not getting enough learning and should use those facilities because
they are very good and people in other places don't have these things.
I wouldn't say lots but there are some opportunities to learn.
Because sometimes the teacher sits me somewhere I can’t concentrate
In school and out of school
I do because I am good in most of my subjects
I depends what I’m interested in.
When you are bored or even when you’re out and about which you don’t realise such as
shopping = maths reading signs = English
Every lesson I learn new stuff
I take pride in my learning as I want to move to America to work in the game company same
as my big brother and he said he would help me.
Because there are so many different after school clubs and activity
Family school
Because my mum tells me so things and in school
I go to school
Appalling consideration to pupils
I have five lessons a day and they teach me a lot of things and outside of school I do maths
with my friends
Because it is fun
Because every lesson I see as a chance to learn
But sometimes I feel that the way people what me to learn isn’t right for me
Because extra curriculum is provided.
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Yes I am learning a lot and I love to study.
Because it’s fun
Yes because you can learn anything from anywhere e.g. museums ,ruins, family, school, tour
guides
Yes, because my school is good for education and I also teach myself things
Yes because I always go to school and try hard.
Cause I go to all my class
Although I have lots of opportunities to learn I don’t think I learn much as I should.
Yes I go to school
People wreck the class by being naughty
Sometimes because some people are not in class
In class I have lots of opportunity
Yes, because I go to school and learn
Because sometimes I don't get what I want
Because I go learning support
Yes in school
5 lessons a day would give me something to learn about.
If I want to learn I can
I’m still in school.
I have opportunities to learn at school.
I learn in school but sometimes people who are naught prevent me from learning.
I always have opportunities to learn in school
I have lots of opportunities to learn in school.
I always find different ways to learn about things whether it be from a neighbour or parent
or teacher I always try and learn.
Yes I do have opportunities to learn
PE
There are many schools, universities and colleges around our area in wales.
The school are very laid back when it comes to learning, especially exams, they don’t tell us
till about 1 month before then cause us a lot of stress which usually causes kids to fail.
From my school
My school
Definitely in school, St Julians is a very good school.
The facilities in school and outside are good, as well as internet access.
I go to school every day.
Only in school.
I am given lots of opportunities in school to further my education and knowledge.
School
You could have a few groups after school to help us learn more but otherwise we only have
school and sometimes people disrupt our lesson so we get less work done.
In school there are clubs to learn from.
I go to school.
I go to school to learn most things and you can learn other stuff outside of school as well.
A lot of opportunities, extra work etc.
School
The schools care for children's well-being and opportunities later on
We go to lessens in school
School always encourages extra learning
There are a variety of different schools.
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Lessons
I do in school.
I go to school
Because I attend my lessons.
Because we learn in almost every lesson
I attend to a public school for free, and there are some countries where people can't attend
to school for free or can't attend to school at all
I go to lessons?
I get a free education in the UK compared to other countries that don't have it.
School, daily life.
Yes because there are people out there to help you some voluntary
I do because I have a lot of subjects to do
I learn a good bit in school
Because of school
Because I do
Because I feel I do
School
I don't know what this means
Because school is not a safe place to learn the teachers do not do anything about bulling and
do not know the signs of bulling
Yes because the teachers are teaching me really good
Education is important in today’s society
People wreck it for others
I go to school everyday
Sometimes because the people in my class is sometimes naughty.
Because I do
Because I go to school and then I go mosque and I understand loads of stuff
In lesson because the teacher explains
Yes
I go to school
We go to school
Lots of opportunities
I go to school and teachers always give extra help if I ask
There are many clubs to learn more
In school there are many clubs and things to help your learning.
School everyday
In school I have many chances to become a good pupil and the teachers will help me to get a
bright future. My parents will try and help me to be in a good school where my education
can get its best. I can have after school tutor lessons for example; Maths and English.
I think being in mixed ability classes really does drag other high potential student down (now
I kinda sound kinda arrogant but I didn't mean it like that :d ) because we have to keep going
back on stuff we have already learnt ...
There are lots of subjects offered at the school.
We learn in every lesson, and use some things in life
The only opportunities I get to learn are in school, on TV, my parents.
The school has many subjects that we learn or can learn.
Yes in school
I do learn
Clubs
Yes! This school has lots of education and studies.
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School
Yes cause there’s lots of lessons and jobs and good opportunities to go to things like college
as well
Because you learn something new every day
Because we learn every day
Yeah because you learn something every day
I read at home and I have very good education in school!!
I go school 5 days a week
I’d think I’d had an opportunity if I join a singing club in school and I also like art and fashion
designing and beauty.
School
I learn every day
School!
I have lessons
Because I got accepted in to this school.
Because I want to learn and make something of my self
In my local library they do learning activities and stuff to help me. There is always a place to
go to learn when I’m not in school.
There are schools everywhere and a lot of information in them
There are lots of clubs
I get lots of opportunities at school and sometimes at home
My teachers are always helping me if I need help and also they throw after school lessons if
anyone needs help.
Yes lots
Because my teachers give me a lot of information
I don’t know why but I just feel like I haven’t got much of opportunities to learn
I go to school therefore get taught lots of new things
There are lots of after school revision clubs.
I have lots of opportunity to learn.
I go to school 5 days a week.
Lots of schools
I go to school 5 days a week.
I go to school.
I go to school every day apart from weekends.
The people in my school tend to make it hard to learn.
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Question 15: I am doing well at school?

Yes
No
Sometimes

Number of people
717
65
197

Percentage of people
73.24%
6.64%
20.12%

NB: There were 12 no responses to question 15.

Why do you think this (432 comments received)?









I am doing well
I am doing ok
Because of the levels I am getting
I am getting my expected level
I have good levels in bass leg
I am not very smart
Yes I am
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I am coping well at school
Because I am doing well in some subjects
Cause I do
Not in school
Not in school
Not in school
I work hard
Yes
My teacher told me
Put lots of effort in
I put the effort in
I don’t feel I am doing well enough
I've been told I have
I am sometimes
Because I try hard
I have some good levels
I am getting good levels in assessments
I concentrate well in school
I don’t like the band I am in they are too disruptive
Because I am achieving high levels
I feel stupid when I get things wrong
Science teacher is false to adults
I think I am in top set for most things
I have been getting high grades
I have a positive letter
Good levels
I am in set 2 and 1
I am getting all the levels I need
I have a good report and my levels are ok
Getting good lessons
Get high marks
Yes I have high levels
A little bit
Because I am working hard
Because I work hard
Because my levels are good
I listen
Because I don’t have any problems
I listen carefully
I have been trying in all subjects
Levels are good
Yes but I struggle with maths
Lots of good reports
I have been doing well
I think I am doing well with my levels
I think I am and I always try to
I think so I try my hardest
Sometimes I mess around
I can do better
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I am clever
My levels are good
Because I want to get good levels
Yes I am
Yes, I always do my homework and I am never told off
I feel I am not doing well sometimes
I don’t know why I think this
Because I take in lessons
Yes
I am learning well
I'm good
Amazing
I have got good levels
I try my best
I am getting good results
Full marks in GCSE
B grades mostly
3 a* in exams
Almost reaching all target grades
My grades are quite good
Because I try my hardest and don’t give up
I give my homework in all the time
Sometimes I do
Yes doing well in school
I try hard
I am good at school
Sometimes I do well
Getting good grades
I got 3 a* out of 3
No I’m stupid
As I have good grades so far
I listen all the time
Most lessons
Test results show
Lots of effort
Concentrate in lessons
I don’t really know
In top class
Because I get letters home
I am doing well at school
I believe I am
I am in set 1
I can concentrate
I am
Yes I have a good teacher
Got good levels
Of our teachers
Yes I try my hardest
Yes
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I have had 3 good letters sent home
I guess my levels are high
Yes because I try my best
Depends what topic we do
Because I am doing ok
Always
My levels show this
I love school
I love learning new things
Because I am getting good grades in school
I got good results in my GCSE
Got a b in English
Good grades
I tech do not teach you anything they let you play games on the computer
I get good reports
I am doing well I am improving my work
I listen
Because I had a good parents evening
I think I am because I learn a lot
I listen and try my best
Finished school
Left
Don’t go much
Finished school
I get the education needed
My levels are up
I am achieving good things
I do
Because I work hard
Yes
Because we are doing well
Because we are doing well
Because we are doing well
Because we are doing well
Because we are doing well
Because we are doing well
Because we are doing well
Because we are doing well
Because we are doing well
Because we are doing well
Because we are doing well
Because we are doing well
Because we are doing well
Because we are doing well
Because we are doing well
Because we are doing well
Because we are doing well
Because we are doing well
Because we are doing well
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Because we are doing well
Because we are doing well
Because we are doing well
Because we are doing well
Because we are doing well
I am getting good grades
Because sometimes I get distracted
Yes because of my levels
Yes I have 2 good letters at home
I learn
My levels are ok
I achieve good levels
Good letter home, doing something right
People distract me
Because I do my best and I have had a letter home
Because sometimes I don’t get it
I get loads of good letters home
Because I have a tutor to help
I do good stuff at school
Because I am getting the support I need
Some good results
I try hard in lessons
I think so
I personally think I am doing well
Because my levels are good
Yes very well
Because I listen
Because I got good levels
I am doing good in school
Yes because I get good letters home
Yes it is excellent
I try hard and I am getting ok levels in most subjects
I try hard
Yes, I get told in my book
Because I have earned certificates and teachers praise
Good grades in exam results
Depends on the subject
Got really good grades
My grades seem to be pretty good
Because I am a hard worker
Not in welsh
Good grades currently
Because I am smart
I behave
Not in English
I do fail some tests
Yes I am doing well
I concentrate
I think I am
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Getting good grades
Depends what mood I am in
I don’t know anything
I need more help
I try well at school
I really don’t know
I don’t know
I always try my hardest and think I have got goo levels
Cos I try my best
I try my hardest
I think so
I work hard at school and do all my homework
I am revising for tests
Yes
Everyone says I am doing well
I think I am doing well in classes and with levels
I could be smarter
Yes I am
Grades
I am learning new things
In my books I get good marks
I am brilliant , miss said it
I don’t get all the answers right
It said it in our books
It says well done in my book
I don’t have nice writing
I get a lot of good girls
They tell us
I get some answers right
Science and maths
I am in the lowest group in maths
When I get right answers
I get to do projects
In my book
I learn lots by listening
I am doing well because it says in my book
The teacher tells my dad how I am top of the class and I get lots of ticks
Teachers gives comments in school and extra work
It says in my books
Teachers give comments and parents evenings are held
Miss tells me and in my books
I think I am because I try my hardest
No school yet
I revise
I work hard and get good results
I put lots of effort in
Lots of friends
Sometimes I don’t understand
I concentrate and learn new things every day
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I think I’m doing well with my levels and tests.
I think I’m doing okay but I could do better
I think I’m improving but I have got to stop getting minuses
I am good in school.
I get all the support I need.
I think I am in some subject but others not so much
Because I know a lot of things
I am learning well at school
Yes because the colours on my report are green and one orange
Because teachers say so and I feel I’m doing well too.
I think I am, but it's not really for me to decide, it's for my teachers
I am doing well in school because I learn in every lesson I am in.
I think I am doing well at school because of how much I learnt in primary school
I think so but I think I need to work on my chatting.
Yes I don't have a reason
I am getting bullied so sometimes it makes me grumpy and nasty against people so
sometimes I get distracted during school lessons
Yes I am doing very well in school
Yes because I try my best all the time
Because my levels are good so far.
I believe so. I think I’m doing okay.
Because the staff are very supportive.
Put my education first.
Because teachers are helping us to achieve our full potential
I feel I am doing well at school because I get higher levels than the majority of my friends
and I am in all of the top sets but I feel like I could do better and I am pushing myself to do
better to reach all my targets by the end of the school year. I feel like there is too much
homework and it makes me more stressed out. The more homework I have, the less sleep I
have and the less I focus in school.
I get distracted by my thoughts and feelings, and things that has happen in the past.
Sometimes classes are too loud and can’t get work done
I had a good report
It really depends what lesson it is because I struggle in some lessons but other than the
lessons I am doing great
Because I get distracted
I am, I tend not to be distracted easily
There are some lessons that I struggle with.
There are some lesson that I struggle with
I have good grades in school and my teachers say I’m good
I am doing well because I focus of what I am learning.
I tend to not get distracted, sometimes I get distracted quite a lot by my friends, and
sometimes teachers expect it, but I try and work my hardest in lessons.
Sometimes I get distracted and talk so I don’t learn as much as I should
Sometimes I don't get the help I need
I have friends who like lessons which I enjoy and I understand mostly everything.
In some lessons I’m doing well in some I’m not
I find maths hard.
As I said I have dyslexia and its always been a bothered me but my mum, dad and step mum
always said I was a good drawer and so do my friends as a according to my friend I make
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really good building and structures on a really popular game called minecraft as I feel like my
pasted with Lego and I use to draw on paper now on my laptop.
Because my exams showed very good results and I always have letters sent home saying
how well I’m doing.
Because I listen and always get things finished on time, even though my class isn’t the best
Sometimes I don't try my best and I don't understand the work
Because I get loads of points and negative points but still do all my work
I’m clever
I try but not given the push which each child needs
Yes I am learning a lot and I love to study
Because I am good
I get great marks I am well behaved and always ready to learn I love school
I believe I am doing well
Because my targets have been achieved in every lesson.
Because I have good levels
Yes because I do listen a lot.
Because I am always arguing and silly
I work well
I’m in top sets
It depends really because I do well in certain subjects and others I just can’t do and do not
like them
Doing well in all the subjects I choose for my options. But sometimes I do badly in other
subjects.
Cause I got good leaves
I’m doing really well in school, effort behaviour and etc., but when I get homework I
sometimes forget and don’t do it.
Sometimes because I get angry sometimes but then sometimes I can be good and learn but
also depends on the lesson
People don’t tell us that much
No because I don’t get the work
I am progressing in school
Because since last year all of my levels have improved
Yes I am doing well because I want to learn things so I can be what I want to be when I grow
up
I do my work
Yes I think so
I am getting good and bad results from tests
Because I haven't had any bad comments from my teachers
I’m sometimes doing well in school but I get easily distracted by others and get minus points.
I think I am doing very well because my report is good.
In my opinion I think I am doing well at school.
I think that I am doing well in school because I understand what I have to do.
I get annoyed to easily in class then I just argue with the teacher then get sent out
Yes because I do lots of my work and complete
I am doing well at school because I have the highest points in my form and in my year.
I try my hardest in school and have never had any minus points
I am doing well in school but I’m trying my hardest in maths
Since September I have had great fun at St Julians
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It's not just our behaviour that effects our education, it's also the respect that some of the
teachers don't have, and this can affect use dramatically because if you don't have a good
relationship with your teacher you don't enjoy what you do.
The teachers don’t try hard enough and give off the impression that they can’t be bothered.
They put so much stress on our shoulders it makes us ill and makes us hate school.
I listen
I'm reaching my target levels and got good exam results. I feel comfortable with the work we
do.
I just corrected the literacy mistake and get good marks in assessments and exams.
Because I am quiet.
My grades are higher than most and I am exceeding expectations from my teachers and
parents.
I'm doing better in set lessons
I'm not a bad student but I feel I’d be able to do better if we had better teachers.
Because I’m ok with everything at school.
Sometimes I do well and sometimes I’m not motivated enough to try.
Because we get reports and grades on how well we are doing so we know where we can
improve.
According to my teachers and my current grades.
I’m achieving my grades
Because I am
The school care enough to teach me well
I feel I am doing well at school and learn lots I also learn lots outside of school to (e.g. games
internet documentary's)
Because I get good results and sometimes bad ones
Because I am on target with all of my predicted grades
Because I have okay grades.
I'm not that smart but I try my best.
I'm working at an a
I’m doing good at school
Depends what subject
I think so.
I think
I'm a good learner and I’m sure I’ll do well on my GCSE’s
I don't feel like I am
Some lessons I do well, such as maths, RS, engineering, media. Some I don’t do well in, such
as Welsh, Maths I’m good at, but need to revise, science I’m good but then I can have dumb
moments.
Yes I think I am making good progress in all my subjects
I’m improving I was quite bad before I got in to year 10
Sometimes I get bored because the some of the lessons are incredibly boring and I don't
listen. They need to make it more fun for us to be more interested and listen.
I don't always show up to school
I’m trying
Because I am
Because I feel I do
Because I’m trying hard
I am predicted A's, B's and C's for almost all of my subjects. I am getting D's and E's.
In education yes but in other ways no
Because I have made lots of friends
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Because I am!
Because I never get detention
Yes because I listen to the teacher.
Because I do
I always get my work first time and I understand it well enough!
Depends what subject
I am doing very well at school
Because I’m good at school and learning
I have good reports all of the time except for Spanish, Welsh and art
I can definitely do better, I just need to put my head down
Good schools
Sometimes I go off task into my own world but I try my hardest to stay in school and stay on
task.
Most of my grades are 5s and 6s
My teachers explain everything, I’m doing quite well in exams, but no one has fully explained
GCSE and year 10.
Because I always try my hardest
Because my parents and teachers help me when I need help and I can access different things
to help me with my education. The teachers tell me if I am making a progress or if my level
has gone up which makes my confidence boost.
I think I am doing quite well in school
I believe that I’m an independent learner and although some teachers help me achieve good
grades, many of my grades are achieved by me teaching myself
I speak quite a lot but when I put my mind to it I can do well
I think I am well behaved in school and I get okay marks for most subjects.
I have had good grades throughout year 7, 8 and9
Sometimes I don’t understand stuff and I get distracted quite easily
I am on report
I am doing well in school
I think I am
I bring homework on time, I listen to the teachers, I get on with my work, yeah, and I’m
doing well.
I now stuff
Yes cause they provide for us and give us lots of chances to learn
Because I got high grads
Because I have got high grades
Because I try my hardest
I think I’m doing very well in school and that I’m getting better at reading and my spellings.
My behaviour is bad sometimes but good mostly the teachers are ok
My behaviour is really good and I have no negative points, which is brilliant and I enjoy art,
music, drama, ICT and Humanities.
Because I listen to teachers
I revise a lot before tests so I get good grades
I have good grades...
I am on 1196 + points
I’m getting grades that I fell are good
Because I get lots of plus points
I get many good complements and many good grades.
Because I am trying my hardest to learn new things
I try my hardest
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I think I am doing well in school in most subjects
I am target for all my GCSE’s at the moment.
Too much work to cope with all at once.
I always try my best at school
I think I am doing well in certain subjects however in some I can’t seem to understand some
as I have never been good at them
I only do well in subjects I understand.
I sometimes find it hard to concentrate.
I am achieving a's b's in my subjects
Good school
I believe that I am doing well; at least I think I am.
I think I am doing well in school.
Because my teachers say I’m doing well.
Trying to fit in and not get bullied takes over school work because school feels like the
hunger games you just have to survive 4-5 years of compulsory education.
Because I have the right mentality to learn
As I like to mess around in school usually with my friends, by not turning up to lessons,
however when I do turn up to lessons I knuckle down and do the work that is set in front of
me
Because I try hard.
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Question 16: I think there are lots of jobs in Newport?

Yes
No
Sometimes

Number of people
222
487
270

Percentage of people
22.68%
49.74%
27.58%

NB: There were 12 no responses to question 16.

Why do you think this (438 comments received)?








There isn't
I get my target levels
Because I don’t really hear anything
Not as much as Cardiff or London
I don’t know
A lot of jobs are taken
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None that I want
Not a lot of jobs that pay a lot
Because we are in a recession
Yes especially school jobs (like teachers)
Because there are some jobs but not many
Cause I do
Immigrants have them all
Not many jobs
Because Newport is poor
Foreign people take them
Not many jobs
Not enough opportunities
Not enough opportunities
There is too much unemployment
Everywhere is closing
Because nobody has a job
I have seen them
There could be more as current ones are filled
Some jobs fit me in Newport
Lots of shops are closed
Not really sure about jobs
Depends on the career
Not that are well paid
I don’t know
Not enough
I am not sure
I prefer Cardiff
I don’t know really
Lots of shops are closing
I think there are hardly any
Not sure
Yes, but there not all enjoyable
Some
Don’t really know
Because I so many people working but not all the time
I don’t really know
Needs more
Because
Yes there are
Local businesses closed down
Not many
There aren’t many around
Not many jobs around
I don’t think there are good jobs
No really there’s other places
I think there are lots of jobs because there is lots of shops
Because people are always saying that there are no jobs in school
Not really only a small amount
Hahahaha is that even a question?
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I could be a bin man
Yes, not very good ones
There aren’t
Very little jobs available
I am not looking for a job so I’m not sure
No there aren’t very good
Because jobs are closing all the time
Because of the job market
There aren’t
Lots of people in the country
Its Newport
Lots of shops closed down
Not so many
Not as many
Because lots of shops are closed
I don’t go to youth club
Because Newport is a dump
I can’t find any jobs
My mum has to work in Bristol
All the shops are shut
None there
Not sure
Work experience is all you can get
Not really
There aren’t many advertisements
Not for people my age
Not many jobs in my interest
There isn’t
Can’t get a job
Depends in what field of work
Not jobs I would like to do
There’s nothing to do or anything at all
Its Newport there are drugs everywhere
There’s nothing in Newport
Not sure
Being created right now
Possibly, don’t really look
There aren’t many jobs for young kids
It’s a good county
There are a few but not a lot
There isn’t
All jobs are full
Not many people have jobs
Because there are lots of leaflets
Yes I do
I am not very aware of the situation
Lots of people are on benefits
There are lots of stores
Yes there are many
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It was on the news
Of the government
Sometimes in places there are others no
No there is hardly any
Yes teaching, hospital etc.
Because there are loads of jobs
There can be
Yes
My parents work in Newport
Because my mum is finding one
When I am older I don’t think I could
For jobs it’s a mean world
They go really quick jobs that are good
My mum has to work in Cardiff
Never seen any
I don’t know
There are people unemployed
Everyone’s on the dole
Because not many places are open
My nan tells me
There are lots of jobs in Newport
Because there are no jobs about
There are not a lot of jobs in Newport
There are jobs everywhere
I have no idea
No idea
My parents don’t work in Newport
Not enough for young students
I believe that this is due to the economy and the UK as a whole is in a recession
High rate of employment
A lot of place have closed down
Yes
Lots of people work
I am not sure
My parents don’t work in Newport
Yes
I know people have lost theirs
I know people have lost theirs
I know people have lost theirs
I know people have lost theirs
I know people have lost theirs
I know people have lost theirs
I know people have lost theirs
I know people have lost theirs
I know people have lost theirs
I know people have lost theirs
I know people have lost theirs
I know people have lost theirs
I know people have lost theirs
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I know people have lost theirs
I know people have lost theirs
I know people have lost theirs
I know people have lost theirs
I know people have lost theirs
I know people have lost theirs
I know people have lost theirs
I know people have lost theirs
I know people have lost theirs
I know people have lost theirs
I know people have lost theirs
Not sure
High pension ages= less opportunities
Because there are good opportunities
Because all the shops closing
Yes because there are lots of shops
Yes different opportunities
I don’t know
I don’t know
I don’t know
Depends what type
Because everything is closed
Because everything is being closed down
I don’t know
Because everything’s being closed down
No there’s places shutting down
Because I don’t see many people on school days
No, not really
Newport is a dump
Don’t know
Newport is not best for jobs
It’s probably hard
No not really
There are some jobs in Newport
Because it’s getting crowded
No not
Listen to the news it tells me not many jobs
Not a lot of opportunities
It’s one of the worst jobs places in wales
I think there are a few jobs
Depends what type
No many don’t have jobs
Because there are some people unemployed
I don’t know of many in the area
No I want to move abroad
Because they are all to full
But sometimes not close to home
No jobs no wide variety
There isn’t
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Don’t know
There are still many that are unemployed
Don’t live here bad news reports
Because there isn’t
Its run down and is getting worse
No
Such as schools and restaurants
When they build new buildings more jobs are available
Because of the economy
There’s none
Unemployment
Newport is full of washed up losers
McDonalds
I don’t go into Newport
No because it is hard to get a job
I don’t know if there is or not
I hear it’s hard to get jobs
There are quite a few but there could be more
There are a lot
Not many choices
Not many where I live
Lots of people are unemployed
No not good paid jobs
I don’t go there often so I don’t know
I don’t think there are enough
Its Newport
Yes there are
Not really
Yes there are
It’s a big area
We have lots of places
We need more jobs
We have lots of shops
Shopping centre and they are building new things
Things are getting better
I am not intelligent and I am not good at my times tables
People get money
Cinema and bus stop
Shops to go to
Everything is closing and I don’t want it to change
Not any more
I can find the perfect job
Making buildings
I just know there are lots of work
Yes there are lots of shops
There are lots of shops and school
Lots of shops and areas where people work
Need more shops
There are lots of shops being made
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They are building loads of new buildings
They are building shops and buildings
Not got permission to work
There are few
I don’t know about jobs
There are a few jobs
No!
Many people don’t have a job
I do not see many
I’m not sure
There aren't many jobs in Newport or in the surrounding areas.
There are not many jobs but the shops and buildings they build creates more jobs.
I’d rather get a job out of Newport because it’s rough
No not really
Lots of businesses are closing down.
I don’t think there are because many people still live with their family when they are 30
Because there are many types of jobs and different shops to work in
Not much jobs to do but I could start own business
Yes because there’s lots of shops
Because I’m not so sure but I think there is
It depends on what job you're looking for. My brother got a job in a shop almost instantly.
I think there is a satisfactory amount of jobs in Newport but not many that I am aware of.
People in my family tend to say it’s a struggle if you want a different job because of how
little there are to get but they also say it should be better when I grow up
Not many.
Because there are loads of buildings and shops and pubs and construction sites
I have been told by family that it’s very hard to get a job in Newport these days but
sometimes people can get lucky and get a good job. But it depends if you got a good grades
and education
Sometimes but there isn’t that many jobs in Newport
Sometimes there are it really depends of what job you want
Because they are not taking appreciates any more or not very many.
No idea
Because Newport is a busy town.
Because they are closing down in Newport.
There is a recession at the moment so that's why businesses are closing down.
I think that there are a lot of jobs in Newport but a lot of people can't be bothered to get up
off of their lazy bottoms and go and find one. They would prefer to do nothing and live on
benefits and it is not fair.
No because all the shops are shutting down and more people are out of jobs
Lots of people complain about not finding them
No because there's not so many shops are closing down
Because there are no places to work anymore because everything is shut down and if there
are any jobs hundreds of people apply and there is only a 1 in about 300 chances of you
getting the job.
Not at the moment
Everything in Newport is closing down so down people are going out of Newport for jobs
I don’t really think there are many jobs in Newport
I think there should be more there's not many opportunities
It is hard to find one but there should be a lot especially for the new. Teenagers / adults.
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I have no idea.
I don’t really know as I rarely come here.
Because many people are looking for a job recently so I think there's only a certain amount
left.
There's a few but not very well paid
It depends on what sort of job you want to try
Because I’m only a kid
No chance
I am not old enough but I think there are lots of opportunities when I am older
Because sometimes there are not
There is not many jobs available in Newport at the moment it’s hard to find a job because
you need good grades
My dad used to have to go to England every day to work because of lack of jobs and my
mum is disabled and cannot do many jobs and the ones she can are quite far away
Because it's always on the news about constant job cuts.
Yes there is but I am not old enough yet.
Yes because all adults I know have a job
Yes but some are shutting down.
No as there are loads of unemployment and its even hard to get a paper round
If you want a job you can get a job in Newport but if you look at town all the shops are
closing and jobs are being lost at Tata so if you want to get a decent job you have to go
outside of Newport.
Because there are lots of job opportunities, but it depends what job you want.
Cause lots of jobs are shutting down
In Newport I don’t think there are lots of jobs, I want to work for a big company which is
outside of Newport in London
I do think there is lots of opportunity's but I think I could do better
Sometimes I check to see if there are available jobs and sometimes there aren't
Because nothing in Newport full of rubbish
No because there are not a lot of jobs in Newport
It depends on the were you want to start
Because most of the shops are closing and if you go into town there is barley any jobs
available
Because there are less jobs in Newport and a lot of people are moving to different areas to
look for a job
Because it’s a small town
There are no jobs in Newport. Very less jobs are available. Newport town has gone boring
there's nothing special in Newport. More restaurants and takeaways are needed. Newport
needs to be clean and known as the cleanest place. Newport is not that fun as Cardiff and
other places Newport needs better shops Newport needs a makeover. Newport needs to get
posh. Newport needs to put a lot of money in education in maths china people have better
maths results then the UK I seen it in a newspaper a while ago or I think it was recently.
I don’t think there are loads in Newport
Because nearly all the shops in Newport are closing
Because I think Newport is quite small compared to other cities.
Because they are not jobs going all time round and if someone applies for a job they don’t
always get it
I haven’t seen any advertised
I don't think there are many jobs in Newport because lots of places are closing down!
There are lots of jobs in Newport but sometimes they might not be any.
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I always hear people saying there’s no jobs in this city and I see Newport’s newspapers
saying no jobs in Newport
I think there are lots of jobs but on the other hand I think there could be more.
There are many job opportunities for people all around Newport.
Because most places are not for work experience
I have saw a lot of people go for jobs in Newport
Because I’m not looking for a job so I wouldn't know
There are not enough jobs around Newport this is why many people move away. I think
there are not enough jobs because the government do not provide enough.
Not that many now that things are all closing. The council have put the rent up on most of
the buildings in town, which has led to all the shops leaving and going to Cardiff instead. I
think they should put all of the rent back down because town is now dead which leads to
lots of people my age going there and ruining things in it etc. And people are losing money
and their jobs because they can't afford to be there
I think this could change in the future, but at present there are not many jobs anywhere.
A lot of people are jobless
There aren’t many jobs because of the recession
I think too many shops and businesses are closing and people are losing jobs and are
becoming unemployed.
Newport is over populated
It's hard for people in my family to get jobs so I don't know.
Not a variety
There are not many jobs available in Newport
There should be more opportunities
Most of my family that live in Newport work outside of it.
There are jobs but if you want something else you might have to look elsewhere for it.
A fair amount but a lot of people going for one place etc.
Because lots of people work in Newport
Lots of people are unemployed and are desperately looking for work
I have no idea what so ever
No because no one can find a job
Because people always seem to find work but some people move away because they can’t
find it when they come out of school/college/university
There is a lack of job opportunities.
There are not many job opportunities.
I'm not sure
Everyone is unemployed.
I tried looking for job but I couldn't find one
Because you it can be hard to find if you didn't get the grades you need in school.
There are a lot of disused buildings and shops which would create more jobs if Newport
could afford to open them.
Because it can be hard to find a job whether or not you got an a* in a subject it could still be
hard to find a job
Recession
Because it’s hard to find jobs, I’ve seen family members struggle even though they do really
well.
No because there are people really trying to get jobs and the people are telling them that
they are over qualified
I don’t really know
Large population, my family can't even get jobs and my father is too afraid of leaving his job
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Lots of people I know are struggling to get jobs
Because there isn’t
Because there
There is nothing
We have a lot of unemployed people
It is really hard finding a job in Newport but if you go to some other cities like London or
Birmingham you will definitely get a good job
Loads of people are looking for jobs and can’t get them
Because people don’t have jobs and there good
Because I do!
No because all the jobs are going to immigrants.
Because they don’t have many
Because there are taxis and then shops and then like restaurants and spas and etc.
Cus I just don’t
There are no jobs
Don't know really.
There is a high unemployment rate in wales and I know people who can’t get a job and end
up on the doll
I’m 14 years of age, why would I know about the availability of jobs in Newport
Lots of different jobs
I see a lot of homeless jobless people. If there were more jobs then Newport would be a
better place.
The economy is at a low so many places are shutting down making many people poor or
even homeless.
There are jobs, but they are very hard to get as many people are looking for jobs.
Too many people are on benefits and don't do anything if people were more inclined to
work maybe we could have more job opportunities.
Well because I see all around and no one seems to be able to get a job that will support
them and their family.
Because Newport is not that big and people will want to take a job and then there will be
none left by the time I finish my studies.
Not at all most shops are closing down...
Although there are a few jobs in Newport there is not a wide enough variety and if we
travelled just 30 minutes to Cardiff there is a bigger range of opportunities and jobs that pay
more.
There are lots of jobs in Newport, like in Spytty but I would prefer to work somewhere like
Cardiff
I don't think there are many jobs in Newport. Most jobs could be found in Cardiff.
In our town most shops are shut down so many people can't have weekend jobs? I would
either go to Cardiff or Cwmbran.
Because my family have quite good jobs
I don’t know
It’s harder to get jobs in Newport now
Because the government have closed everything down
There are many jobs here in Newport, but I’m aiming for ICT or technology.
Shops
I don’t think there are lots of jobs in Newport cause lots of people are losing jobs and
businesses are shutting down so people are struggling to find jobs
Because of people from different country’s come in
Because lots of people from different countries
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Because there are not loads of jobs but there's some of jobs
At the moment I think most shops are closing down and that people are struggling to get
money.
Newport isn’t that big
I think there are a lot of jobs in Newport but some people haven’t got any jobs and some
homeless people are really poor maybe if u give them a job they will have an opportunity to
do something big.
Because my family all have one apart from my brother who goes to school.
No because a lot of people outside of Newport come in and get all the jobs
I am a child I don't know
Shops
Students are finding it hard to get jobs.
Because Newport is quiet busy
When I look around many places to work are small businesses and many close down very
quickly.
Because most people who look for jobs can’t get one
There have been bankrupt thing
I wouldn't know about this as I’m not looking for one.
Not sure
I’ve been looking for a while and haven't found anything
I have been looking for a job and it’s very hard to find one
I have tried to get a part time job in many places however most have already got the amount
of staff they need
My mum there isn't.
I'm not sure.
There is not very many good jobs
The redevelopment suggests that there will be a lot of job opportunities available, especially
for young people. But at the moment, there aren’t many shops.
No businesses want to come to Newport.
Lots of businesses are closing
Well, because there aren’t any jobs.
There isn't many good jobs in Newport, but I think people that don't have a job and claim
befits should do some sort of community work as I know lots of people on benefits that earn
more than working families and don't even try to get a job.
There isn't.
Because all the immigrants are taking all the jobs
Because all the available jobs are embarrassing
There are not a lot of jobs in Newport mainly because immigrants have come and taken
them but also because of the recession.
Because it is not a nice city
I don't really know
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Question 17: There are lots of opportunities to take part in sport activities?

Yes
No
Sometimes

Number of people
639
117
216

Percentage of people
65.74%
12.04%
22.22%

NB: There were 19 no responses to question 17.

Why do you think this (387 comments received)?








A lot of people just get picked
Sports village, school
Because of all the options
I can’t find a basketball club
There are lots of opportunities
Some like after school
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Outside of Newport
Lots of clubs to do
Because there are some sport clubs
Cause I do
Many leisure centres
Because the school supports them
I do some of them
I take part in lots
Not enough facilities
They cost money to attend
Not enough is available
Depends if I like it
Lots of clubs
I go to Newport Velodrome and maindee track regularly
I go swimming every week
There are lots of posters to show at leisure centres
In games
I don’t like most sport
Only in school
Yes there are a lot of clubs
Lots of clubs
The school do clubs
Football netball running
There are lots of places to do exercise
There are loads of clubs to join everywhere
School and local clubs
Lots of things you can attend at lunch
Yes clubs and competitions
Yes
Because of football, rugby
Because there are lots of clubs
I do lots of sports
Sports clubs
I go to club
In school
In school but not in Newport
Football
I think it depends on what time of year it is
Clubs after school
Not all the time/not much
In school there are sports clubs
There is lots in school
Always at school
Sports day football tennis
There is lots of clubs
I could play mob
None are hosted
There are sports clubs
I only know clubs in schools
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We have many activities to take part in
There are many activities but it isn’t for me
Afterschool club
I don’t know why I think this
Because it’s all about football and rugby
School clubs
Depends when they are on
In school
Clubs
I go to cadets
I don’t go
Occasionally we have sports events
No because there’s no sport activity
Newport leisure centre
I have to go to Cardiff
Football club
School can’t afford the equipment
I don’t like sport
There aren’t many in my school
Sometime you can’t get into the sport you want
Only in school
There are some clubs
There are clubs
Sports centre is close
There are lots of clubs
Need more football pitches
Cost and need to be good to play for a team
There’s nothing to do in my area
Not enough going on
I don’t go
Have to take games or PE
Sure is
No one willing to coach
Good things around
Yes there is
Loads
They announce it in assembly
Yes there is a lot of sport
I think so
Sometimes
There are loads of clubs
There is
In school when time
Yes because of school
Sometimes there are clubs for sports but not loads
Sometimes
Clubs around school
Because there are a few leisure centres
Because they show me
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Yes
I swim, dance and horse ride
So we can get fit and have opportunities
Yes because there are all different clubs
Swimming
Newport leisure centre
Only in school
I don’t know
I don’t have enough money as I live I a b&b
Different clubs
PE in school
I am not always picked
I play badminton outside of school
Yes they are
There are many sports clubs
Sports clubs
I play hockey, dance and bile ride
In school
Afterschool clubs and lessons
Afterschool clubs and lessons
Afterschool clubs and lessons
Afterschool clubs and lessons
Afterschool clubs and lessons
Afterschool clubs and lessons
Afterschool clubs and lessons
Afterschool clubs and lessons
Afterschool clubs and lessons
Afterschool clubs and lessons
Afterschool clubs and lessons
Afterschool clubs and lessons
Afterschool clubs and lessons
Afterschool clubs and lessons
Afterschool clubs and lessons
Afterschool clubs and lessons
Afterschool clubs and lessons
Afterschool clubs and lessons
Afterschool clubs and lessons
Afterschool clubs and lessons
Afterschool clubs and lessons
Afterschool clubs and lessons
Afterschool clubs and lessons
Afterschool clubs and lessons
5x60 at school and outside of school
I only do sports activities in the summer
Yes there lots of sports facilities
Yes for all different things
I play sports
There are lots of things
Yes I can do things in and outside school
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I go to clubs
Newport centre, riverfront
I don’t look
There are clubs in Newport
There’s clubs
Because there are lots of clubs
Clubs
Yes
Many activities in certain areas
There are lots of clubs
Because there are no clubs
Sometimes haven’t
Clubs
School activities
I go to lots of clubs
Yes there are many
School, different leaflets for different leisure centres
Because they take us to games
Play football in school
Newport international sports village
I don’t know
There are plenty of clubs to join
Clubs kept quiet
Depends where you go
Not many
Gyms football etc.
In school at break and lunch
To keep us healthy
St school
There are lots of chances in school and leisure centres
No cause no one does sports clubs
None that I enjoy
Just don’t
Not all
Football rugby boxing etc.
Like football and hockey
Which our school supply
Not that I know of
You can go out on your bike
Yes local opportunities
At school and at home
There are lots of clubs to do sports after school
I do in school
Yes I do
Gym outside
There are loads of clubs
There are loads of events
Football rugby swimming and netball
Like swimming
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We got football club
We go swimming
Sports day and swimming
I am the fastest in the class
Sports day games
We have sports day and swimming
Sports day football
We have sports day
Sports day
Sports day, football rugby swimming
It is fun
Sports day and swimming
There are sports days and swimming
In school we have a whole day of sport
Sports days extra-curricular activities
Swimming games and tennis
Sports day swimming games and sports club
I play for the football club
There are clubs and outside of school clubs
There are lots of clubs
There is a leisure centre
At home and in school
Youth, leisure centres
No
I have the school clubs and I play for a football team
I think there are but I wanted to leave my sport club because I was feeling left out and was
not chosen to play in tournaments.
Sports day, PE and lots to do outside school.
There’s lots of sport clubs and things like that in Newport
We got loads of sports to do in St Julians
We have field’s cages and extra-curricular clubs and PE.
Yes but they aren't advertised enough
Because there are many sports at our school
Yes
Yes because there’s lots of sport clubs
There are lots of after school activities to do with sports.
Only in PE lessons
There are lots of opportunities to take part in a sport like rugby, tennis and swimming.
There are lots of different sporting clubs after school
Yes there is.
I don't like sports apart from rugby
Sometimes there are kids sport sessions in Newport leisure centre and in different
information booklets
Yes there is many sports activities to take part in
Yes there are lots of opportunities
In after school clubs.
Because I am a very sporty person and I am already
I don't get the sport I want to do.
There are things to do in the holidays and school breaks.
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I only know about opportunities in my school.
The only sports you can do is go to the gyms
I know that there are quite a lot of sport centres
If you know where to look
There lots of activities in school and outside of school.
There are lots of in school and outside school
I play netball for Newport and the school and I go to Zumba classes and my friends go to the
gym also sometimes we go running
There are lots of opportunities to take part in lots of sports activities I take part in Newport
netball
I think if I took PE I could be a PE teacher but I don’t want to be a PE teacher
I think this because there are lots of sports outside of school.
There are a lot of opportunities to take.
After school and PE
There are school activities and Newport has lots of sport centres which you can do after
school and on the weekend.
Rugby is all I like.
Yes as I have been playing for St Julians rugby club for 9 years and I’ve always enjoyed that.
Because there are lots of different sport activities after school.
Community centre, school, clubs
Yes sports day in school and in places out of school
Kind of
Yes I have been in a lot of opportunities in my life and I have enjoyed them a lot
Yes because of football and rugby and a lot more
I do lots of sport
Yes I play netball for Newport
We have an international sports village and a leisure centre.
I don't get many opportunities
Yes there is but I don't have time to choose the sports activities.
Yes like rugby and others
Clubs, after school, outside activities
I don't anyway so this question to me doesn't matter.
I play golf, football rugby and I do a lot of swimming, I am a very sporty person.
Because there are lots of clubs that do sports in Newport.
PE netball gym football
I have come along lots of opportunities but I don’t take them
Lots of clubs
Rubbish weather
Yes because you have a chance at sports
Yes many they have become a big thing
Because in school there is a variety of after school clubs to go to and I play a lot of sport
activities outside of school
Because there are a lot of different activities for people to do
After school clubs
Because I do take part
After school clubs are always available
They have a lot in school and in community centre's etc.
There is youth clubs, communities and teams.
Because there are lots of leisure centres!
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There are lots or sports clubs in and outside or school.
Only in PE
I take part always in sports day and any other thing like that.
There are gymnastics and football and all that but different people want different things.
There are lots of opportunities in sport activities.
When I play football I don’t know if another team want me to play so lots of opportunities
There are places such as the leisure centre to play sports, but it’s expensive, what about
those who can’t afford this, imagine having a dream to become a tennis player, there is
nowhere to play if you cannot afford it.
Yes, for example, the sports relief run the other day in town
Extracurricular clubs and regular PE lessons in school.
There are but I don't tend to take them as I often don't like the activity.
But there hard to find.
There are lots of clubs to take part in.
There is a lot of sports teams
Hardly ever, they might start up a sport club but other than that there's nothing.
But I don't have time
There are many places to go to do sports like tennis, football, rugby and many more.
In the leisure centre and school clubs.
I think there are lots of different places like gyms and swimming pools you can go to exercise
in Newport.
After school clubs etc.
School
In PE and sporting events
Because the is
Newport doesn't have many if any
But don't take part in them I just go running on my own outside of school
There are sport facilities in the area and in school
Many schools have after school clubs.
Only in school.
But I don't want to do them
I don't do sports.
Because there lots of sports places around.
I don't really want to take part in them.
Because there are a few sports places around Newport but its whether or not you can get to
them
There are youth clubs, gyms etc.
You have no choice
School - PE, after school, outside school
Not many are held, but I know some I’ve been to.
Yes there are loads out there
The school offers a wide range like football and rugby etc.
Lots of clubs around
Because of after school sports club
But I don’t
There are
PE and after school clubs
There aren't many options
Because I don't like sports
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Sometimes because you find rugby and football the most but there are some other spots
you can’t find in wales.
Because people wreck it
Because I do!
Yes because there is all of football and rugby clubs everywhere.
Yeah because I take part a lot
Because there are swimming running football and rugby
Because we play lots of games in PE
You can visit the leisure centre if you want to play some sport
Lots of sport activities
After school, weekend clubs etc.
There are many clubs
I hardly hear of any sports activities around.
There are quite a few but not all of them go to my taste
There are many sport activities to advertise keeping fit.
We have a leisure centre and a Velodrome which has many gyms around it.
I use to go to quite a lot of clubs
It’s hard
I used to do tennis but now just football
Park run
Oh yes! There are lots of activity clubs, such as netball, tennis, football etc.
Clubs
It depends when you take part
Because not a lot of people let you join in to sport
Not everyone takes you on
Because I do
I have a park right by my house and I have a dog and I go out on my swing and I usually go
out on my bike in the summer.
There r lots of clubs to join
There are lots of opportunities in clubs but maybe if I didn’t pay that much maybe more
people would go.
Because I go to football and do PE
Some people don’t get a chance to play because some people only have people that are
good at sports
We have a park.
PE
It is quite easy because sport coaches want people to join to make it better
I don't see any sport activity's to do all the time the only ones I see and do are swimming
galas.
Because there are a lot of sporty clubs
Depends what area you live in.
I am in a club
Only after school
There are lots of clubs to join.
Plenty of local teams and I can play in school
Any activities are for people younger or older than myself.
There are sports centres which you can pay for to enjoy these activities.
I haven't seen any sports opportunities.
There probably are, they just aren't advertised well.
GCSE PE
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Because there are not many sporting activities in school.
As there are sometimes after school clubs for PE and there are also opportunities in the local
gym's and leisure centres.
If you’re able to travel there.
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Question 18: I enjoy going to youth club?

Yes
No
Sometimes

Number of people
252
599
119

Percentage of people
25.98%
61.75%
12.27%

NB: There were 21 no responses to question 18.

Why do you think this (518 comments received)?









It’s fun
I don’t go to youth
Because I like being with my friends
I have never gone to one
I don’t go to one
I play sports instead
I don’t go to youth club
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But I don’t go that often busy
I don’t feel safe there
I don’t know
Because I don’t go to youth club
Cause I do
To old
I don’t go to one
Yes
It’s fun
I don’t go
Nowhere to go to youth club
I don’t go
I don’t attend one
I don’t go to youth club
No its a pile of poo
Enjoy being with friends
I only go sometimes
I don’t always go to youth club
I don’t go I am too busy
I don’t go all the time
I have been once or twice
There is a lot of rough and nasty people
I sometimes go
Friends
I enjoy because I see my friends
Can get really rough
My friends go
I don’t go to youth club
With my mates
I go every week
I don’t go because we don’t have one
I don’t go
It’s fun
I don’t go
I don’t often go
Because it’s fun and my dad runs it
I don’t go to youth club
Because I am with my friends
I don’t go
Because
I don’t go
Don’t go
I don’t go to youth
Don’t go
Boring sometimes
I don’t go to youth club
Don’t go to youth clubs
I don’t enjoy it there are horrible people attending youth club
Chance to see my friends
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It can be boring sometimes
I love going to youth club
I don’t go to youth club. Don’t have one
I don’t go
I don’t go to one there is none near
Because I don’t go
I don’t go to youth club
I don’t go to youth club
I don’t go to youth club
There are lots of druggies in Afon youth club
I do not go to a youth club
I love my youth club, it’s fun
I don’t have an opportunity to go to one
I don’t go to youth club
I don’t go to youth club
Because I don’t go
Because it’s fun
I don’t go to youth club
Because I don’t go
I don’t go
I don’t go
Don’t do youth club
You get to be with
Because I don’t go
I don’t go
I don’t go to youth club
No because I don’t go
Don’t go to youth club
I don’t go
I don’t go
Don’t go
Don’t go
I don’t go to one
I don’t go to youth club
I do not attend youth club
I don’t go to youth club
I don’t attend youth club
I don’t want to go to a youth club
Sometimes it’s boring
I don’t go to youth club
I don’t go
Don’t go
I sometimes don’t like the people that go
Don’t go
I don’t have time
Drugs, drugs everywhere
I do not enjoy it
Rogerstone and Afon youth
I don’t youth club
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Because I don’t go to youth club
I don’t like youth club
Not going youth
Don’t like the people
I don’t go to a youth club
Sometimes I enjoy going
Don’t really go
I don’t go to youth club
I don’t go
It’s okay but sometimes boring
I just don’t
Smoking people/chavs
I don’t go to youth club
It’s boring
I go with friends
I don’t go
Do not attend a youth club
To many chavs
I don’t go there
I don’t go to youth club
It’s boring
Not old enough
Because there are lots of activities
Yes
I find it enjoyable
We don’t have a youth club but would like one
Because we don’t have one
I don’t go
I don’t go
Because I do
I don’t go
Don’t go to a youth club
I don’t go
I don’t go to youth club
Don’t go
Because it’s fun and a nice place to go
I don’t go
Because I don’t go
Don’t go
I don’t go anymore because it’s boring
I don’t go
It’s boring sometimes
I don’t go to youth club
I don’t go to youth club
I don’t attend youth club
I don’t go to youth club
I love it at playscheme
I love it at play scheme
I love it at playscheme
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I love it at play scheme
I love the play workers
Play clubs
To meet new people and play
Because it’s fun and meet new friends
Because it’s fun
Because it’s fun
It’s terrible and I don’t go
Don’t go
Don’t go
I don’t go
Don’t go
I don’t go
Don’t go to one
No because I don’t go to one
I do not go
I enjoy going to play football
I don’t like football
I like sport
Lots of arguments when I go there
No youth club locally
Don’t know of any
Although more activities could be organised
Does not apply to me
Don’t attend youth club
Don’t go
I don’t go
I don’t go
I get to see friends and have fun
Don’t go
I do not go
Yes
There is not many youth clubs
There is not many youth clubs
There is not many youth clubs
There is not many youth clubs
There is not many youth clubs
There is not many youth clubs
There is not many youth clubs
There is not many youth clubs
There is not many youth clubs
There is not many youth clubs
There is not many youth clubs
There is not many youth clubs
There is not many youth clubs
There is not many youth clubs
There is not many youth clubs
There is not many youth clubs
There is not many youth clubs
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There is not many youth clubs
There is not many youth clubs
There is not many youth clubs
There is not many youth clubs
There is not many youth clubs
There is not many youth clubs
There is not many youth clubs
I don’t go to youth club
Don’t go
There is not much to do there
I feel it is safe
I don’t go
I don’t go to youth club
Depends who else goes
I don’t go to youth club
I don’t go to youth club
I don’t go to any
Because I don’t go
There isn’t one near me
Don’t go there
Because I am with my friends
I don’t go to one
I don’t go to youth club
Don’t go to youth club
Because I can hang out with my friends
I don’t go to any
I don’t go to youth club
Where I live there isn’t one
Do not go
I don’t go to one
I don’t go to youth club
I don’t go
Haven’t got one
Don’t go to one
See my friends
Because I enjoy the activities
I enjoy youth club
I don’t go
I don’t go to youth club
I don’t go
Because they take us places like London
Don’t go
Don’t go
I don’t know
I don’t go to a youth club
Friends / safe
I don’t have one in my area
Not all the time different people go
Because I don’t go
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I don’t go
Ummm no chavs
I don’t go to a youth club
I don’t go
I don’t go to one
I don’t go to youth club
I don’t go
I do sometimes
My friends go
Don’t go to one
Don’t go
We didn’t have one so they set one up, you have to pay to get in and its boring
Because I have a lot of friends
I don’t go I don’t see the point
I go to scouts
I don’t go to a youth club
I don’t go to youth club
Cos I meet my friends
There isn’t much to do
It’s fun I go with my friends
I don’t go to a youth club
No I hate it and too shy to go
It’s fun
I don’t go
Youth is really fun
I don’t go
I do not go to one
Don’t really go much
I don’t go
I don’t go
Brownie
I don’t go
We go to brownies and play
I go to gymnastics club
I don’t go to a youth club
I don’t go anywhere
Yes they give us stuff
I don’t go to any
I don’t go to club
I like dance
Cubs
Play football outside
I like football
I go to archery
There are lots of fun activities to do on a Sunday
I enjoy keeping myself occupied
Leisure centre swimming
I go swimming and I enjoy it
I go to kung foo
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I go to kung fu
Don’t go to youth club
I don’t go
I don’t go
I don’t go to youth club
It’s awesome
I don’t go
Don’t go
Don’t go to one
Don’t go
I do not go youth club
It’s fun
I don't go to one
I don’t go to youth club
Depends on if I like the person who owns it and if the people are nice
I don’t go
I don't go to youth clubs.
I have never been
Because I don’t go to one
I do not go to youth club
Yes because they do things with u and your friends
I don’t go to youth club
I don't go to youth club
I don’t tend to go to youth clubs but I socialize with my friends in school or the local park.
I don't go to a youth club
I don’t go!
Yes love it.
I find it a bit boring
There is a place up by my house which is called the bunker and they do different activities
I don’t go to youth club
Yes I enjoy going to a youth club
Because I am a Christian.
Because I do not go to one.
In have friends there and we do activities.
I don’t go
I used to go to a youth club and it was fun but some teenagers made it unpleasant so I left.
It’s interesting and I’ve met lots of new people
Don’t even go
I don't go to a youth club
I don't go to youth club
I don't go to a youth club
Because all my friends go there!
But they are few and far between
I don't go.
I don’t go
I don't go but I do go to the Beaufort Centre on a Friday night
I don’t go to youth club
I really enjoy going to the Beaufort Centre on Tuesdays and Fridays with friends on Fridays
we have movie night and on Tuesdays we have cooking
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I don’t go to youth club
I don't go to youth club
I don’t go
I don’t go to youth club
I don't like the people there.
I don’t go to any.
Because I get to hang around with friends and my youth workers are really nice.
I don't go to youth club
I don't go to youth club
Because I don’t go to a youth club
I don’t go very often
I don't attend youth club
I don’t go
Because it’s fun
Don’t go
Never been
I don't go to youth club.
I don’t go to any youth clubs because I am very busy with sports
Because I do not go
Because I have a laugh with my friends and the workers
Yes I go to kings church and it’s my favourite part of the week I love it the leaders are kind
and friendly and they do fun games as well
Because I’ve never been to a youth club.
I don't go to youth club
Because I don't go to any youth clubs.
Because it is babyish
I don’t go
Because I don't.
I don’t go to youth club but I do football club if that counts???? :?
I don’t go to youth club
I’ve never been to one and I don’t enjoy it
I only go sometimes but to many little kids running round
I don't enjoy being with other people
Rubbish
I have never been
I do not go to a youth club
Because it is fun and you do different activities
Because it’s fun
I use to go it’s boring my sister loves youth club when you get older youth club gets boring
They r good
Because it’s fun to go and talk to friends that never see me in school
I don't go to youth club.
I don't go to youth club.
I don’t go to a youth club
Because I don’t go to youth club
I don’t go to a youth club.
I don’t
I don’t go to one.
I do not go to one!
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I enjoy going to youth clubs, I went once and I really enjoyed it but I stop because I got too
old to go.
I don’t go to youth club
No because I don't go to youth club
I sometimes if I like the club.
I don't really go to youth clubs apart from gymnastics
Because I don’t go youth club
I love spending time with my best friend where are both in different schools so when I go to
the Christchurch youth club I have so much fun
I don't go to youth club
I don't go
I used to enjoy it because you have fun playing games, seeing your friends but now all we do
is just sit there and do nothing, and then you think what's the point in going?
There isn’t any that I know of.
I don't go
I don't go to youth club
There isn't any that I know of in Newport
I don't go to youth club.
I don't go to a youth club
I don't go
I don’t go to youth club.
I don't go.
I don't go to youth club
I don't go to a youth club.
I don't go to youth club
I don’t go to any youth clubs.
Don't go
I don't go.
I don’t go
I do not go to a youth club.
I don't go to youth club.
I don't go to youth club.
I don’t go
I don’t go
I don’t go
Don’t go
I don't go
Don't go to youth club
I don't go to youth club
Don't go to any
Because I don’t go
I don't go to a youth club.
I do not go to youth club.
I don't go to youth club
I don't go to youth club.
There boring
I don't go to one.
Because I don’t go to a youth club
I don't go to any youth clubs
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I don't go to youth club hahahahahaha.
I don't go.
I don't go.
I don't go
Too busy
I don’t go there
I don’t leave my house
Because I don't go to youth club
They annoy me
I don’t go
What is a youth club
I don’t go
Because I never been there
Bemuse I enjoy it
Because I do!
Yes because I go to the one over Ringland and its fun.
Yes because it’s an opportunity to make friends
Because I don’t go
Because it sometimes annoying and sometimes fun
Cus I never been to one
I have never been to one
Don't want to go
I don't go
Is this meant to be funny I don’t go to a youth club
Who goes to youth club lol
Lots of youth clubs
Because I don’t go.
I don’t go
I don't go to any
I don't go
I don’t go to youth club and I have never heard of one around where I live.
I don’t go to youth club
The nearest youth club is at St. Julian's library, I went before and the woman was very strict
and it was not a nice environment to be in.
Not really anymore, I used to go to one but I don’t anymore, I think I’m at the age I would
rather go out and about then going to a youth club, I would only go if it was really good and I
had nothing better to do
I went to a youth club before. It was too loud and there was nothing I like to do.
I don't go to youth club.
Yes it’s fun
I don’t go
I don’t go to youth club
I don’t go
I don't go to youth club
Don’t go
In my opinion there’s not much to do at any of them so there pretty boring
Because I didn’t enjoy it
Because it’s boring
Because it's fun
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I don’t go to a youth club.
There where people who annoy me sometimes
I don’t go to youth club but I used to which was really fun.
I get to see my friends more after school
Yes I have been to 5 youth clubs and I go to guides now
I don't go to a youth club
I don’t go to youth club
I don’t go to youth club
Because I never went to youth club
I don't know of any youth clubs in Newport.
Because I don’t go to youth club
I don’t go
I've never gone to youth club.
I don’t go
No it’s boring and I stopped attending my local youth club.
I used to go to one but it shut down.
I don't go to youth club.
I never went as I don’t have time
I don't go to youth club.
I don’t attend a youth club
I don't go to youth club
I don't go to one.
No because they have a lot of friendship groups who bully others / pick on
There used to be a youth club but it closed down even though we had enough money to run
it.
I don't go.
I don’t go
I don’t go
As I don’t like meeting new people and working with people I don’t particularly like.
I didn't fit in.
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Question 19: I have safe places to play?

Yes
No
Sometimes

Number of people
557
177
232

Percentage of people
57.66%
18.32%
24.02%

NB: There were 25 no responses to question 19.

Why do you think this (408 comments received)?








Garden
I live in a nice environment
School, home, park etc.
I live next to a park
I have safe places to play
Not many places to play
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I stay in except going outside of Newport
Dangerous places and people
Cause I do
My area is safe
Newport= Dodgy
Dangerous people
I don’t feel safe in Newport
I don’t play
I don’t play and if I did I would get stabbed
There aren’t enough
There are not a lot of safe places to play
Depends where I go
Not much around
I don’t play
Although Rhiwderin park is being destroyed
I play in the park with friends
Outside my house doesn’t count
I have a footie court and park
There’s nowhere to play
Glass everywhere
I don’t really have places to play
All the time
We have parks in Marshfield
I live in a nice area
Sometimes people smoke where I play
They took the park away from our area
There are safe places and not safe places
Parks
On the yard
But we don’t play often
Yes
Because nothing bad happens
If there are adults around
Because there is lots of parks and fields to play
I Know my area
Parks
I can go in my streets
I don’t play anymore
Go to my local field
Park football pitch
Lots of people smoke around there
No dangers
Newport is not very safe
I don’t know what it is
I play in some safe places but you never know what could go on
The yard and the hall
I have a house with a garden
In my bedroom
They have taken our park away
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They took rhiwderin park away
At home and school
Because the facilities are for us
Yes in school
Yes
Haven’t heard of it
There are lots of parks but they are all for people younger than I am
Because I live in a good community
Playground and parks
Because there are no bad people
In school
I play football in the middle of the road
No park for messing around in park was taken down
Because there are places that only me and my friends know about
I know where the safe places are
I don’t go out to play
Lots on the News
Go to town every day, sort of safe
I live in a safe place
Sometimes there is
There is a park in my area
Although there are chavs
Not really scary people
Not really sometimes
Yes I have safe places to play
Lots of parks near my home
Because I feel safe when I go out
No bassaleg chavs come down
There’s not many in my area
Flat land
Depends where
Chavs are everywhere
No flashers or murderers
A park
I do have safe place
We can only go on a field or play on roads with cars
We have fields and streets by houses
I do
Outside
Outside
Home
Because of police
Yes at home, by asda, school
Outside
Where I live is a really safe
Because I live in a safe area
Apart from house there are none
Yes because of safety
It depends where
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I can go to my community
I stay inside
The centre
Depends where I play
Because we should
Play areas or play centres
I know where to go
Don’t go outside
I know the areas
In play club
Because we do not have a lot of play anyway
In the park
Teenagers
I can go out into my community and feel safe
People litter and smashed glass in playground
Not much in our area
Does not apply to me
There are glass there
In my street and school
Not everything is safe
In my area where I live
Yes
In parks and leisure centres
In parks and leisure centres
In parks and leisure centres
In parks and leisure centres
In parks and leisure centres
In parks and leisure centres
In parks and leisure centres
In parks and leisure centres
In parks and leisure centres
In parks and leisure centres
In parks and leisure centres
In parks and leisure centres
In parks and leisure centres
In parks and leisure centres
In parks and leisure centres
In parks and leisure centres
In parks and leisure centres
In parks and leisure centres
In parks and leisure centres
In parks and leisure centres
In parks and leisure centres
In parks and leisure centres
In parks and leisure centres
In parks and leisure centres
I do
Parks, pitches
Because it is safe
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Because of responsible adults around
Because teenagers take over the park
Every where
There are bad people
Sometimes there are mean people
I know which areas are safe
The park is normally chained
Home and more
The park down my road and my house
They have just shut down our park
My house
Because there are parks
What the?
Parks
No there isn’t
Most places I go are safe
Because no one has told me
Yeah most of the time
Housing as it is
Because there are safe places to play
I know where is safe
Usually I do home
Because sometimes there will be older people when I go out
There is people smoking
Garden, park fields
Don’t go out to play
I don’t know
There are parks near where I live
I have a back garden
Parks
Lots of space around me
I am not 5
Outside Newport
I don’t play
Like the yard and my house
I don’t normally go outside
Some parts are rough
I live in a nice area
There are lots of cars where I am
Don’t know what it is
Just in the park
My area is safe most of the time
A park by my house
My street
Home, no one can hurt me
The welfare park
If there aren’t any rough people there
Yes
The green by my house e
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We always hang around the yard and stuff
Most of the time
There are lots of places that are safe
Afon
There are cars
My family support me
My back garden
Not when there are cars coming
We have gates
In the play ground
Its fences and the gates are locked
In the park
My mum keeps a text after me
Someone might try to kidnap me
Play cricket and football
Grass in field
Park with my dad
Saturday in the garden with my dad
There are places to play
There’s fences and gates to keep me safe
School locks the gates so no one kidnap
Fences gates are shut
Beechwood Park
Public places aren’t safe
I don’t trust some people
There are no signs or posters for any thing
Not good facilities
I don’t play
Facilities are rubbish
At home and in school
At the park
Beechwood, kelly park and in my back garden
I can play in the school or in my garden at home
I go to the park with my little brother on the weekends and go to beechwood with my
friends.
In school yes but outside there’s not enough football pitches, other places to play and
people usually play football on the streets which sometimes causes the police to get
involved if we hit a car or something.
Because there’s parks witch are built ok for us
Yeah parks etc.
Bullies and teenagers go up the local park.
Yes in the school yard and outside my house and in my back garden
Because there are bad people round
Yes
Because there’s police every where
Because I’m surrounded by people I know.
In school, and in my house
I have safe places to play like school, my home or the park
There are places near my house that are safe
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Drugies everywhere
Yes
The school my house and my family's house
I normally hang out in my street which is safe. Or I go to the Park to my friend’s House
Sometimes I have safe places to play
Sometimes I have a safe place to play
On the yard with lock gate.
Because I do not play I just sit down and talk to my friends.
Near adults and my friends.
Because everywhere you go, you get started on by random gangs of people
The places are safe; it's the people who aren't. I know where to go and who to avoid.
I do not play. I’ve already explained in a question
I don't go to youth club
They are all in places that are full of drug users
The parks have mostly been taken over
Sometimes I play football in the lanes and it isn’t the safest place to go.
Because there are parks but there are also lanes that I play football in
It’s not always safe when I’m out
I think no because I live in the St. Julians area and in my street I have lots of druggies and
when I am out I see them all the time and it worries me when I am out because they give me
and dirty look and me and my family have had lots of problems with them and I don't like
going out when they are out
Yes the park opposite me
Depends where I am, because again, you don't know who's around the corner.
Because where ever u go there’s always someone who causes a problem e.g. dodgy drivers
and druggies
Because I don't trust it sometimes could get rapped or murdered
There are lots of company / places to go such as share centre
My house.
School I think is really safe but sometimes crazy stuff goes on around Newport.
Yes because I feel that St Julian's is a safe place.
While with friends I feel safe
Yes in my house on my drive and at the park
My garden
No special areas
Our community is safe only on rare occasions.
There are a lot of safe places to play but most kids don't use them
Yes because there a lot of police what walks past
Because I am responsible and about stranger danger and am always telling my cousin to be
safe when we go down the park
Because most places are full of drug dealers and stuff
Because nowhere is safe in the world any more.
Sometimes places are not safe to be in
Yes there are lots of safe places I can play.
In my garden and in the park
Yes I do feel safe out playing.
There are too many people who have the state of mind to hurt children anywhere at any
time and some people watch you intensely.
I mostly play football at Coronation Park at I play golf at Llanwern and I find these places safe
to play.
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There are lots of safe places I can go
My house and the park
I don’t out as much but when I do I’m with my friends and feel safe
Drugs
Yes because I have at home and the park
There is some places but most are dangerous
Because I play football at Coneration Park and I play with my friends at Beechwood park
It best the park for everyone to play their
Because the teacher make sure it safe, outside I feel safe playing because I play with my
friends.
Nowhere fun to play parks are boring town has gone boring
I live by a safe part
There aren’t any safe places to play around where I live.
There are lots of safe places in my area
There Is A Big Field And Park Where I Live.
There are lots of safe places to play around Newport!
There are lots of safe places to go like park and there are lots of park around in the
community that I live in.
Sometimes if I want to go out and play football someone that I don’t know would show off
for his friends and take the ball or something
Yes
I normally play around by my house.
Outside in my street and in my back garden
Because we play outside the school and we walk inside school and just chat or sit at the
canteen
I think my park that I go to is safe.
There need to be more safe places
Newport isn’t ever safe to be in.
I don't play
I don't play
I usually stay indoors
I stay at home on my computer all day apart from going riding and walking the dog.
Because there’s always a fear of being kidnaped or drug are around.
There are many parks that are safe.
I don't get scared of people bigger than me
Everywhere is taken over by alcoholics and drug users.
I can play in the garden safely.
No because its Newport
The parks always have gangs in them.
When I go out with my friends I generally feel safe in certain areas.
Beechwood park
Gates all around the school
I don’t play
Newport is dangerous no matter where you go
Don't go outside often
There are adults around and you know you’re free from harm
Depends on where you go to play.
Depending on where I am.
I don't go outside
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A motorway.
I don't play
Because there might be freaks around
I don't really go out to places other than the cinema but if I did I wouldn’t feel safe.
Because you never know who is around
I don't play
I don’t play
Park for football
I could go on the field or the school backyard or football cage
I don't play.
Glass and broken bottles everywhere, along with peoples rubbish everywhere
My community is safe
I have a house?
Because I do
Because I know safe places
Beechwood is disgusting. Drugs everywhere.
I’m a social out cast
Because we live in Newport and there is nowhere to go so then we go on the streets but
then we get told of for going out on the streets when it’s the only place we got
Because I do!
No because I live on the old barn and it’s a bit violent.
Back garden
Because there are lots of gangs
I play in some places where it’s scary but then enjoyable at the same time
Cus I broke my collar boner
Yes
You can’t trust people when you go out on your own
Safe place
Because of all the drugs around.
There are a lot of people who deal with drugs but most of the time I feel safe at home.
No, because of the high rate of crime and drugs in Newport.
There are safe places to play, but you get areas really rough with people drinking and
smoking.
I just don't feel safe anywhere
Some areas of Newport are not safe to go or I am unsure about them but most of the time I
do feel safe to play. Most places are rough.
Depends on where we go
I don't "play" however the areas around us can be quite horrible places to be when you are
alone.
There are safe places to play, but just not lots of room at break as there are all the years
together
I usually just walk up and down my street with my friends but we usually prefer to stay away
from Old Barn.
I don't "play" but the areas in the school are safe.
Yes in the park and stuff like that
Vandals
I go down the park often with my friends
My home or maybe my street
Yes, I go to the park and I enjoy school grounds to run around in.
Park
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All the parks are ruined and there’s not a lot of safe places at all
Because some places are no safe
Because some places are not safe
Because I know lots of places I could go
I have a really quite road by my house and I get to go on my scooter with my friends.
I just play in the park
I go to parks and it is only really across my street so if something happens I know what to do.
Park and back garden
Some places you know you are safe because you know the area but then sometimes you
don’t know the place so you don’t know if it’s safe
Not even the park is safe from bullies or creepy adults
I play with a group of friends at parks.
Newport isn't all that you think it is its actually quiet crappy
Many parks are full of older kids who cause trouble.
I have many friends and family who will help me if I need somewhere to stay.
In a park
I don’t think there is a safe place to play
I don't play anywhere
Yes because I play on a computer in my room, not outside. I'm safe.
The local park is fairly safe.
Nowhere is safe.
Dangerous places
The park.
No we don’t , in parks you always find drugs / needles because a lot of teens and druggies
hang around there
Most fields and stuff are fenced of and you get told of if you walk or hang around streets.
I go to my local park.
I don't play I chill with my mates and I thought this survey was supposed to be for adults
I’m not a child anymore
If you go to the parks that are in walking distance yes, but apart from that no because of all
the busy roads.
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Question 20: I have heard of the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (UNCRC)?

Yes
No
Sometimes

Number of people
234
631
94

Percentage of people
24.40%
65.80%
9.80%

NB: There were 32 no responses to question 20.

Why do you think this (319 comments received)?








No clue
Maybe / not sure
International schools club
Maybe?
I have heard of this
I want to be an ambassador when I am older so I know all about the UNCRC
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No
No I haven’t
Cause I do
Never heard of it
I have been informed
Can’t remember
Don’t know
No education on it
No idea what it is or what they do
Because no one 's told me
No
Parents donate to similar charities
I have heard of this in Cardiff on a leaflet
I haven’t
No
Yes I know
I have not heard of it
No
I haven’t heard of it
I think so
I think we did it in school
I haven’t heard of them
I haven’t a clue
No
Yes I do
No
Don’t really know
Because of news and parents
I know there is a group that helps out
I have heard because of school
I haven’t been told
Yes I have
No not at all
In primary school
I don’t know what it is
Never heard of UNCRC
I don’t know what it is
I have never heard of them
Never heard of them
Because who has?
Never heard of it
I haven’t heard of it
I haven’t hear of UNCRC
I have learnt about it school
I have not heard of them
Never
I haven’t heard of it
I heard it in my primary school
I have learned about them
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Form room
School talks
I have not heard of it
I haven’t
I have not heard of it
I haven’t heard of UNCRC
I haven’t heard of them
We are not taught it
Not been told
No not really
Not taught about it, no news about it
I haven’t heard of it
I haven’t heard of it
From school
School
Haven’t heard of them
I don’t know
I have heard of it but I don’t know exactly what it is
Haven’t been taught
Not really but yeah
Because I don’t know
Not promoted in school
Just haven’t
Have not been told about them
I have heard of it
Haven’t heard of them
I don’t live in the USA
In primary
Yes I have
No one has ever said anything
I've never heard of it
I am not sure of that
School
I don’t know really
No I haven’t
A little bit
We learnt them in primary
I haven’t heard of them
No
I have heard of it but don’t really know
I don’t understand this question
Never heard of
We were taught about it
Never been told
Never heard of them
Never
No news not promoted
Never been told them
Not once
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Investors in pupils
I don’t know what this is?
Once
I don’t really know
In school lfl and other lessons
I have not
I have heard of it but don’t know much about it
No
We haven’t
We haven’t
We haven’t
We haven’t
We haven’t
We haven’t
We haven’t
We haven’t
We haven’t
We haven’t
We haven’t
We haven’t
We haven’t
We haven’t
We haven’t
We haven’t
We haven’t
We haven’t
We haven’t
We haven’t
We haven’t
We haven’t
We haven’t
We haven’t
School
I have never heard about it and no one tells me about it
No one tells me
I have heard about it don’t know what it’s all about
On TV or mail
They told me
Who are they?
Never heard of it
Learnt about it in primary
Don’t know what this is
I don’t know what that is
Don’t know
I haven’t heard of it
No sure what that means
Don’t know it
When I’m in assembly
Never
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No idea who they are no one told me
I haven’t heard of this
Never
I have heard about it
Listened to it with my dad once
Nobody has told me about it
We learnt about it in primary school
I have attended a special meeting
No one told me
To finish our work
Because you told my brother
Never been told
They aren’t publicised
Don’t know
I have never heard of it
The UNCRC isn’t mentioned commonly
I have never heard of this
No clue
No
No idea and I don’t care
I have heard of the un though
Never heard of it
I have not heard of it
That question makes no sense
Never been told
Nope
Don’t know what they are
Not been told
I haven’t heard all of it
I have hears of it but don’t know much about it
I haven’t
No I don’t know what it is
I have never heard of it before
No what is it
I think so human rights
No I don’t know what it is I haven’t heard of it
Who has?
I haven’t heard it
Don’t know that much
I haven’t hears of it
I don’t know who they are
Yes I do
I don’t remember it
In service I heard it
I have never heard of it
They are in my class
I can’t remember
I don’t remember hearing it
In service
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Explained at assembly
Never heard of it
I think this because I remember it
I remember it
Not displayed anywhere
Haven’t heard of it
Not displayed anywhere
Haven’t heard of this
I haven’t
Yes but I don’t know that much about them
I don’t know what it is.
I don't listen or watch the news :/ but I think my teachers have talked about it in form time
It means where every child has rights like a right to have a name a right to live and go to
school
I haven’t heard of it.
I never heard of it
I have not heard of it
Because it’s not well known
No
Yes I am aware of the united nations convention of rights of the child
I don't have a clue what that is
No.
No I haven’t heard of that
No I haven't heard of this
No
Yes I have heard of the rights of the child.
Never heard that.
I don't know what that is
Nope
Don’t even know what that is
A bit
I often quote it to keep myself familiarised
My music teacher talked about them
I normally watch the news and I haven't seen any of that on the news.
I have never heard of these in my life this is first I have heard I would like to learn about
them though.
What is it
I don’t hear a lot of thing but I might of heard of it and forgotten
Because we all have rights
Because I don't really pay attention to politics etc.
I haven't heard a lot of things but I know the rights.
I have the right to learn
Never being told
I haven’t heard of it.
Never heard of it
What’s that
Don't know what it is
Worked on it in school
I haven’t
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I don't know what this means.
I think I have heard about it but a long time ago
Don’t know what it is.
I have not heard of this.
I have heard of united nations convention on the rights of the child
I don’t know what this is
I haven`t heard about this.
I heard about it on then news once
I haven’t heard about it
I think I have heard once or twice
I have no idea what this is.
I looked it up.
On the internet
Because I haven’t.
I have read it on a newsletter and on line.
Sounds complicated
No one has mentioned it.
No one told me about it.
Never hear of it.
I have heard of this.
I don't know what that is
What is it?
No
That exists?
Never heard about it.
I haven’t heard of them
What is that?
I don't know
I’ve never heard of them
Never heard of it
What is this?
I haven’t
Because I haven't
I've never heard of it
I have read them so I can school people who do not know their rights
No one told me that before
What?
I nether do
Because I do!
Yes because we all got the right to education and water.
I'm sorry I don't know how to answer this question
Because my mother told me
I hear it on TV or in the news etc.
Don’t know what it is
I don’t know what the united nations convention is
Never heard of them.
I had to answer with "sometimes" because it makes no sense, but yea
Never heard of it
I have never heard of it.
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Yes I have heard of this
Never heard of it
What the hell
Yes, I learnt about them in my primary!
Never heard of it
I have never heard of it
Because I have never heard of it
No
I have not heard of this but I know that it may help children and their lives.
I haven’t heard of it
I haven’t heard it before
I don't read the news.
I have never heard of it
Because I’ve seen it on the television
I have never been told about this.
No one has ever told me about this
I have not been told about this.
Not very well advertised.
Never been told about it or seen it anywhere.
Because I have never heard of this.
Because I haven’t heard of it
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Question 21: I know my rights?

Yes
No
Sometimes

Number of people
645
165
157

Percentage of people
66.70%
17.06%
16.24%

NB: There were 24 no responses to question 21.

Why do you think this (334 comments received)?








Yes I do
I was told in primary school
I learn them in international schools club
I know my rights
Certain rules school
From school and family
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Cause I do
I have been informed
Yeah
My teacher told me
I have one at home
Not clear
Some of them
Don't know all of them
I know and understand
Most of them anyway
I know rights and wrongs
We learned about it
I know most rights
I know
I know some
From school
I know the most important
Not all of them
I know what I can and can’t do
I know most of them
Adults
Yes we learned them in LFL
Yes and some
Because I have lessons in it
Yes I do know my rights
Because we have gone through them
I watch crime shows
Yes because my family told me
I know what I am able to do
I know right and wrong
Learnt in year 5
In primary school
My decisions
No been taught all of them
We have been taught to
For detentions and stuff
Because I know my rights
I know some of them
Yes
I have learned about them
Because of my classes
Lessons
I know my rights
I don’t
That’s why I don’t get a full lunch detention and get at least ten minuets
Learnt them in primary
Though school and family
I know my rights
Only basic ones
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No, Never been taught them
I know my rights
RS
I have been taught them
They told us in my primary school
I've been taught them
School
Not all the times
Yes I know my rights
I have been taught them
I don’t know them
Because no one has told me
News
Got taught
Have not been taught them
Yes
Yes
Listen to my parents
Most of them
Yes I know my rights
We learn about it in LFL in year 7
Heard it at home and at school
I do
Through school
Of school
Yes I do
Yes
Yes I know that to do
We learnt them in primary
Because I do
Yes
Free education I know this
They tell rights to us
My mum tells me my wrongs and rights
My mum and my dad
I know my rights
Never been told
Still unsure of some
Not a clue
No one has told me my rights
Never been told them
I have a calendar that says children’s rights
Yes because my teachers tell me
I was taught them
Free education because we have been told in school
I don’t know
Yes I do
I know some
I know my rights
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I do
I have been taught my rights by my parents and teachers
Yes
Yes on the display
Yes on the display
Yes on the display
Yes on the display
Yes on the display
Yes on the display
Yes on the display
Yes on the display
Yes on the display
Yes on the display
Yes on the display
Yes on the display
Yes on the display
Yes on the display
Yes on the display
Yes on the display
Yes on the display
Yes on the display
Yes on the display
Yes on the display
Yes on the display
Yes on the display
Yes on the display
Yes on the display
Sometimes not exactly sure
People tell me
Not sure
I have been told
Yes in school and at home
They told me
Not really
Yes my parents taught me
School
I don’t know my rights
Not really
Depends what topic
Parents
People tell me them
Some of them
No idea
I don’t know
Not really
I know my rights and responsibilities
No one has told me
Never been told
I am taught it
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Some of them
I know a lot of them
I learnt them in a lunch time school club
Only know the important ones
Because I always ask my mum
Some taught in school
I know them
I don’t know them
I have got a computer
Never been taught before
Because I am 15
I know my rights
Most of them
I have a right to education
I don’t know all of them
I am smart
Never been told
I know as much as I should
Teachers shout if you do
Haven’t really been explained
I have my own PC
I know some of my rights
What I should and shouldn’t do
No one has told me
And my wrongs and what I can do
My mum tells me
We learnt about them
I know my rights and responsibilities
Who does
I know my rights
Knowledge
I know my rights
Some knowledge
To learn and be free
I know what to do
I do
I do
They are in class on a card
Brownie guide law
People tell me
I get told
Because I am quite good
No swearing
Yes I be kind to my family
I don’t remember hearing it
I know my rights because I know what to do
At home
Parents
At home
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Parents and teachers tell me
I stick to my rights
I can’t smoke or drive
Learnt them from my family
I understand the law
I listen to my parents
I know some of them
I do not know all of my rights but I know that I have the right to be fed and live in a home.
I know what rights I have
I know my rights.
Still young and learning but know most of them
I know the rights I’m aloud to
We have had assemblies about it.
I don’t know my rights
Because I know right from wrong
Yes
Because my form tutor has talked about
Its explained in school
It's not hard to know what I'm allowed to do and what I'm not allowed to do.
Yes I know my rights
In form we have completed work on human rights
Sometimes.
You have loads of rights like the right to speak and list ion
I’m not sure what these are
I don’t know all my rights
Sometimes I know my right
I was taught them in school.
Because I have seen all of the human and child rights.
What are my rights?
Not at all
Nope
I take it upon myself to keep informed on them
What are my rights?
At lunch we have to share lunches and our lines are long so people and the back have to
wait half of the lunch for dinner by then the bell goes so they have to waste lots of food so
that's unfair.
I know not a lot of rights.
Yes as I can do what I want when I’m home normally on Computer Games or Drawing.
Because I know when it’s okay to something and when it’s not.
Because I know what’s wrong and what’s right
Never been told
I know them and I think it’s wrong that people take advantage of them
To learn
I got taught them
Sometimes adults tell us that we are wrong about our rights and that the things we think we
can do we cannot even when we can
Because I’ve been told them.
I know my rights and those people who take advantage.
To learn
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I know when I am naughty and bad.
Kinda
I know some of my rights
I know my rights and what to do and not to do
I have to right to everything
Haven’t been told
Yes because if I am not I will get punished
I should know my rights
Because everyone has their own rights
Because I know what I’m doing
Worked on it in school
Dunno
I am not entirely sure what rights I have.
I do know my rights
I know everything I need to know.
I know I have the right to clean water, shelter, food, clothes to go to school.
Because my mum and dad told lots of information about rights
I have the right to do anything I want
Not all of them
I don’t even know what rights we have; teenagers are always made out to be horrible and
disrespectful when it’s usually just what the adults say because they don’t give us the time
of day.
I don't know what they are, no.
I looked them up too.
They are quite obvious
I haven't been shown them.
I have been taught them.
I know all the ones I need to know e.g. freedom of speech
No one has told me.
My parents taught me.
I don't know my rights.
I know what I can do and what my rights in Newport are.
Because I do
No one has told me what they are
I'm not sure
The policeman told me.
Depends what mood I’m in
Yeah I know what’s right and wrong.
I know what’s right and what’s wrong
I have no idea
I know them, I follow the law.
I’m not really sure about my rights
Never taught or told them
What are they?
Never really cared to look them up
I probably don't have any
Same above
Because I know what I’m doing
Adult don’t want us to know are rights
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To be a man
Because I do!
No because I don't know what rights is.
Because I have been told them
Because I got told
Because I know what’s right for a kid like my age!
Don’t know
Nope.
Because I do
I don’t know them, but I’m pretty sure I have them
I need to know them properly
I don`t feel like I have any
I know my rights and would stand up for myself if I wasn't given my rights.
I haven't been taught what my rights are.
I think I do, from RS
We have rights?
My teacher told me my rights
I do what I want
I know most of my rights
Um I’m not sure
I have rights to do lessons and I have rights to speak for myself.
I don’t always
Because I know what to do and not what to do
Because I know how to do things and I don’t know how to do things
Because I control my rights
I know my rights and I am a very good person to the community. Every person should have a
family, safety, food, water
Yes I know my rights
Because I know my rights and I know what to do.
Yes because I know what to do and what not to do
I have been taught in school.
Kids should know there rights so they don’t get in trouble.
Because I'm clever
I got told them
I've wanted to look up my rights but I could not find any
No one ever told me my rights.
I want to know when I’m in the right.
Common sense, use general laws and apply them to oneself.
Because I know my rights
I watch a lot of police dramas. My dad is also part of the TSG in London so I have heard him
when he's revising for his police exams.
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Question 22: I can use a computer when I need to?

Yes
No
Sometimes

Number of people
796
54
116

Percentage of people
82.40%
5.59%
12.01%

NB: There were 25 no responses to question 22.

Why do you think this (382 comments received)?








My computer
Because facilities are accessible
I have a laptop and a mac
I use computers for homework
5 in my house
Computer access at home and the info shop
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Cause I do
Because I own one
Yes
Because I can
I own one
I have one at home
Home and school
I have one at my house
Yes at home
I know how to use a computer
If I need to I will
In school and at home
Do my homework
I have my own one
No I internet in school
Yes I use computer
Not all the time
I have a computer at home
Library
I am good with technology
At home and in school
I have full access to my own computer
At home
Go to library or club
Yes they are very helpful
At home and in the library
Because I have one and the school has them
For information etc.
Because there are lots of places
I have a lap top
At home or friends house
I have access at home
In the library
Learnt in year 1
I have 3 at home
Itc clubs at lunch
I know how to use one
I have my own lap top
Library is usually full
There is a lot of computers
Because I have one at home
I have a computer
I use a computer in school
I get to go on the computer
Yes
I have a computer at home and school
I have a computer at home and school
I have a computer at home
I have a computer at home and school
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To do some homework
Because I have one
At home
I know when to use a computer
I know
I get to go on the computer
Yes, because I have learned to use a computer
My mums lap top
We have a school library with computers
I have 5 computers in my house
I know where the power button is
I have my own
I have learnt to
Library
I have access to one
As I have my own computer
I have a computer at home
Home and school
Now and then
Yes I can use a computer
Had no trouble with it
We have one in our house
There is nothing else to do
I can’t use them
Computer rooms booked out
Study support
Yes
Ict lessons
At home laptop
Don’t go on
My foster carer don’t let me
Not a lot
Library computers
Yes I can
I have one at home
We have a computer and a lap top
I can
In my house
Yes library and home
At home , library
Yes have one
Homework
Because I have one
Computer time is limited as I have not been taught
Because there is one
Yes
I go to the library
Because technology is big in this world
I have a iPad and computer at home
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I have a computer at home
I was taught how
I own one
No I don’t
Because I have one
Yes because adults tell me when I need to
Yes because I normally use it
Got a laptop
I like researching
May parents told me how to use one
They don’t allow us in school
At home and school
At home
My dad works on computers and has taught me to use them
Yes
For homework
For homework
For homework
For homework
For homework
For homework
For homework
For homework
For homework
For homework
For homework
For homework
For homework
For homework
For homework
For homework
For homework
For homework
For homework
For homework
For homework
For homework
For homework
For homework
I have my own, info shop as well
Internet cafes
There is not always one available
Computers are everywhere
Yes at home and in the library
Yes in school and at home
When I feel
I go to school
I can go to the library and use computer at home
School
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I have a computer
Home school and more
My laptops always break
At home
Yes in my house
Because there are a lot of computers
Not really
I have a computer
There are loads of computers
At home school and library
Yes
Wi-Fi is a problem in Newport
I have my own pc
Because my parents are good
Got one in school and at home
Free Wi-Fi and 3g
Itc
Yes I can
I mostly have access to one
Because I have my own laptop
I am good with technology
Yes for my homework
Library and my own
Lessons in primary school
I have a computer
I have a computer in my house
At home or in school
My own personal computer
I do
I have a computer
I have a computer and other devices
I have one
At my house and school
I go to a good school
I have one
Yes I am not poor
At home I can yes
We have one at home
I have a laptop
For home
I don’t have one
I have one at home
I have 3 at home
Not at this time
I know how to
I have a lap top
If I need to I ask and the teacher lets me
I am not poor
Because I got one
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Home
There is a computer to go on
Sometimes I don’t need to
To search the internet
Sometimes
When I do my homework
I got laptop computer and a dsi
Ict we do every week
All the time
So I can find information
I go to ICT
Because I know I can
At the ICT suite
Yes at home to play games on
In ICT we have the pac books
If the teachers says yes you have been good
At school they book the ICT
Research
Unless its occupied
I do for homework
If someone else is using it
I have a computer
I have a computer
My family have 2 computers
At home
In the lrc which means learning resource centre it’s a library with ipads and TVs
I have a laptop and 2 tablets at home and I can use the lrc in school.
I have a computer at home
I have access to iPad’s, iPods, smartphones, and computers.
I’ve got three computers at my house
Yeah sometimes
Our lrc (learning resources centre)
All my family members have a laptop or computer so we can go on a computer or laptop
when we need to
Because there are many computers round
No I cant
Because there’s the lrc and I have 2 at home
I have access to a computer at home and at school.
I can sometimes use the ones in school, but they're often already being used, and the ones
in my house are either the one my brother uses for university, or the main computer which I
really slow and doesn't really work.
Yes I use a computer when necessary.
People from Glan Usk learnt a lot about using computers and ICT here has improved my
skills more
Yes at home and sometimes in school.
Because the lrc is always closed
I have a computer in my house I also have an iPad which I’m aloud to use them when I want
but when I go to sleep my mum takes it so I can't go it in the night
Yes I can use a computer whenever I need to use one
Yes I can used a computer when I need to
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Yes because kids are born with them these days.
Because we do not have computers in the classrooms.
Laptop and my phone.
There are lots of computers in our school which help us with our learning.
I have my own laptop and access to computers in school and in libraries.
I can in school and at home like for homework
We have a library with computers but it's not always available
I have recently gained internet access
Yes because sometimes I need to do homework on the computer.
Because I have one at home and I can use the school laptops or computes
Yes, because I need to talk with my friends and do my homework.
I have internet access at home, and if I need to in school, they will let me borrow a computer
in school
If I decide to go to a library or something they will give me access to computers
I have laptop plus I can go after school not at lunch though
I have a computer.
Yes as I have one and use it all the time.
Because I am very good with computers and no the basics of using and computer plus some
other things
Because I’m in the tec
Yes because I’m on one know and at my house
In my house
No accessibility when needed
I have computers around me all day in case I need to use them
Because I am good at it
Because I have a computer to use for homework when I need to submit it
Only since Christmas because I asked for a laptop so I could do homework
Because I own one.
Yes because I have my own computer at home I can use for home work and stuff.
Because I can fix computers
Yes because I work on the computers in dt.
I can use them in school and at home
I use my computer all the time!
I have a laptop at home
Cause I got my own laptop
I get a lot of access to a computer at anytime
Got a computer at home and got computers in school
In school I can but at home I can't because my laptop has broken.
Got one at home
Yes because I have one at home
I have access to a computer
Because I have 1 computer, 2 ipads and 2 laptops at home
Because I got lots of places to use the computer like at home and library
I know how to use it
I have access to internet in my house and internet on my phone I have a tablet and a
laptop there’s a library 5 mins away from where I live
Yes
Email
I have a library near to my home
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If I need to there are one's at home and school.
In school and at home.
When I need to use a computer I have one at home, there is one at the library and in the
school library!
I can use a computer at home and if it is broken then I can come to school and use the ones
in the library or in class rooms
I can always use one at home but in school only in ICT
Yes because I can use it at home to play games
I normally use my computer when I do my homework.
I use my sisters computer with her permission as my laptop doesn't work properly
Because I could research homework or just play games
My mum said I can use her computer whenever
For home work or if I feel bored
Yes at home or in a library
I have my own.
I have access to a computer all day, whether in school or at home.
I have my own laptop for personal use and school work
I have my own.
I have access to them at home and in school.
I have my own laptop
I use my computer at home.
I have a computer at home and there are computers at school.
I have my own laptop.
I can access one at home or at school.
Even after school I always have access to one.
At home and in school
Because I can
I have one
Use them lots
There is access in school and at home
I have access to a computer at home.
When I need to find information about stuff.
I am always on a computer
I have my own computer.
Got one in my room
Because I got a laptop in my room
Because I have a laptop
I have a laptop.
Only when I’m in school I don't own a computer
Libraries, school, home etc.
I have one
Because I do
Because I have my own
All the time
I have one
Because I can text people and family
Because I do!
Yes because everywhere I go there is a computer.
My parents tell me
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Because I got one
Because I use it for my homework or sometimes when I’m bored I play
Cus I know how to use one
Yes I can
I'm always on my computer because the weather is rubbish
I have a iPad and iPhone and can use a laptop or a computer in school
I have a iMac at home
Because I own a computer
I have a computer
I have my own computer but you could always use the ones in school or in libraries.
Whenever I need to use my computer I can just use it
Because I have a computer at home and in school we can go on it if needed. We can also go
to the library.
Not in school but I have access to the computer at home.
Sometimes in school we can’t get a computer room when we need to, but if you break your
hand or arm you can have a laptop instead which I think is good
I have a computer in my room and I’m free to use it whenever I need it.
Yes at home but in school only if we are allowed to,
Because we have a computer when I’m home and in school
I have 3
I have access to a computer at home and in school
There are lots of pcs in our library and I have my own computer, also a phone.
I got 7 computers in my house
In school we have libraries plus there's libraries in town and Maindee as well
Because I can’t get onto some website
Because I have a computer
Because I have a computer
For all my family we have one computer and usually my sister is using it so I just have to wait
but I got on my iPad I’m the meantime
It depends
I usually go on a computer if I have homework and play games.
I have one at my house
I have a laptop and a house computer and apple technologies
I have a laptop at home.
I know how to use a computer
I can use library computers or a family computer at home.
I have one at home but if something went wrong the library computers are weird and
confusing.
I have my own
I have a laptop for my homework and course work if I need it.
Because there are plenty to use.
I need to in modern day world.
What did I use to do this?
Because I can use one.
When I’m at home there are computers and laptops, over my friends’ houses there are also
computers and laptops, and even in school there are also computers and laptops so there
are many places for me to study / work on a computer.
I have my own.
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